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CHAPTER I

Introduction

1. Why gamma-ray astronomy

Gamma-ray astronomy is the study of the most energetic photons origina-

ting in our Galaxy and beyond. The scientific potential of gamma-ray

astronomy has been recognized from a theoretical standpoint since the

early 50's. In that period Hayakawa (1952) noted that nuclear inter-

actions between cosmic rays and interstellar gas would produce gamma

rays through the intermediate formation and decay of neutral Tr-mesons.

Hutchinson (1952) discussed the production of bremsstrahlung by cosmic-

-ray electrons. These authors and Morrison (1958) predicted that gamma

rays should be produced in the Galaxy with fluxes measurable near the

Earth. For energies above 10 MeV the pion decay and bremsstrahlung

would be the predominent production mechanisms in the Galactic disc.

Other production mechanisms may be important, depending upon tha gamma-

ray energy range considered and strongly dependent on the physical

conditions of the emitting region. Extensive reviews of production

mechanisms are given by e.g. Stecker (1971) and Chupp (1976).

The experimental development in gamma-ray astronomy was initially

limited to the energy range above about 30 MeV, since detector concepts

applicable to these energies were technically feasible at an early

stage. The work described in this thesis also addresses this energy

dotna in.

Gamma rays at these energies originate wherever a suitable combin-

ation of highly relativistic particles and matter or electromagnetic

fields is present, so that astrophysical processes with the largest

transfers of energy can occur. In many cases these concentrations of

energy are not detectable at other wavelengths. Nor can they be traced

by studying relativistic particles, because high-energy particles have

lost all directional information upon arrival at the Earth due to their

diffuse passage through the magnetic fields of interstellar space. By
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contrast, gamma rays travel in straight lines from their sites of

origin. Therefore, gamma-ray astronomy has the potential of revealing

yet unseen highly energetic processes. Of equal importance is the

penetration power of gamma rays, which exceeds that of softer photons.

In fact, the attenuation of the gamma radiation, from essentially any

part of the Galaxy or universe, can be neglected due to the very low

interaction cross section of gamma rays in the energy range considered.

Experience at all wavelengths in astronomy has shown that scient-

ific return of new instruments exploring a new energy domain cannot

accurately be predicted. However predictions are required in order to

justify the construction of such new instruments. As far as gamma

radiation is concerned, the gamma-ray emission originating in inter-

stellar space received particular attention in early theoretical work.

It was generally accepted that gamma radiation is unique as a tracer

of Galactic cosmic rays (electrons and nuclei) and of interstellar

matter, irrespective of its physical state (dust or gas; atomic, mole-

cular or ionized). On the other hand, early estimates of gamma-ray

fluxes from specific Galactic objects (e.g. supernova remnants) or

extragalactic objects (e.g. radio galaxies, quasars) were discouraging

from an observational point of view.

However, it is precisely the discovery of many unexpected gamma-

ray sources which presents a new challenge to astronomers and physicists.

2. Development of gamma-ray astrophysics up to about 1976

Many groups have tried, first with relatively simple instruments and

later with larger, more sophisticated detector systems flown on balloons,

to detect celestial gamma rays. These early attempts until about 1967

have been either negative or inconclusive. The first certain detection

of Galactic high-energy gamma rays was made by Kraushaar et al. (1972)

with the pioneering experiment aboard the 0S0-3 satellite (launched in

1967). They measured gamma rays with energies in excess of 50 MeV from

the Galactic disc. Although the total number of photons collects was

only 631, their galactic longitude distribution showed a clear peak

intensity towards the Galactic centre. This early phase, during which

many balloon and a few satellite experiments were carried out, has been



reviewed by Fazio (1973). A big step forwards was made by the achieve-

ments of the first second-generation satellite experiment on board

SAS-2 (launched on 1972, November 15). The sensitivity of the SAS-2

gamma-ray telescope was approximately twelve times the sensitivity of

0S0-3 and the angular resolution was reduced to a few degrees. The most

important results obtained with this mission, which unfortunately

failed after only seven months, are:

- An almost complete survey of the Galactic plane, which was presented

in the form of a longitude distribution in 5 bins summed from

b = -10° to b = +10° (Fichtel et al. 1975). In total 8000 gamma-ray

events were available to construct this distribution.

- The firm measurement of the gamma-ray emission from the Crab pulsar

(Kniffen et al. 1974), and from the Vela pulsar (Thompson et al.

1975).

- The detection of gamma rays from two other radio pulsars (PSR1747-46

and PSR1813-04, Ogelman et al. 1976) and from Cygnus X-3 modulated

with the 4.8 hour period observed in the X-rays from Cygnus X-3

(Lamb et al. 1977). However, these gamma-ray sources are not confirmed

by COS-B (Kanbach et al. 1977 and Bennett et al. 1977a).

-- An as yet unidentified gamma-ray source yas discovered at 1 ̂  195 ,

b i, +5° (Kniffen et al. 1975).

- The differential spectrum and the dependence on latitude of the

intensity of the diffuse gamma radiation at high Galactic latitudes

was established (Fichtel et al. 1975, Fichtel et al. 1977b), indic-

ating that the diffuse radiation above 35 MeV consists of two parts,

one a relatively hard galactic component and the other an isotropic

component with a steep spectrum which extrapolates back well to the

low-energy (< 10 MeV) diffuse radiation.

Especially the presentation of the large scale gamma-ray intensity

distribution along the Galactic plane initiated the appearance of many

articles in which this distribution was discussed in relation with

other Galactic distributions. Most of the authors supported the argu-

ment that the majority of the high-energy (> 100 MeV) gamma radiation

results from cosmic-ray nuclei interacting with interstellar matter and

for many years this explanation seemed almost unchallenged as we shall

now discuss.



First of all the SAS-2 team itself, Kniffen et al. (1973) suggested

that the radiation was predominantly diffuse radiation originating from

Galactic features and especially from the spiral arm segments closest

to the sun in the direction of the Galactic centre. Bignami and Fichtel

(1974) and Bignami et al. (1975) proceeded further by assuming that the

cosmic-ray density is proportional to the matter density of the scale

of Galactic arms and that the interstellar hydrogen in all forms, i.e.

neutral atomic, ionized atomic and molecular is distributed in a spiral

pattern consistent with density wave theory and with the available

experimental data on the matter distribution. The gamma-ray distribution

calculated on the basis of these assumptions is in good agreement with

the observed longitude, distribution.

A similar result was obtained by Paul et al. (1974 and 1975), who

also assumed in their model a pure TT -decay production. From a compa-

rison of the longitude distribution of gamma radiation and synchroton

emission (a radio map at 150 MHz by Landecker and Wielebinski, 1970)

they concluded that on a large scale the cosmic-ray density and the

square of the magnetic field strength are both proportional to the gas

density. Their results are consistent with the assumption that a large

fraction of the interstellar matter in the inner Galaxy is in the form

of molecular hydrogen.

Stecker et al. (1975), using surveys of 2.6-cm CO emission

(Scoville and Solomon, 1975), also arrived at the conclusion that

molecular hydrogen is far more abundant than atomic hydrogen in the

inner Galaxy. Discussing the high-energy gamma-ray distribution these

authors argued that cosmic rays are dynamically coupled to some degree

to all of the molecular and atomic hydrogen and that the deduced

cosmic-ray distribution is similar to that of Galactic supernova

remnants (thus supporting the Galactic supernova hypothesis for the

origin of most cosmic rays).

A similar analysis has been performed by Fuchs et al. (1976) using

their best estimates of the molecular, atomic and ionized hydrogen.

But these authors did not assume such a coupling of cosmic rays and

matter and conclude that under the assumption that cosmic rays interact

with all the matter, a constant cosmic-ray density distribution for

the inner part of the Galaxy gives a better fit to the observational



gamma-ray data, although there are indications for a cosmic-ray density

variation in the outer region of the Galaxy.

Finally Schlickeiser and Thielheim (1974) and Thielheim (1975) in

their calculation of the intensity of the high-energy Galactic gamma

rays assumed that the interstellar hydrogen and cosmic-ray gas are

coupled through the interstellar magnetic field. Using models of the

Galactic magnetic fields the basic features of the gamma-ray distrib-

ution were fairly well reproduced.

In a detailed review article on gamma-ray astrophysics Fichtel

(1977a) states as a resume: "On the basis of its intensity, energy

spectrum, and angular distribution, and on the lack of quantitatively

successful alternatives, the diffuse high-energy gamma radiation from

the Galactic plane appears to be explained best as resulting primarily

from cosmic-ray interactions with interstellar matter, principally

atomic and molecular hydrogen".

This statement, made only a few years ago, must be revised in the

light of the COS-B results (Section 1.3), which indicate an important

contribution from pointlike sources. This underlines the difficulty

of deriving firm conclusions from available data in a new and devel-

oping branch of astronomy. However, there were precursors predicting

such a contribution from pointlike sources; e.g. Higdon and Lingen-

felter (1976) considered the pulsar contribution to the Galactic gamma-

ray emission. These authors suggested that unresolved short-period

pulsars, emitting pulsed high-energy gamma rays with luminosities

comparable to that observed from the Crab and Vela pulsars could

produce a substantial fraction of the Galactic gamma-ray emission at

energies > 100 MeV. The pulsar contribution would be particularly

significant within the solar circle. Furthermore they point out that

until the contribution of discrete sources is fully understood, the

longitudinal variation of the gamma-ray emission cannot be considered

as evidence in favour of large scale cosmic-ray gradients in the

Galaxy nor as proof of the Galactic origin of cosmic rays.

3. Early results from the COS-B experiment

At the time of the launch of the COS-B satellite in 1975 the accepted



picture of the gamma-ray sky was still governed by the bright but

rather smooth emission from the (Jalaxy. The three known discrete

gamma-ray sources were considered to be exceptional.

It seemed unpredictable whether the COS-B satellite would be able

to do better than SAS-2, since the instruments were not vastly diffe-

rent. As it turned out, the inclusion of an energy spectrometer, the

decision to perform very long observations only and the thorough

analysis of data from extensive pre-launch calibrations, enabled us to

achieve a break through in gamma-ray astronomy. The full exploitation

of the COS-B capabilities was reached after an extensive learning

process in the data analysis.

The effort put into the flight-data analysis, starting at the end

of 1975, was first directed at a verification of the experiment charac-

teristics, for which the following known topics were studied:

(i) gamma-ray emission from the Crab and Vela source, including their

characteristic timing signature

(ii) confirmation of the unidentified gamma-ray source at 1 ̂  195 ,

b <v +5°

(iii) large scale Galactic gamma-ray emission.

It is therefore no surprise that the first COS-B publication

announced the confirmation of high-energy gamma-ray radiation from the

Vela region (Bennett et al. 1976a), adding the detection of gamma rays

with energies in excess of 1 GeV from this source as a new result.

Furthermore, at the Goddard Space Flight Centre Symposium, 'The Struc-

ture and Content of the Galaxy and Galactic Gamma Rays' (June, 1976),

ten months after the launch the following results could be presented

(Bennett et al. 1976b):

(i) The most accurately measured gamma-ray light curves for the Crab

and Vela pulsars. A detailed publication of the temporal and

spectral characteristics of these gamma-ray pulsars followed

soon afterwards (Bennett et al. 1977b).

(ii) The confirmation of the unidentified source at 1 ̂  195°, b ^ +5°

(although marginally resolved with the method of analysis used

at that time).



(iii) The Galactic large-scale distribution in the form of the latitude

distributions for the longitude range 244 <1<284 (excluding the

contribution from the Vela source) and 350<l<20°, both in two

energy ranges (70 - 2000 MeV and 300 - 2000 MeV), and the corres-

ponding longitude distributions in the high-energy range only.

The most important advance was the possibility of selecting a

high-energy threshold. The angular resolution is much better at

high energies (Chapter III), thus permitting a better viaw on the

real structure by applying such a threshold.

In the next phase of the flight-data analysis the main progress

came from the good statistics in the data derived from the long (about

one month) observation periods. This resulted in the following public-

ations. ;

(i) An almost complete survey of the Galactic plane (Bennett et al.

1977c). The data provided the possibility to construct detailed

(I bin size) latitude distributions for energies above 100 and

300 MeV for respectively 10 and 6 longitude ranges (each ^ 30

wide). In addition a longitude distribution (energies > 100 MeV,

bin size 2 , integrated for |b| < 6 ) was presented. This

longitude distribution showed significant fine structure.

(ii) Separate differential energy spectra of the gamma radiation from

large regions (30 and 20 wide) of the Galactic plane (Bennett

et al. 1977c and Paul et al. 1978). These spectra resembled

neither a pure it nor a power law form.

On a coarse scale these results confirmed the picture of the Galactic

emission derived from the SAS-2 data (Fichtel et al. 1975), but the

fine-scale picture revealed more detail than was expected on the basis

of the usual interpretations. Earlier four regions of localised high-

energy gamma-ray emission were recognized in the anticentre region,

including the Crab source and the source reported at 1 ̂  195 , b ^ +5

(Bennett et al. 1977d) and at about the same time a new gamma-ray

source was discovered from analysis of quick-look data (Wills, 1976).

Then it was realised that a systematic search for gamma-ray sources

should be made.

During the following phase the results of a scrupulous analysis



of the extensive pre-launch calibration (Chapter III) were used to

perform a more detailed analysis of the flight data, in particular

with regard to the fine structure. In a first attempt to start a

systematic search Hermsen et al. (197 7a and 1977b) studied four observ-

ation periods for which the preprocessing of data had advanced to a

sufficient level. They grouped their data in bins of 1 x 1 and

followed a relatively simple procedure (Hermsen et al. 1977a). This

search revealed a surprisingly large number of gamma-ray sources,

namely 13, of which 10 were newly discovered. Their latitude distrib-

ution suggested typical distances in excess of ! kpc which, coupled

-9 -2 -1
with typical flux values of 10 erg cm s lead to individual

35 -1
luminosities in excess of 10 erg s . This result completely upset

the confidence in the current theoretical explanations. First of all,

the nature of these sources presented a big puzzle. And secondly, it

was obvious that the presence of many more sources, which would

necessitate a profound change in the interpretation of the total

Galactic gamma-ray intensity distribution, was a serious possibility.

For that reason, the analysis of the COS-B data and the observations

were directed more strongly towards the study of the fine structure.

Especially a more sensitive method to apply in the search for gamma-

ray sources had to be developed.

This thesis describes the progress achieved in the analysis of

the fine scale structure in the COS-B data in the following way:

(i) A thorough analysis of pre-launch calibration measurements

(Chapter III),

(ii) A detailed analysis of the inflight characteristics, including

in particular a comparison with the pre-launch calibration

results (Chapter IV).

(iii) A presentation of a sensitive method to search for gamma-ray

sources, tested and calibrated by analysis of Monte Carlo

simulations (Chapter V).

(iv) A presentation of the catalogue of gamma-ray sources obtained

so far from a spatial analysis of the COS-B data (Chapter VI).

(v) The detection of long-term time variability in one region of

the sky (Chapter VI).
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(vi) A presentation of spectral characteristics of several gamma-ray

sources (Chapter VII).

(vii) A discussion of average source characteristics (leading to

boundary conditions for proposed models), proposed counterparts

and the possible total contribution of gamma-ray sources to the

large scale gamma-ray intensity distribution (Chapter VIII and

parts of Chapters VI and VII).
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CHAPTER II

THE COS-B EXPERIMENT AND MISSION

1. Introduction

The European Space Agency's satellite COS-B was launched from NASA's

Western Test Range on August 9th, 1975. COS-B carries a single experi-

ment, capable of detecting gamma rays with energies greater than 30MeV,

which was designed, constructed and tested under the responsibility of

a collaboration of research laboratories known as the Caravane Collabo-

ration. Until the present day the same collaboration has been responsi-

ble for the selection of the observation program, the analysis of the

data and the publication of the results.

In this chapter liberal use is made of the material published al-

ready by the Caravane Collaboration under the same title (Scarsi et al.

1977).

1.1 History

The idea of a European mission for gamma-ray astronomy was first consi-

dered about fourteen years ago when an ESRO (European Space Research

Organisation, ESA's predecessor) feasibility study was undertaken. Five

university and research institutes, the Max Planck Institut fur Extra-

terrestrische Physik, Garching bei Munchen, Cosmic Ray Working Group,

Leiden (invited to join the Collaboration in May 1969), Istituto di

Scienze Fisische, University of Milan, Centre d'Etudes Nucleaires,

Saclay and the Physical Laboratory, University of Southampton, forming

the Caravane Collaboration, then developed the mission requirements and

instrument characteristics. In May 1969, the Caravane Collaboration ap-

proached ESRO with a letter of intent, proposing that they should build ;

jointly the experiment conceived for the COS-B satellite. In July 1969,

the ESRO council formally approved the inclusion of COS-B in the organi- ."(
•*.'V

sation's scientific programme. Many scientists were involved already at •:

this stage, but it is appropriate here that particular mention be made of
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the senior members of the collaboration responsible for bringing the

idea of a gatnma-ray mission to life, namely:

H.C. van de Hulst, G.W. Hutchinson, J. Labeyrie, R. Lust,

G.P. Occhialini, C. Occhialini-Dilworth and K. Pinkau.

In 1970 it transpired that the Southampton group would not obtain

national funding and the remaining members invited the Space Science

Department of ESTEC, lead by Dr. E.A. Trendelenburg, to join the colla-

boration. At about the same time the University of Palermo joined the

Milan group for the provision of the X-ray detector.

During the course of the next ten years many scientists, several

of them no longer directly involved, made contributions to the COS-B

programme, especially:

N. d'Amico, R.D. Andresen, I. Arens, K. Bennett, G.F. Bignami,

G. Boella, R. Buccheri, J.J. Burger, P. Caraveo, P. Coffaro,

M. Gorisse, G. Kanbach, L. Koch, G.G. Lichti, J. Masnou,

H.A. Mayer-Hasselwander, J.A. Paul, E. Pfeffermann, B. Sacco,

L. Scarsi, A. Scheepmaker, P.G. Shukla, G. Sironi, B.N. Swanenburg,

B.G. Taylor, W.H. Voges and R.D. Wills.

This long list of contributing scientists underlines the statement

that it was a unique and daring enterprise, to build a joint experiment

and to analyse and publish collaboratively the results with six groups

so widely dispersed. Two factors led the Collaboration to successful

completion of the tasks imposed by this project, namely loyalty and

management. The strong sense of loyalty developed during innumerable

week-long sessions held in ESTEC, the first one and a half year of the

Payload Group (PG) and starting in the second half of 1971 the Data

Reduction Group (DRG).

The PG, chaired by the Payload Manager of ESTEC, Mr. Coufleau,

consisted of the Experiment Officers, representing the Institutes.

Especially during the working sessions of this Group in the very early

stages, the spirit of the Collaboration was successfully tested when

significant modifications to the experiment and spacecraft were sugges-

ted and the essential role of accelerator verifications was claimed

(Bleeker, Van de Hulst and Swanenburg, 1969). Reluctance to accept

these ideas, gradually changed into a discussion and finally into effi-
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cient working sessions. Looking back, one may conclude that every

change introduced in that first half a year provided a crucial contri-

bution to the success of the mission.

The DRG continued the work of the PG, but more concentrated on

the preparation and analysis of calibration measurements. At the same

time an early start was made with the development of the software

package for the flight data analysis. The first years the DRG meetings

were co-ordinated and 'pushed' by Dr. J.J. Burger, later succeeded by

Dr. R.D. Wills. For the calibration measurements the 'Caravane was

inarching through Europe' to put the experiment in several accelerator

beams. The experiment was even tested during a balloon flight of the

Engineering Model in Sioux City (USA). After launch the regular, once

every 5 till 8 weeks, weeklong working sessions were held, on a

rotation basis, in the different Institutes of the Collaboration and

in the European Space Operation Centre (ESOC) in Darmstadt.

The Project Scientist was provided by the Space Science Depart-

ment (ESTEC); before launch Dr. B.G. Taylor and after launch Dr. R.D.

Wills. Thus full use was made of the possibilities for close contact

with the entire Project Management, successfully lead by Mr. G. Alt-

mann with Payload Manager Mr. P. Coufleau and Spacecraft Manager

Mr. P. Hill.

To settle the general rules for the functioning of the PG and

DRG and to control them, as well as to provide e.g. guidelines for

the publication policy, including final approval for publication,

there was the COS-B Steering Committee, made up by the heads of the

institutes involved in the Collaboration. Before launch it met 18 times

in seven years. The Steering Committee resolved several crises,

ranging from lack of funding to severe distrust in the expected

performance of the experiment. The official point of contact of the

Collaboration with ESA (ESRO) is the chairman of the Steering Commitee,
ri

during 1970 Prof. Lust, succeeded by Prof. Van de Hulst, while since

February 1978 Prof. Pinkau has chaired the committee.
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1.2 Objectives

With the broad aim of studying in detail the sources of extraterres-

trial gamma radiation of energy above about 30 MeV, the principal

objectives of the COS-B mission were defined to be:

(i) Investigation of the spatial structure and energy spectrum of

gamma-ray emission from the Galaxy.

(ii) Examination of known or postulated localised sources of gamma

radiation, determination of the energy spectra of sufficiently

strong sources and search for time variations (long and short

term) in their intensities.

(iii) Measurement of the intensity and energy spectrum of the diffuse

radiation from high galactic latitudes, believed to be of extra-

galactic origin.

2. Description of the detector

The instrument has been described in some depth by Bignami et al.

(1975). It is designed according to the now, i.e. after the COS-B

design, 'classical' approach in which four detector elements are

combined, namely (making reference to the sectional view presented in

figure II. 1):

- A spark chamber (SC), in which gamma rays are converted into electron-

positron pairs and their tracks are visualized.

- A triggering telescope, which provides a trigger pulse to the spark

chamber when it detects the passage of the electrons.

- An energy calorimeter (E), which provides an energy measure of the

detected photon by absorption of the electron energy (at least in

part).

- A charged-particle shield, or guard counter (A) which provides a veto

signal to inhibit triggering by cosmic-ray particles.

The combination of these four basic elements has been signifi-

cantly improved with respect to the configuration at the time of the

feasibility-study by careful analysis of some of the design para-

meters, namely:

- Amount of material between spark chamber and energy calorimeter.
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Figure II.1 Schematic sectional view of the COS-B experiment.

- Distance between spark chamber and energy calorimeter.

- Design of calorimeter.

- Design of spark chamber.

- Design of guard counter.

The result of this design reevaluation, together with some criteria

from which the best combination of the four basic elements are derived,

has been summarized by Swanenburg (1970).

Essential features of each element are presented below:

2
The spark chamber has a geometrical area of 240 x 240 mm and 16

spaced 15 mm apart. Each gap consists of two planes of 192 parallel

wires, separated by 1.25 mm, stretched in orthogonal directions.

The wire planes are separated by 3 mm. Interleaved between the gaps

are 12 tungsten sheets of 0.138 mm thickness, each providing 0.042

radiation length of conversion material. The top gap and the lowest
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three gaps have no tungsten immediately above them. The vessel is

filled to a pressure of 2 bar with neon to which 0.6% of ethane is

added as a quenching agent. Provision is made for flushing and refil-

ling the chamber twelve times during the lifetime of the mission. This

is necessary to prevent progressive deterioration of spark chamber

performance due to poisoning of the gas.

Incident gamma-ray photons are converted to electron pairs in

the conversion material of the spark chamber. Immediately after the

detection of one or more electrons by the triggering telescope, in the

absence of a pulse from the guard counter, a high voltage pulse is

applied to each gap of the chamber and discharges occur along the

ionisation tracks left by the electrons. The wires between which a

discharge occurs define the X and Y coordinates of the spark, while

the gap defines the Z coordinate. The electron tracks and hence the

arrival directions of the photons can be reconstituted from the spark

coordinates. Figure II.2 displays a typical gamma-ray event (the first

measured by COS-B in orbit) in two orthogonal pictures of the tracks

in the SC (this display degrades the spatial resolution since only 96

of the available 192 resolution elements are used).

The triggering telescope is a three-counter telescope. The

telescope field of view is defined by a 30 mm thick plexiglass

directional Cerenkov detector (C) divided in four coplanar blocks,
2

each 110 x 110 mm (Andresen et al. 1974a) and a 10 mm thick Nuplex 3

scintillation counter (B2), 250 mm diameter and divided in four

quadrants. The division of these counters permits a choice (by tele-

command) of the angular field of view, defined either by the complete

areas of each counter (wide-angle mode, WA) or by the individual

elements constituing four telescopes in parallel (narrow-angle mode,

NA). The low response of the Cerenkov counter to charged particles

moving in the reverse direction reduces significantly the probability

of triggering on secondary particles generated by cosmic-ray inter-

actions in the massive Csl crystal (E). Immediately above counter C

and 200 mm above B2 is a 4 mm thick Nuplex 3 scintillation counter of
2

area 220 x 220 mm (Bl) (Andresen et al. 1974b). By selection of the

discrimination threshold this counter can be made to trigger on

pulses due to the passage of one or two minimum-ionising particles.
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Figure II.2 Real time display of spark-ehambev 'picture' for the

first event accepted as a gamma-ray event, signed by

all those present in the control room of the European

Space Operations Centre in Darmstadt when the event came

up on the quick-look display screen.

The elements C and B2 are each viewed by a single photomultiplier tube.

Counter Bl has two tubes for improved uniformity of response and for

redundancy. All photomultipliers are positioned outside the telescope

active volume (Figure II.3) to restrict the amount of absorbing

material between the spark chamber and the energy calorimeter. Energy

deposited in the counters themselves can be estimated from pulse-

height measurements.

The energy calorimeter consists of a single CsI(Tl) scintilla-

tion crystal, 25-27 cm diameter (tapered) and 4.7 radiation lengths
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(8.5 cm) thick. It is viewed by four photomultiplier tubes optically

coupled to its lower surface. In view of its limited absorption capa-

bility (due to restrictions of available weight), a 10 mm thick Pilot

Y plastic scintillator (D) is mounted below it to monitor the leakage

of the electromagnetic cascades at the highest energies.

The anti-coincidence counter (A), which surrounds the spark

chamber and the upper half of the triggering telescope, inhibits

triggering of the instrument by cosmic-ray particles, mainly protons,
4

which are approximately 10 times more numerous than gamma rays. It

consists of a dome of SPF plastic scintillator viewed by 9 photo-

multiplier tubes evenly spaced around its lower edge.

Figure II. 3 Photograph of central detector package.
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The event selection logic can be controlled by telecommand to re-

quire inputs not only from the telescope and anticoincidence counters

but also from counters D and E. By waiving the anticoincidence require-

ment the experiment triggers on incident protons, providing a means

for calibrating the counters and for monitoring the quality of tracks

in the SC. In addition all counters are provided with a means of arti-

ficial stimulation (either electronic or with light-emitting diodes)

for inflight performance monitoring.

The experiment includes an electronics subsystem, which compres-

ses the data, formats the event-related information and monitors coun-

ting rates.

In order to facilitate the search for pulsations in the gamma ra-

diation from sources known to pulsate at X-ray wavelengths a collima-

ted proportional counter, with its field of view centred parallel to

the axis of the gamma-ray detector, is included in the COS-B payload.

The counter, which is divided in two halves for redundancy, is filled

with an argon/carbon dioxide mixture and has a 25 um thick beryllium

window providing sensitivity to X-rays in the energy range 2 to 12 keV.

Charged particles and high energy photons are discriminated against by

pulse shape discrimination and by anticoincidence with a similar coun-

ter mounted immediately below. A passive collimator provides a circu-

lar symmetric, trapeziform response with a FWHM of 10 and a flat top

of 1.1 diameter. The times of arrival of individual photons are re-

corded so that the period of a pulsar can be determined in the moving

satellite reference frame. This provides a possibility in certain

cases to time gamma-ray pulsations directly without transformation to

the solar barycentre reference frame. For historical reasons, this

auxiliary instrument is referred to as the pulsar synchroniser.

3. The satellite and its orbit

The satellite is configured as a cylinder 1.40 m diameter and 1.13 m

long with the main experiment package occupying the central region as

shown in the cutaway view of figure II.4. The pulsar synchroniser, all

experiment electronic units and spacecraft subsystems are mounted on
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Figure II. 4 Cutaway view of the COS-B satellite. Key to subsystems:

1. Antiaoinaidence counter

2. Spark chamber

3. Triggering telescope

4. Energy calorimeter

5. Pulsar synchroniser

6. Structure

7. Superinsulation

8. Sun and Earth-albedo sensors (attitude measurement)

9. Spin thruster

10. Precession thvuster (attitude control)

11. Nitrogen tank (attitude control)

12. Neon tank (spark chamber gas flushing)

13. Solar-cell array

14. Electronics

the upper and lower surfaces of an equatorial platform (Figure II.5).

These locations were chosen in order to minimize the probability of

triggering as a consequence of charged-particle interactions in these

units. With this configuration, only 0.07 g cm of the thermal-blanket

material are in the field of view of the experiment outside the cover

of the anticoincidence counter. The total mass at launch was 278 kg of

which the experiment units comprise 118 kg.
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Figure II. 5 Exploded sahematia view of the spacecraft
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COS-B is spin stabilized at about 10 rpm about its axis of symme-

try which coincides with the optical axis of the gamma-ray detector. A

nitrogen-gas attitude-control system is used to point the experiment

to within 1 of the desired directions. Sun and earth sensors provide

data from which the instantaneous attitude at the time of detection of

a photon can be reconstituted with a precision better than 0.5 (half

cone angle, 3a level).

At the start of the mission definition it was decided to place

COS-B in a highly eccentric orbit, rather than a near-earth one, al-

though the latter would have permitted a heavier satellite and hence a

larger experiment. With the eccentric orbit the lower sensitive area

is offset by the much larger useful observation time, since only small

regions of the sky are ever occulted by the earth and the fraction of

the time for which the experiment must be switched off because of pas-

sage through the radiation belts is relatively small (about 15%). In

addition contamination of the signal by atmospheric albedo gamma rays

is seldom a problem (the earth being out of the field of view of the

detector, except for only small regions of the sky). However, strict

precautions had to be taken in the experiment design to diminish back-

ground induced by low-energy cosmic rays, especially since the flux of

cosmic ray particles is an order of magnitude higher in the chosen or-

bit compared to a near-earth one.

The initial elements of the orbit after launch from NASA's

Western Test Range on August 9th, 1975 and their values at the end of

March 1977 and July 1979 are given in table II.1. The high inclination

and the argument of perigee ensure that for most of the operational

part of the orbit the satellite is in sight of one of the two ESTRACK

VHF ground stations (REDU-Belgium and FAIRBANKS-Alaska). Because in

these conditions about 95% of the possibly available experiment data

are consistently recovered, no on-board tape recorder was incorporated.

Furthermore, instead of the expected nominal 160 bps, the maximum tele-

metry rate of 320 bps could always be used, thus causing less dead time

than anticipated. Because of budgetary reasons it was decided to switch

off the station at FAIRBANKS in August 1977 at the end of the planned

mission (two years). This initially caused a reduction in the data re-

covery of M 8 % , but the development of the orbit has increased the
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Table II.I COS-B orbital elements

Epoch 1975-08-09

1

346

99102

90. 1

334.7

43.7

36 44

1977-03-28 :

391

6281

93150

95.1

314.9

41.5 '

36 44

1979-07-31

950

12529

86857

97.4

292.9

39.3

36 44

Orbit number

Height of perigee (km)

Height of apogee (km)

Inclination (deg.)

Argument of perigee (deg.)

R.A. of ascending node (deg.)

Period (h, m)

time that the satellite is in sight of REDU, such that one year later

this reduction in data recovery was only ̂ 6%.

Regions of the celestial sphere which are close to the direction

of the line of apsides are difficult or impossible to observe, either

because the earth remains in the field of view for a long period while

the satellite moves slowly near apogee or because the earth-aspect

angle is within the range of operation of the albedo sensors only for a

small part of the orbit as the satellite rapidly approaches and recedes

from perigee, resulting in a degraded attitude reconstitution accuracy.

The right ascension of the ascending node was chosen so that at the

start of the mission these regions did not include targets of poten-

tially high scientific interest. The restricted regions are displaced

slowly with time due to the drift of the argument of perigee.

The position of the satellite at any instant in time can be recon-

stituted from tracking data with a precision better than 75 km. The on-

board clock has a resolution of 0.2 ms and sufficient stability so that,

allowing for uncertainties in the propagation delay, the absolute Uni-

versal times of gamma-ray or X-ray events can be determined in either

the satellite or the solar system barycentre reference frame with an

accuracy better than 1 ms.
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4. Operations and general data processing

The eccentric orbit permits in principle long uninterrupted observa-

tions of large parts of the sky which are not occulted by the earth.

However, some interruptions are unavoidable. In order to protect the

photomultiplier tubes, the experiment high voltage is switched off when

the satellite is inside the earth's radiation belts, i.e. about 15% of

the time. Occasionally the observation time is reduced by operation of

the automatic switch off due to fluctuations of the belt boundary or to

solar-flare events.

Originally between 30 and 60 minutes of each orbit were devoted to

calibration of the gamma-ray detector, using cosmic-ray protons or ar-

tificial stimuli. In May 1977, almost two years after launch, it was

decided to redace the number of calibration measurements since the in-

s rument showed a very steady behaviour. From then on calibrations were

performed only once every three orbits.

All satellite data are recorded in both analogue and digital form

in the ground stations and tapes are despatched at regular intervals to

the European Space Operations Centre (ESOC) in Darmstadt (Germany).

There the experiment and attitude-measurement data are processed and

merged, together with orbit information derived from tracking data and

time derived from the on-board and ground-station clocks, into a format

specified by the experimenters. Final data tapes are generally received

by the experimenters within about six weeks of the end of an observa-

tion period.

The correct functioning of the spacecraft and experiment subsys-

tems, especially during telecommand operations, can be ascertained by

transmitting the data acquired at REDU directly in real time to ESOC.

In addition at the end of each satellite pass over REDU the digital

tapes recorded there are played back over the land line to ESOC, where

the Caravane Collaboration has set up its "Fast Routine Facility". A

part of the data, up to 30% of all data acquired, is made available for

analysis together with predicted or preliminary orbit, attitude and

time information. The end product of this operation consists of pulse

height distributions, time scans of counting rates and skymaps of gamma-
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ray arrival directions. These permit within a matter of days a thorough

check of the performance of the experiment, providing the possibility

of a fast feedback to the operations plan to keep the experiment in the

optimum operational mode. In addition, preliminary scientific conclu-

sions can be reached; two have been announced through the medium of

I.A.U. circulars (Wills, R.D., 1976a and 1976b). Such conclusions ser-

ved in planning the future observation programme well in advance of the

analysis of the final data.

The final data delivered to the experimenters are subjected to a

careful quality control, at both the telemetry subframe and the indivi-

dual event level. Calibration data are analysed to provide a file of

conversion factors to be used subsequently in the determination of gam-

ma-ray energies and in monitoring the performance (efficiency) of the

spark chamber (see section IV.2.2). Sealer information is used to com-

pute dead times and the effective observation time.

The spark chamber data for each event are then subjected to an

automatic processing sequence which analyses the core-address informa-

tion, assigning sparks to tracks and classifying events according to

the number of tracks identified in each projection and the number and

kind of track origins which may be in the top, the side wall or the in-

ner region of the chamber (Shukla and Mayer-Hasselwander, 1974).

Events in which an electron-positron pair is evident in one (class

2 events) or both projections (class 22 events) as well as events for

which 3 tracks are recognised (class 3 events) are selected for fur-

ther processing (Figure II.6). This begins with an 'editing' procedure,

in which the pictures are visually scanned to check the automatic ana-

lysis (an edit class is assigned, ranging from 0 to 3, where 0 means

background and edi/t class 3 is given to the clearest gamma-ray pictures)

and, wl.ere necessary, spark assignments are corrected (e.g. the event

shown in figure II.6.c will be class 22 after editing). This procedure

enhances the precision of direction reconstitution of gamma rays (see

section III.4.3) and rejects a large fraction of background events.

For most applications however (especially where an alternative signa-

ture, such as a pulsed time distribution or strong directional enhance-

ment, is available) preliminary conclusions can be drawn from the un-

edited automatically processed data, provided a restriction to class 22
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events is applied.

For all selected events the spacecraft attitude and orbit data and

time of occurence in the satellite are used to reconstitute the direc-

tions of origin of the gamma rays in celestial and galactic coordinates

and the arrival times in the solar-barycentre reference frame for a re-

ference source. The photon energy is determined from the calorimeter

signal and the ionisation loss in the spark chamber and the triggering

telescope. All physical parameters of these events are then available

for the determination of spatial distributions, energy spectra, pulsar

phase histograms etc., as appropriate to any particular scientific stu-

dy.
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Figure II. 6 Typical examples of spark-chamber pictures displaying in

two projections a class 2 (a), class 22 (b) and class 3

event (c). Recognised tracks are denoted A3 B or C.

The routine processing is shared among the institutes using care-

fully controlled standard programmes. All data are then made available

to each group for the actual scientific analysis. Different personal
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interests have lead to a certain degree of specialisation in different

groups. However all results are jointly checked and jointly published.
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CHAPTER III

PRE-LAUNCH CALIBRATION

1. Purpose and calendar

The essential properties of the COS-B gamma-ray telescope are the de-

tection efficiency (effective area), the angular resolution (point-

spread function) and energy resolution. Detection of individual photons

is determined by the outcome of a sequence of statistical processes,

such as pair production, multiple scattering, ionization, spark forma-

tion and electromagnetic cascade development. Consequently the detector

performance is affected by many physical parameters of the experiment

and by the degree of success of the analysis software or of the human

editor to recognize the pictorial gamma-ray signature.

As each of these processes also depends on the gamma-ray energy

and the direction and position of incidence, it is clear that extensive

calibrations are required to establish the essential telescope para-

meters.

For this purpose gamma-ray beams of controlled energy and intens-

ity (in brief: tagged photon beams) have been set up by the Caravane

Collaboration at particle accelerators at the University of Bonn and at

the Deutsches Elektronen Synchroton (DESY) in Hamburg. The first beam,

in which the maximum gamma-ray energy was limited to 300 MeV, was used

for an early verification of the experiment concept (Bignami et al.

1973), leading to the incorporation of some improvements in the final

design.

The beam at DESY was specifically set up for the final calibration

of the instrument. Initially a series of beam tests and a calibration

of the Engineering Model (EM) were conducted between December 1972 and

March 1973 with a total exposure of 2 x 10 photons. First results

were published by Andresen et al. (1973) and Bennett et al. (1974).

These measurements indicated that for the accurate analysis of flight

data calibration points at smaller increments of inclination angle were
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necessary. This requirement was implemented in the Flight Model (FM)

calibration, performed in July-August 1974 with a total of 2.8 x 10

photons. Since both the Flight Model availability and the beam time

were limited, the additional measurements were performed with a less

uniform exposure. The final calibration parameters were obtained by

a judicious combination of EM and FM calibrations.

2. The tagged gamma-ray beam

The essential properties of the COS-B detector should be known over the

energy range from ^ 20 MeV to ̂  6 GeV. The gamma-ray beam which is used

to assess these properties must clearly have characteristics itself

which are more than commensurate with those to be measured. A beam

meeting these requirements was set up at DESY. The lay-out of the beam

elements and associated electronics is fully described by Christ et al.

(1974). The relevant beam characteristics are summarized in table II.1.

The tagging efficiency given in this table is defined as the fraction

of beam triggers corresponding to a photon arriving in the experiment

area.

Table III

Nominal
energy
EY(MeV)

30
50
70
100
150
200
300
500
1000
2000
4000
5000
6000

.1 Characteristics of the

Fractional
energy
AEY/E

55 +
41 +
27 +
27 +
25 +
15 +
19 +
10 +
10 +
7 +
6 +
5 +
5 +

spread
(%,FWHM)

8
6
4
3
3
2
4
2
2
2
1
1
1

Tagging
efficiency

<%)

44 + 1
68 + 1
69 + 1
87 + 1
90 + 1
90 + 1
94 + 1
94 + 1
92 + 1
9 0 + 2
8 6 + 2
85 + 2
90 + 1

tagged photon beam

Gamma-ray profiles
horizontal
(mm.FWHM)

113 + 8
112 + 7
112 + 7
101 + 7
8 3 + 5
8 3 + 5
49 + 1
49 + 1

36.5 + 1
32 + I

-
-

verticalL
(mm,FWHM)

117 +
142 +
142 +
124 +
107 +
107 +
62 +
62 +
37 +

-
-
-
—

20
26
26
8
7
7
4
4
4
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Table III.2 Number of positions (X',Y?) at which measurements were

made in the tagged beam

E (MeV)

30
50
70
150
300
1000
2000
4000

engineering model
inclination angle
0°

4
4
4
6
12
12
12
-

15°

4
4
4
6
15
15
15
-

30°

4
5
4
6
15
13
12
—

45°

4
4
5
5
13
13
12
-

flight model
inclination

0°

3
3
3
3
5
8
8
1

10°

3
3
3
3
5
8
8
1

15°

_
-
-
3
5
8
8
1

angle
20°

3
3
3
3
5
8
8
1

25°

_
-
-
3
5
8
8
1

30°

3
3
3
3
5
8
8
1

40°

_
-
-
3
5
6
6
1

(Beam triggers are signals from the beam electronics indicating the

passage of a photon). The gamma-ray beam profiles were determined by

means of a multiwire proportional chamber having 100 wires, 200 mm long

and spaced 2 mm apart. The gamma rays were converted in a 1 mm thick

sheet of lead placed immediately in front of the chamber.

3. Measurements

The payload was mounted on a remotely-controlled dolly by means of

which its height and attitude with respect to the beam direction could

be changed. The dolly was also capable of rotating the payload

continuously about its optical axis, forwards and backwards over a

range of 180° so that for a given input direction, the response of the

payload averaged over all azimuth angles could be determined, simula-

ting the spacecraft spin in orbit.

The measurements were made at •1ected photon energies and

directions of incidence. At each combination (E, 6) a number of

measurements was made as is shown in table III.2. This was necessary

in order to simulate a flat exposure, i.e. uniform within 10%, over

the region of the SC containing the gaps with the conversion material

(see figure III.l). This region is considered to be the sensitive part

of the experiment. In addition, the Engineering Model was exposed to

paraxial beams of gamma-rays for energies up to 6 GeV.
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Figure III.1 Orientation of the spark chamber with respect to the beam

direction for inclination angle € degrees. B is the

centre of the region (d) of the SC containing the gaps

with the conversion material. A is the turning point at

the dolly. A uniform exposure is required over the

hatched Y-interval.

Three examples of the distribution of the incidence positions

over the SC surface are given in figure III.2. For the EM calibration

12 -12

b
T-X-

0
X(cm)

-x-J
12 -12

X X X

X X X

X X X

12

Figure III. 2 Distributions of incidence positions over the SC surface

of beam measurements at 0 inclination angle for EM

calibration (crosses) and FM calibration (circles). Beam

energies: (a) 30, 50 and 70 MeV, (b) 150 MeV and (c)

300, 1000 and 2000 MeV. The bars represent the FWHM of

the beam profiles for SO, ISO and 300 MeV resp.
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it is evident that by adding up the different measurements a uniform

exposure is simulated for one half of the SC surface. The rotation of

the payload over 180 during the measurement assures that a uniform

exposure is achieved over the full surface and over all azimuth angles.

This also applies for inclined measurements.

For the FM measurements the situation is different. The direct

sum of the individual measurements does not result in a uniform expo-

sure. This uniform exposure can still be simulated for case a and b in

figure II.2 using weight factors and the rotation over 180°. However,

for inclined measurements the exposure is still not uniform in azimuth

angle. Also at beam energies of 300 MeV and higher (case c) a uniform

exposure of the surface cannot be simulated since the measurement

closest to the centre was inadvertantly displaced from the centre of

the Y-axis. This results in a 'hole' in the coverage of the centre of

the SC.

Since the configurations of the EM and FM are identical, the EM

and FM calibrations are combined to evaluate the properties of the FM.

4. Selection criteria

The basic properties of the instrument as a gamma-ray telescope depend

on the selection criteria applied to the events. These selections are

partly set on the hardware, partly in the software. On the hardware,

pulse-height thresholds can be set for the different counters of the

triggering telescope, the anticoincidence counter and energy calori-

meter. Table III.3 gives standard thresholds for the EM and FM. For the

Table III.3 Standard pulse height selections on anticoincidence

counter and triggering telescope counters

EM(channel nr.) FM(channel nr.) remark

FM: not applicable
1 6 - 1 0 0 (0.7-10) x minimum

ionisation
14 - 119
14 - 62 (0.4-5.5) x minimum

ionisation

A
Bl

C
B2S

0 -
17 -

14 -
14 -

16
109

119
65
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analysis of the calibration measurements these thresholds are set by

software. An exception is the selection on the anticoincidence counter

for the FM calibration, during which no anticoincidence counter pulse-

height measurement was performed, and the threshold was set in the

hardware. In orbit these thresholds are also set in the hardware. The

selections on the pulse heights of the triggering telescope counters

and the E counter are normalized for both models by determining the

minimum ionization peak in the pulse height distribution. These are

obtained during the pre-launch calibration by recording rauon events

and during flight by recording high-energy proton events. The select-

ions on the A counter of the EM and FM are normalized to each other

using radio-active sources. The pulse height of the anticoincidence

counter was measured during the EM calibration in order to evaluate

the influence of A in rejecting genuine gamma-ray events. This is

called the self-veto effect (occurring when secondary particles

trigger A) which has to be considered when the threshold for the A

counter is fixed.

In the software the scientist performing the reduction and

analysis of the data still has many options. Among these options the

following are standard:

- A selection of events for which no recording and/or transmission

errors are found.

- Narrow-angle mode (NA, see section II.2); in orbit this selection

is on the hardware.

Together with the pulse height selections given in table III.3 these

form the Normal Trigger Condition (NTC). In addition to the NTC the

following selections are regularly used:

- Gamma-class 2 and 22 (y 2+22) for automatically analysed data and

2, 3 and 22 for edited data (for definition of gamma classes see

section II.4).

- Edit-class 1, 2 and 3 (ed 1+2+3, see section II.4).

- A lower (E.) and an upper (E«) threshold on the E-counter to reject

low- and high-energy background events (channel 13 and 510 from a

maximum of 512 channels, corresponding to an energy of ^ 50 MeV and

9430 MeV respectively for 0 incidence).
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- Pair opening angle (POA) selection. This is a selection on the angle

between two tracks of a pair in the SC picture. A selection of small

pair opening angles leads to a data set with a better angular resol-

ution. Standard selections are POA<20° for E<150 MeV and POA<12° for

E>150 MeV.

The following combination (Basic Selection Requirement, BSR) is

often used: NTC, gamma class 2, 3 and 22, edit class 1, 2 and 3, E,,

In the remaining sections results are arranged by set using

condensed notation; e.g. (NTC, y 2+22, ed 1+2+3) or (BSR, POA<12°). If

for some reason flight data have to be analysed with a different set

of selection criteria, identical procedures as described here can be

applied to the calibration data, resulting in the corresponding

telescope performance parameters.

5. Effective sensitive area ,

5.1 Automatic selection of gamma rays

The efficiency depends on the energy as shown in figure III.3, which

gives the efficiency of detection and recognition of automatically

10

1(3'
10'

_ i i i i 1 1 1 _ i I i 1 1 1 1
102 103

Gamma-roy energy (MeV)

i i i i 1 1 1

10'

'Figure III. 3 Efficiency of detection and recognition of automatically

selected gamma rays (NTCS y 2 + 22) for axial measure-

ments with the EM. Statistical errors are smaller than

symbols. Broken line, see text.
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selected gamma rays (NTC, y 2 + 22) for axial measurements (EM). The

average energy measured at beam energies 30 and 50 MeV is different

from the nominal beam energy, because of the finite width of the

energy distribution of the beam (see table III.l) and the steepness of

the curve in figure III.3 for low energies. The broken line in figure

III.3 indicates the corresponding change of the efficiency curve. The

magnitude of the difference depends slightly on the applied selections.

This effect is not critical, since the flight data analysis is normally

restricted to energies above 50 MeV. The average energy of the

accepted events for NTC is about 36 and 53 MeV, resp. These values will

be used in the following tables and figures.

The effective sensitive area for a given (E, 6) combination is

determined from the sum of several measurements using the formula:

- i represents the measurement at position (X1., Y!)

- N. is the total number of gamma rays in the beam

- U. is the 'useful beam factor', the proportion of the gamma rays

created during each run which reach the sensitive part of the pay-

load (namely the region of the SC containing the 12 Tungsten plates)

- G. is the number of events accepted by the analysis

- W. is the weight factor applied to each run at a given energy and

inclination so that the combination of these runs results in a

sufficiently flat exposure over the whole sensitive part of the

payload
2

- the constant 576 is the surface of the SC in cm .

In figure III.4 this effective sensitive area of the EM is given

for the automatic selection (NTC, y 2 + 22) at four different angles

of incidence (0 , 15 , 30 and 45 ) as a function of energy. Since

time did not permit a complete calibration at energies above 2 GeV the

curves are extrapolated using the high energy response indicated in

figure III.3.

The same selections (NTC, Y 2 + 22) are applied to determine the

effective sensitive area of the FM. Since a uniform exposure of the SC
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surface is not always achieved in the FM calibration the dependence of

the efficiency per single measurement on (X1, Y') position has to be

studied. Comparisons with the corresponding EM results are made.

10
Gamma -ray energy IMeVI

Figure III.4 EM effective sensitive area for detecting and recognising

gamma rays (NTC, y 2 + 22) for a uniform exposure of the

detector. The curves represent an eye fit to the data

points.

At 0° incidence this comparison is straightforward, because the

rotation over 180° during the measurements assures rotational symmetry.

The efficiency as a function of radius R from the centre of the SC

surface has been compared for the two models. Figure III-5 shows this

comparison at all energies. It is evident that the FM is less sensitive.

This effect can probably be attributed to a difference in SC perfor-

mance. The ratio of the integrals over the surface of the SC of the

efficiency curves in this figure provides the normalization factor

needed to derive the FM sensitivity from the values in figure III.4 for

0° inclination.
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At oblique angles of incidence the efficiencies have to be compa-

red as a function of X' and Y' and due to the different choice of (X1,

Y') positions and of inclination angles a direct comparison was not

* 4

u
S
i 2

36 MeV

"e-
53 MeV

No

70 MeV

150 MeV

8 12 16 0 I.
Radius icm)

300 MeV

\o*.

1000 MeV

2000 MeV

_ i i

8 12 16

12

12

12

Figure III. 5 Efficiency (NTC, y 2 + 22) as a function of distance from

the centre of the SC surface for 0 incidence angle.

Measurements are shown by crosses (EM) and circles (FM).

Some typical statistical error bars are indicated.

Horizontal bars represent the FWHM of the beam profile.
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possible. Therefore the following procedure was used: Weight factors

were derived for the X1, Y'-positions used in the FM measurements such

that for each (E, 6) combination a flat distribution was approached.

These weight factors are less precise than those for the EM, due to the

partially non-uniform FM exposure. Using these weight factors the

effective sensitive area was calculated, as was done for the EM.

Figure III. 6 gives as an example these sensitivities (A™) together

with the EM sensitivities, already shown in figure III.A, for beam

energies 50 and 300 MeV as a function of inclination angle. From such

figures a normalization factor:

f (E, 6)
A (E, 6)

EM

A (E, e)FM

was calculated. This factor was then tested by comparing the efficien-

cies of the two models as functions of the (X1, Y') position at both

10'

- 10
D

a:
o

t/)

1 -

300MeV 4 EM
\\ + FM

0 10 20 30 40

6 (Angle of incidence)

Figure III. 6 EM and FM effective sensitive area, as in figure 412, for

energies 53 and 300 MeV, as a function of angle of

incidence. Broken line, see text.
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Incidence angle

EM

15°

FM
© ox =1.5 cm

«X =10.5 „
© oX = 1-5 .,

*X = 6.0 .,
© oX =10.5 „

+ X = 5.0 cm
XX = 10,0 ..
+X = 5.0 „

150 MeV

50

Figure III. 7 Examples of EM and FM efficiencies, as in figure III. 5,

as a function of dolly coordinate Y' (see figure III.l)

at 15° incidence angle. Horizontal bars represent the

FWHM of the beam profile. The meaning of the arrows is

explained in the text.

15 and 30 incidence angles. Differences in position of a few cm for

a central measurement, or 0.5 cm for a measurement closer to the edge

of the SC are not significant. A few examples are given in figures

III.7 and III.8. The arrows in these figures indicate the shift upwards

of the FM data points after multiplication with the factor f, defined

above. Absence of an arrow means that the shift was too small to be

shown. From these figures it is concluded that f is the proper norma-

lisation factor between the EM and FM sensitivity, so that the adopted

weight factors for inclinations of 15 and higher do not lead to

inconsistencies. The newly calculated values at 0 incidence (using

figure III.5) are then fitted together with the values derived for

incidence angles of 15° and higher as a function of inclination angle,
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Incidence angle 30°

EM FM
© o x = 1.5 cm + X = 5.0 cm

•X =10.5 ,. XX =10.0 ..
® o x = 1.5 „ xX = 2.0 „

•X = 6.0 „ +X = 5.0 „
©ox = 10.5 ,. +X =10.0 .,

1000 MeV

Figure III. 8 Examples of EM and FM efficiencies at 30° incidence

angles similar to figure III. 7.

giving the broken lines indicated in figure III.6. The shapes of these

curves are rather similar to the EM response, at least up to incidence

angles of ^ 30 .

During the FM calibration measurements with a beam energy of 4

GeV were also performed, but only at one (X1, Y') position per incli-

nation angle. This position was chosen near the maximum of the

efficiency distribution for each inclination angle. The sensitivity

for uniform exposure was estimated by normalizing to the results for

the same directional parameters at beam energies 1 GeV and 2 GeV.

Finally figure III.9 shows the resulting FM effective sensitive

area as a function of energy (NTC, y 2 + 22). Only statistical errors

are indicated in the figure.
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5.2 Manually edited gamma rays

The editing of calibration and flight data is done on a routine basis

for events which are recognized as class 2, 22 or class 3 gamma rays

in the automatic analysis (class 3 events constitute a fraction of

only 1-2% of the total). Since some ten to thirty percent of events

are rejected by the editors, the resulting reduction factor for the

effective sensitive area has to be determined. This factor, the edit

efficiency (e ) is given by the weighted average:

E . U . W . E . ( G .
X X X X 1

ed

. , /
1 > e d

J . U . W . E .
1 1 1 1

(III.2)

in which,

G. is the number of events automatically selected at (X1., Y!)

G. , the number of events left after manual editing
l. ed b

I I t I I I 1 I \ I I I

10 10' 103

Gammo-ray energy IMeV)
10'

Figure III.9 FM effective sensitivive area. Selections and format as

figure III. 4.



W. and U. as in eq. (III.l)
1 1 ^

e- the efficiency of the automatic SC analysis program for the measure-

ment at (X[, Yt).

100

2? 80

u

60

i i i i i i i i

i i i i i i i i i i i i i i

10' 10J

Gamma-ray energy (MeV)

Figure III.10 Efficiency of the manual editing in accepting gamma ray

events (NTC, y 2 + 3 + 22, ed 1 + 2 + 3) compared to

automatically selected events (NTC, y 2 + 22). The data

points show the average result for measurements at 0

and 10 inclination angle.

Th<? edit efficiency turned out to be a function of inclination

angle, practically constant up to ^ 15 inclination and decreasing for

higher angles, and also a slowly varying function of energy. Figure

III.10 gives as an example the average edit efficiency for inclination

angles 0 and 10 as a function of enargy.

The derived z , values for data sets edited by different editors

showed that e , was also dependent on the editor. Differences in

efficiency of about 15% were found. Re-editing reduced these discre-

pancies. Also the editors have been tested by editing of the same data

sets at different epochs. These checks lead to an estimated 10%

uncertainty in edit efficiency.

Figure III.11 shows the resulting effective sensitive area as a

function of energy for different inclination angles (NTC, y 2 + 3 + 22,

ed 1 + 2 + 3). The uncertainties will be discussed in section III.8.1.
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Figure III. 11 FM effective sensitive area for detecting and recogni-

zing manually edited gamma-ray events.

~l 1 1—I—I I I I I -| 1 1—I—I i i i r "l 1 1—i—r~r

40

20

10 102

Gamma-ray energy IMeVI

Figure III.12 Ratio of the number of accepted gamma-ray events

applying BSR over the number accepted for (NTC3

y 2 + 3 + 22, ed 1 + 2 + 3) as a function of energy

at different inclination angles.
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The correction factor F = N /N , the number of accepted gamma
.Doix IN 1 Li

rays applying the BSR over the number accepted for the selections used

in figure III.11 (NTC, y 2 + 3 + 22, ed 1 + 2 + 3), is shown as a

function of energy at different inclination angles in figure III. )2.

The effective sensitive area for BSR is given in table III.4a.

In the analysis of data which require an improved angular resol-

ution (see also section III.7.1) an extra selection (POA) on the pair

opening angle of the spark chamber picture is made. A few examples of

the reduction in sensitivity as a function of inclination angle are

shown in figure III.13. The reduction factor appears to be independent

of inclination angle and is largest for low energies. Figure III. 14

shows how this factor depends on energy.

The low number of photons generally measured in flight usually

limits the conclusions which may be drawn. Therefore in order not to

lose too many gamma rays, different selections on opening angle are

100

90

80

| 70

60

1

•J-

1

1

-4-

•
• *+

-4-

±

i

4-
I
i

i

0 10 20
a POA < 20°
b POA < 12°

30

X 53
o 70
+ 150
• 300

MeV

* * *

0 10

Inclination angle Idegrees)

20 30

100
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80
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50

30

Figure III.13 Relative sensitivity caused by imposing a maximum

value on the pair opening angle. The plotted quantity

is 100 N (BSR, P0A<€)/N(BSR).
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Figure III.14 Relative sensitivity as in figure III. 23 as a function

of energy for different selections on POA. Averages

over inclination angle were used.

usually applied for different energy ranges. An example: for the

energy range 50-150 MeV, POA<20 and for energies above 150 MeV,

P0A<12 . The corresponding effective sensitive areas (frequently used

in the point source search) are given in table III.4b and 4c.

6. Energy measurement

The final energy calibration was performed exclusively on the flight

model. The necessity to use the engineering model calibration for

extra support, as in the sensitivity calibration (Section III.5) did

not exist here. It was verified that the uncertainty in the weight

factors, used to sum the different measurements for each combination

of input energy and inclination angle, has a negligible impact on the

final results.

An incoming gamma ray distributes its energy over practically all

parts of the telescope. First of all ionisation and bremsstrahlung

loss in the SC, then energy deposit in the triggering telescope

counters, followed by the final energy deposit in the energy spectro-

meter E and, possibly, in the leakage counter D. A substantial part of

the electron-photon cascade escapes, depending on gamma-ray energy,
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Table III.4 Effective sensitive area (cm ). Event selection: (a) BSR,

(b) BSR, POA<20°, (c) BSR, POA<12°

energy
(MeV)

inclination angle (degrees)
5 10 15 20 25 30

(a) 50
70
100
150
300

500
1000
2000
4000
8000

(b) 50
70
100

1 150
300

500
1000
2000
4000
8000

(c) 50
70
100
150
300

500
1000
2000
4000
8000

3.
1 1.
22.
34.
49.

52.
48.
41.
33.
27.

2.
10.
20.
32.
48.

51.
47.
40.
32.
26.

I.
7.
16.
27.
44.

48.
45.
39.
31.
24.

5
9
0
2
5

0
7
9
5
0

6
4
0
5
3

0
4
9
8
0

4
2
0
7
8

0
3
0
2
5

3. 1
11.0
20.0
30.9
44.4

46.5
42.2
36.0
28.5
22.0

2.3
9.6
18.6
29.3
43.3

46.0
41.1
35.1
28. I
21.5

1.3
6.7
15.0
25.0
40.2

43.0
39.2
33.4
26.8
20.5

2.6
9.5
16.5
24.3
32.5

34.5
32.3
27.0
21.0
16.0

2.0
8.3
15.3
23. 1
31.7

33.0
31.4
26.4
20.3
15.5

1. 1
5.8
12.5
19.7
29.4

32.0
30.0
25.2
19.4
14.2

2.0
6.6
11.1
15.9
20.6

22.0
20.7
17.0
13.0
9.5

1.5
5.8
10.1
15.1
20.1

21.0
20.2
16.2
12.4
9.0

0.8
4.0
8. 1
12.8
18.6

20.2
19.3
15.5
11.8
8.7

1.4
4.2
6.7
9.7
12.6

13.5
12.9
10.4
7.5
5.0

1. 1
3.7
6.6
9.2
12.3

13.0
12.6
10.0
7. 1
5.0

0.6
2.6
5. 1
7.9
11.4

12.2
11.1
9.2
6.8
4.8

0.9
2. 1
3.3
4.4
6.2

6.5
5.8
4.5
3.1
2.2

0.7
1.8
2.9
4.2
5.8

6.2
5.6
4.4
3.1
2. 1 (

0.4 (
1.3 (
2.3 (
3.6
5.6

6.1
5.4
4.2

0.4
0.9
1.4
1.7
2.0

2.1
2.0
1.5
1.0
0.6

3.3
3.8
1.2
1.6
1.9

I. 1
1.9
.4
.0
3.6

3.2
3.6
3.9
.4
.8

.9

.8

.4
2.9 0.9
2.0 C).5
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position and angle of incidence. The last effect in particular causes

the energy response to be a strong function of inclination angle.

The purpose of the energy calibration analysis is:

(i) To determine the basis for assigning a representative energy to

each individual gamma photon,

(ii) To determine the distribution of assigned energies for a given

input energy.

The results obtained on these points are presented in section 6.1,

together with the derivation of the equation for the energy calculation.

The impact of the introduction of an energy threshold is discussed in

section 6.2 and examples are shown of measured energy spectra for

different input spectra.

6.1 Energy estimation

The general formula for the estimation of the total photon energy (E)

should contain terms representing the energy deposit in the individual

elements of the payload and the energy leak, thus:

E = E T T + E S C + E E + E L

in which E T is the total energy deposit in the triggering telescope,

E o r the energy loss in the SC, E_ the energy deposit in the energy

spectrometer and E the leakage term.

The correlation between the energy deposit in the triggering

telescope counters and in the E counter was examined on the basis of

two dimensional distributions for different beam energies and 0

inclination for the following combinations: detector response (channel

numbers) Bl-E, C-E, B2-E and E --E, where E _ is calculated from the

pulse height information of the three separate counters. No significant

correlation between the energy deposit in the telescope and in the

spectrometer was found i.e. no improvement in energy resolution could

be obtained by using the triggering telescope pulse heights. Therefore,

a constant value is substituted in (III. 3) for E ™ , representing the

average energy deposit in the telescope counters.

The analysis of the distribution of ionization loss in the spark
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chamber versus energy deposit in E showed, however, a clear correlation

between the Z-position of the origin of the electron pair in the SC

and the pulse height in counter E. This yields a value for the average

energy loss in the SC of 1.82 MeV/gap, which can be used in (III. 3)

for E s c.

The E pulse height analyser was calibrated before launch using a

pulse generator. For the two available pulse height ranges in the

electronics (low range and high range) a chi-square fit to the cali-

bration points of the non-linear scale in channel numbers (ch, range

0-256), gave:

low range , E' = -0.65 + 0.29 ch - (7 x 10~5) ch2

high range , E' = 2.3 + 2.6 ch - (1 x 10~4) ch2,

with E' representing the E pulse height on a linear scale.

The total energy in MeV is derived by the following formula:

E(MeV) = C + 1.82 k + C E' + C.E'2 + C E'3 (III.4)

in which C. represents the average loss in the triggering telescope,

1.82 k the ionisation loss in the SC (k equals the number of gaps
2 3

traversed) and C2E' + C-jE' + C.E' the sum of E £ and E . The constants

C. to C, were determined from the requirement that for 9 = 0 the

measured peak position of the energy distribution equals the beam

energy. Figure III.)5a shows the result obtained for the constants:

C. = 26.3 MeV

C2 = 4.45

C 3 = 0.83 x 10~
2

C 4 = 0.1 x lO"4

The same figure shows the variation of the energy resolution

(FWHM) with energy.

At higher inclination angles a larger fraction of the electron-

photon cascade escapes and the measured energy distribution becomes

asymmetric showing a clear tail towards lower energies. Therefore the

mean energy no longer coincides with the peak position and the

difference will increase with increasing incidence angle.

Attempts to include the additional energy leakage using the

directional information of the electron tracks in the SC together with
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Figure III.IS Variation of measured peak position (crosses) and

energy resolution (FWHM, circles) of the energy response

distribution with energy, (a) Incidence 0 , (b) inci-

dence 10°. Event selection (NTC, y 2 + 22).

scatter parameters for the two tracks (an indication of the relative

energy of the two electrons) were not successful. This is due to:

(i) the relatively large distance between spark chamber and spectro-

meter, requiring an accurate track determination in the lowest

SC gaps for the extrapolation

(ii) the large uncertainties in the scatter parameters.

A practical approximation for the reconstitution of representative

energies as a function of inclination angle turns out to be:

E(MeV) = + 1.82 k + C^E1 + + C4E'
3)(cos 9 ) ~ 4 ' 8 (III. 5)

Figure III.15b shows how the peak position and energy resolution (FWHM)

thus obtained depend on energy at 10 incidence. Examples of the dis-

tributions of measured energies, using equation (III.5), for selected

energies and inclination angles are given in figures III.16 and III.17.

As expected the distributions become more asymmetric as the inclination
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Figure III.16 Measured spectra for selected gamma-ray beam energies,

averaged over the area of the detector for 0 and 10

incidence angles. Event selection (NTC, y 2 + 22).

angle increases developing a distinct low energy tail at 9 = 15 . Al-

though this tail shows up as a strong second bump in figure III.17, it

should be realized that the tail represents a small fraction of the

total counts as is evident from the value of the median energy.

6.2 Impact of energy thresholds and convolution of input spectra

Given the energy distributions shown in figures III.16 and III.17, the

impact on skymaps of assigning an energy to indiviiVal observed events

can be studied. In the construction of flux skymaps weight factors are

assigned to individual events corresponding to the sensitive area at

the assigned energy. This will lead to an overestimate of the flux at

low energies (< 100 MeV) for large inclination angles. This effect

arises from high energy events which are measured with a too low
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energy and are then assigned a too low sensitivity. At 15 this effect

is still negligible as can be seen from the following example:
-2

For an E input spectrum only "v> 1.5% of the counts with a measured

energy between 50 and 100 MeV (the steepest part of the sensitivity

curve) are caused by events with an input energy in the range 800 -

1600 MeV.

The effect of an energy threshold, i.e. the probability that the

measured energy exceeds a given value, varies with inclination angle

as well as input spectrum. This is shown by the example in figure

III.18. At an energy threshold of 100 MeV the influence of the low-

energy tail is evident at large incidence angles, but the impact for

10

! 2 0

10 -

5 -

2 -

E,, =300 MeV

E s 1000 MeV

10

20

10

50 150 300

Measured energy IMeV]

1000

Figure III. 1? Measured spectra, as in figure III. 16, for IS incidence

angle. The median energies (M) are shown.
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Figure III.18 Probability (%) of assigning a gamma-ray event an energy

above a threshold of 100 MeV.

inclinations less than 20° is small. For instance with input spectrum

E , energy threshold 100 MeV and data selection BSR, the extra loss

of counts for 20° compared to 0 incidence is £ 10%. This effect

becomes smaller for a softer input spectrum.

Figure III.19 illustrates the probability to assign to an event an

energy in a selected energy interval, in this example 100-200 MeV, as

a function of input energy. As in the case of one threshold only, the

formula adopted for the representative energy does not lead to a

significant dependence of the number of accepted counts on inclination

angle up to angles ;< 20 .

To summarize the preceding analysis we conclude that the energy

measurement is sufficiently accurate to assign an energy to individual

observed events and that the introduction of an energy threshold does

not introduce a strong selection effect as a function of inclination

angle. The adequacy of the energy measurement is further illustrated
-2 .

in figure III.20, where the measured energy spectrum for an E input

spectrum folded with the actual sensitivity and energy response, has

been calculated for 0° and 10° inclination angles. The energy spectrum,

which would be measured with a fully accurate energy determination is
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Figure III.19 Probability (%) of assigning a gamma-ray event an energy

in an energy interval (100-200 MeV). Statistical errors

are smaller than the symbols.

shown in the same graph. The deformation of the measured spectrum by

the energy response function of the instrument is marginally present

mainly at energies below 100 MeV. At 10° incidence a somewhat larger

number of counts above a few hundred MeV is shifted towards lower

energies than at 0° incidence.

The response of COS-B to different input spectra is shown in

figure III. 21 (;r° - spectrum taken from Stecker, 1970). This figure

presents, in the same manner as figure III.20 and again for 0 and

10° inclination angles, measured spectra for four input spectra. The

measured spectra are normalized in the energy interval 200-400 MeV in

order to give a better impression of the differences in shape. The

capability of COS-B to distinguish different input spectra can be
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judged from an example of the number of counts in various energy

intervals expected for a given source strength in the duration of a

typical COS-B observation. Table III.5 presents such numbers for a

source of the order of the strength of the Crab. The statistical

uncertainties are significantly smaller than the expected differences

in counts due to the different shapes.

The application of these data to the deconvolution of source

spectra is described in chapter VII.
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Figure III.20 E input spectrum folded with the sensitivity and the

actual energy response (discrete energy intervals) for

a fully accurate energy determination (curves). Event

selection: BSR.
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and the actual energy response. All spectra normalized
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Table III.5 Number of expected counts per energy interval for three

selected input spectra

E-interval

(MeV)

0 incidence 10 incidence
.-1.3 -2 ,-2.7 ,-1.3 -2 ,-2.7

50- 100
100- 200
200- 400
400- 800
800-1600

1600-3200

30
49
60
55
41
22

Source s t r eng th 6 x :
Observation time 1.7
Event s e l e c t i o n BSR

67
74
57
33
14
5

IO~6

x 1 0

83
58
29
10
3
1

p h . " 1

s

25
35
39
32
23
13

for E>50 MeV

56
54
36
19
8
3

69
44
19
6
2
0
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7. Direction measurement

All directional information is retrieved from the electron-positron

tracks measured in two orthogonal projections in the SC. The adopted

procedure and the limiting factors on the accuracy with which the

direction can be determined have been presented by Shukla and Mayer-

Hasselwander (1974).

The purpose of the calibration is to determine the accuracy of

mean direction reconstitution and to measure the distribution of

reconstituted directions (FWHM and shape) for a uniform exposure of

the experiment. The weighted sum of the single measurements for each

combination of beam energy and inclination angle (introduced in

section III.5.1) simulates a sufficiently uniform exposure to derive

accurate angular parameters.

7.1 Mean direction re constitution

Figure III.22 shows the measured beam inclination angles as a function

of energy for three values of the nominal beam direction. Except for

0 incidence, the measured beam direction differs from the nominal

beam direction (dolly reading). The difference is larger for low

energies and high inclinations. The distribution of the projected

30

^10

n i i i i i i ^ i i i i i i i r

20° incidence
•—• «a-

^ 10° incidence

0 - -+—+-
i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i

102 103

Gamma-ray energy (MeV)

Figure III.22 Measured beam direction (&„) as a function of energy for

three selected inclination angles (crosses 0°, circles

10 and triangles 20°). Event selection: BSH.
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Table III.6 Measured beam direction (peak) and median angle of the

distribution of projected inclination angles for 20

incidence. Event selections: BSR

Energy

P0A<12° ,

(MeV)

peak

median

median

17

15

15

50

.0

.3

.8

18

16

17

70

.2

.7

.7

1

18

17

17

50

.4

.4

.8

300

18.9

18.7

18.8

1000

18.8

18.8

18.8

2000

18.8

18.8

18.8

inclination angles at 20 incidence is shown fur three selected

energies in figure III.23 (the measured beam direction is defined as

the peak position). The distribution for 70 and 150 MeV is clearly

asymmetric. Table III.6 presents the corresponding numbers. The asym-

metry at low energy is evident from the fact that the median angle

deviates more strongly than the peak position from the nominal

direction.

At energies > 300 MeV the distribution is sharp and nicely sym-

metric (Table III.6 and Figure III.23). This points to a systematic

error in the dolly reading, namely that the real beam direction is not

20° but 18.8° (and not 10° but 9.4°). The assumption that at high

energies the real beam direction is indeed measured (confirmation is

obtained from flight data, chapter IV), reduces the discrepancy at low

energies, but the asymmetry remains. This effect is thought to be a

natural consequence of the detector design, as follows. An event in

which the electrons are scattered away from the direction of the

optical axis will on the average get a too high inclination angle

assigned, while with electrons scattered towards this axis the

assigned angle will on the average be too small. The first type of

events has a higher probability to be missed by the triggering

telescope than the second type. It is thus easily understood that

the difference exists and also that the asymmetry in the response

depends on energy, because low energy events undergo more scattering

in the SC than high energy events. A selection on pair-opening angle

reduces the average scattering for the remaining sample. Therefore

the asymmetry also is reduced by the POA condition (Table III.6).
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Figure III. 23 Distributions of projected inclination angles (-9 ) for

three selected energies and 20 incidence. Some typical

statistical errors are shown. Event selection: BSR.

In the flight data analysis these two systematic effects (asym-

metric response distribution and shifted most probable position) do not

cause severe problems for the following reasons:

(i) In the search for point sources gamma ray energies above 100 MeV

are selected (average energy % 300 MeV), hence the effects can

be neglected.

(ii) If skymaps in flux units are constructed, an automatic correction

is applied because events which have a measured direction shifted

towards the pointing direction get a lower weight factor (larger

sensitive area) assigned than events scattered away from the

"pointing direction.
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7.2 Angular resolution

The angular resolution is frequently characterized by the half angle

a of a cone, centered on the observed source (beam) direction and

containing 68£ of the reconstituted directions of incidence. If the

distribution of the projected angles 6 and 6 can be represented in
x y

the Gaussian form:

e )
x y 2o

where c' is a normalization constant, then a ,
1.5a.

Values of o , derived from the beam calibration for edited data

(BSR), are plotted in figure III.24a for three selected angles of

incidence. Gain in angular resolution can be achieved by making

selections on the pair-opening angle of the electron tracks in the SC,

at the expense of a loss in efficiency. Figure III.24b gives the

results for a selection of POA<12 .

_ o
CD o
a, O

2 -

h
© BSR. POA < 12°

i r i i i t

x 0° incidence
o 10°
+ 20°

-i 1 I I I I I I

I*'1
1 I I 1 I I I H 1—h

x 0 incidence
o 10°
• 20°

(a) BSR

i i i i i

Gamma-ray energy IMeV)

Figure III. 24 Angular resolution a as a function of the garrma-ray

energy. Some statistical errors are indicated; for

Ey >300 MeV these are smaller than the symbols.
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Figure III.25 Fraction of events at 0 incidence for which the recon-

stituted direction is within an angle € from the

incidence direction for three selected energies and

three event selections: solid line (ETC, y2 + 3 + 22),

broken line (BSR) and dotted line (BSR, POA<12°).

7.3 Point-spread function

The parameter a. does not fully characterize the angular response

distribution, because the actual distributions are not Gaussian but

exhibit extended tails. The most important gain which results from

editing and from a selection on POA is the suppression of this tail.

Figure III.25 clearly demonstrates this effect for 3 beam energies and

0° inclination. It shows the fraction of events for which the recon-

stituted direction is within a radius 0 of the source (beam) direction.
m

The point-spread function (PSF) represents the actual angular

distribution of events from a point source. It turns out that the PSF

may be approximated by the expression:
,2.^2 c

p(9 , e ) = c'exp
x y

or, because of circular symmetry,
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Figure III. 26 Distributions as in figure III.25, event selection (BSR),

incidence angles, (a) beam energies> 150 MeV, P0A<12° and (b) beam energies

150 MeV, POA<20°. Curve fits to eq. (III.6) and (III.7) in section III.7.3.
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f(9) = c'exp (~(|) (III.6)

with 6 being the angular distance from the source (beam) direction

(c = 1 for Gaussian, c = 0.5 for exponentional distribution).

The dependence of 6 and c on energy is derived from fits to the

measured integral distributions, e.g. figure III.25, using the function:

CI Or.
r6

f

F(6m) =
2TT

()
e 9 o

_(e2n 6 e V
o

2c

The following expansion is used:

i 2 c

dO =
n = 0

, n n fi2(nc+l) o
L21_l |
2(nc+l)n! 6 °ir

(III. 7)

^•53 MeV
POA < 20°
c =09

a 70 MeV
POA < 20°
c=08

150 MeV
oP0A<20°
x POA < 12°

c = 0 7

A 300 MeV
POA<12°
c =0.5

oiGeV
2GeV
POA < 12°
c=q.4

10 20
Inclination angle (degrees)

Figure III. 27 Dependence of angle 6 (defined in equation III. 6) on

incidence angle.
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Figure III. 28 Dependence of angle B and exponent c (defined in eq.

III. 6) on gamma ray energy. Plusses 0 , circles 10 and

triangles 20 incidence, crosses: these three angles

of incidence combined.

A few examples of these fits are shown in figure III.26. The resulting

values foi 6 and c are presented in figure III. 27 as a function of

inclination for different beam energies. The dependence on energy at

0 , 10 and 20 incidence is shown in figure III.28.

The point spread function applicable to measurements over a finite

energy range may be approximated by using the weighted average values

of c and 8. However the variation of the PSF over the energy range

should not be too big (e.g. the energy interval 50 - 300 MeV should

be divided into two smaller ranges). An example is shown in figure
-2

III.29 for energies above 150 MeV using an approximated E input

spectrum. The data points in this figure are derived from a weighted
_2

(E ) sum of the beam measurements at 150, 300 and 1000 MeV.
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Figure III.29 Distribution and fit as in figure III.26 for E>150 MeV
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and an E input spectrum.

8. Discussion of uncertainties

At this point it is appropriate to estimate the magnitude of the

systematic errors of the calibration measurements. In the following

these accuracies are estimated separately for sensitive area, energy

measurement and angular resolution.

5.1 Effective sensitive area

In the first place there are uncertainties inherent in the calibration

facility. In the energy range 150 MeV - 2 GeV the error in the tagging

efficiency of the beam is only °» 1-2% (Table III.l). The uncertainties

in the useful beam factors and the weight factor (definitions in

section III.5.I) depend mainly on the error in the beam width. The

resulting error for the sensitive area is ^ 3% at 30 and 50 MeV and

smaller at higher eneijies. The small uncertainties mentioned above,

and the accurately simulated uniform exposure of the EM, result in an

error on the EM sensitive area which is smaller than the errors due to

the statistics.

The misalignment of the beam direction (£ 0.5 at 10° and

< 1.0° at 20° inclination angle, see section III.7.1), is neglected.

The uncertainties with respect to the FM calibration are more

complex, because of the insufficient uniformity of the exposure over
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the sensitive part of the payload. An additional systematic uncer-

tainty up to 10% cannot be excluded.

A second important uncertainty stems from the manual editing,

for which a 10% accuracy was estimated (Section III.5.2).

Another problem is related to the efficiency of the spark, chamber

itself. This efficiency is at a maximum directly after a refill of the

SC gas and decreases afterwards as a function of the number of triggers.

Several parameters are available to check the performance of the SC,

such as gap efficiencies and track width, derived from the analysis of

straight tracks using particle beams or cosmic-ray muons on the ground

and cosmic-ray protons in orbit. From a study of the change of such

parameters as a function of observation time (number of triggers) with

correlated changes in total count rates in orbit, corrections to the

efficiency can be derived (see section IV.2.1). The best possible con-

sistency between the average performance in flight and during the

calibration was achieved by refilling the SC during the calibration at

similar 'gas-aging' intervals as planned for the flight. The agreement

between individual runs further strengthens the fact that variations

in SC efficiency has not significantly affected the calibration

accuracy.

8.2 Energy measurement

The relevant factors for estimating the systematic errors in the

energy calibration1 are the precision of the mean energy and the

resolution of the gamma ray beams.

(i) The precision of the gamma ray beam energy is of the order of

1-2% (Christ et al. 1974), and does not introduce any signifi-

cant uncertainty.

(ii) The resolution (FWHM) of the beam ranges between 55% at 30 MeV

and 5% at 6 GeV (Table III.l). At 30 MeV this introduces a

broadening of the measured energy response distribution, but for

higher energies the effect can be neglected, since the beam

resolution becomes much smaller than the experiment resolution.

Another important factor is the relative accuracy of the pulse

height measurements. This is very high since reference spectra are
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used to monitor possible gain changes. On the ground these reference

spectra are derived using particle beams or cosmic-ray muons and in

orbit from calibration measurements using cosmic-ray protons (see

section IV.2.2).

8. 3 Direction measurement

The uncertainties entering into the determination of the angular para-

meters are due to uncertainties in the calibration, setting or

stability of the remote-controled dolly on which the payload was

mounted during the measurements.

(i) Accuracy of direction measurement. In section Til.7.1 it is shown

that the measured beam directions and the dolly readings do not

agree, the difference being largest at high inclination angles

(̂  1 at 20 incidence). The assumption that at high energies

the correct direction is measured is confirmed by flight data

(see section IV.2.3). Furthermore, the actual dolly settings for

individual runs for a combination of beam energy and inclination

angle differ up to 0.9 , resulting in an average accuracy for

the weighted sum of ^ 0.5 .

(ii) Point spread function, angular resolution. The PSF is broadened,

firstly due to the inaccuracy of ;< 0.5 in the relative direc-

tions of individual runs and secondly due to instability of the

dolly. For energies ;< 150 MeV these effects are much smaller

than the experiment resolution, but for the highest energies the

estimate of the resolution is pessimistic by a few tenths of a

degree.

The angular parameters derived from the calibration analysis are

verified from flight data in section IV.2.3.

8.4 Conclusion

In summary we conclude that the calibration limits the accuracy of the

measurement of the total intensities to *» 25%. The determination of

positions, spectra and relative intensities (e.g. variability) is

generally limited by statistical uncertainties.
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CHAPTER IV

OBSERVATIONS

1. Observation programme

The principal objectives of the COS-B mission (Section II.1) guided

the discussion in the Caravane Collaboration to determine the observ-

ation programme. However, the observation schedule is constrained by

the requirement to keep the solar-aspect angle between 60 and 120

for reasons of thermal balance, power generation and attitude reconsti-

tution. Selection of target directions is also restricted by the need

for adequate earth-sensor coverage and the need to avoid entry of the

earth into the experiment field of view. A typical period of one month

for each observation was chosen to provide good statistics and is also

the minimum necessary to achieve the full capability of the attitude

reconstitution software. This choice seemed rather arbitrary when the

decision was taken (̂  1970). But the need for long observation times

has been confirmed by the results. As a consequence the maximum number

of different pointings in one year is only twelve!

For the first year of operation the choice of the targets did not

require long debate. Starting with the available knowledge about the

gamma-ray sky from the previous satellite experiments 0S0-3 and

especially SAS-2 (Section I.I), the first targets were chosen in

regions of the sky which were already known to be of particular inte-

rest. These were the Crab pulsar (PSR053+21), the Galactic centre and

the Vela pulsar (PSR0833-45). These targets provided the possibility to

come to an early evaluation of the capability of the COS-B instrument

with respect to the first two of the principal objectives, namely:

(i) The investigation of the spatial structure and energy spectrum

of gamma-ray emission from the Galaxy.

(ii) The examination of known or postulated localised sources of gamma

radiation, the determination of the energy spectra of sufficiently

strong sources and a search for time variations in their intensities.
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As a consequence of the high priority assigned to these objectives

most of the first year was spent pointing at directions close to the

galactic equator, aiming at a complete coverage of the Galactic plane.

The study of the diffuse radiation from high Galactic latitudes

was initially placed at a lower priority, mainly because the relatively

high instrumental background rate made it questionable whether signi-

ficant results could be obtained. Nevertheless some pilot high latitude

observations were performed, aiming at a search for extragalactic

sources of gamma radiation.

After the first year of operation the choice of the observation

programme became more difficult. Surprises had been found, especially

the discovery of a number of localised sources of gamma rays. Not

knowing whether the instrument would fail prematurely, and whether the

mission would be extended afder the planned two years, the Collaboration

considered two extreme approaches, namely:

- either to aim at a full sky coverage, putting emphasis on high lati-

tude and extragalactic studies,

- or to make additional and repeated observations near the galactic

plane, in order to substantiate the discovery of gamma-ray sources.

After much debate the study of regions near the plane kept the highest

priority, but as the operations of COS-B continued into its third,

fourth and fifth year, more time was allocated to high latitude observ-

ations.

For technical reasons some observations were repeated to provide

a check on the long-term performance of the instrument. Suitable targets

for this purpose are the Galactic anti-centre region (including

PSR0531+21), Galactic centre region and PSR0833-45. Evaluation of the

in-flight performance against the pre-launch calibration using these

targets is described in section IV.2.1.

Occasionally the observations were guided by the known plans of

other satellite, balloon or ground-level experiments, in order to

benefit from simultaneous observations at other wavelengths, e.g. on

radio pulsars or X-ray sources.

At the end of the fourth year of operation and 42 observation

periods it was possibly even more difficult to agree on the selection
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-180

Figure IV. 1 Relative sky coverage between 1975 August 17 and 1980

February 29. Maximum inclination angle 25 . The intervals

between the contours and the lowest contour correspond

to the equivalent of about 15 days axial exposure. The

crosses indicate the pointing directions.

of the most promising targets, in view of the interesting results

obtained on practically every addressable scientific question in

gamma-ray astronomy. Choices had to be made between the following

topics:

(i) fine structure along the Galactic plane (point sources, energy

spectra, time variability)

(ii) radio pulsars (with simultaneous radio observations)

(iii) Galactic large scale distribution

(iv) local Galactic structure

(v) extragalactic sources

(vi) full sky coverage; regions no experiment ever looked at.

Table IV.1 COS-B observation programme from August 1975 till

March 1980 (see next page).

===========
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Period

1
2
3a
3b
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
I I
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49

Starting
orbit

6
26
48
60
73
90
110
130
150
170
190
210
230
250
274
295
320
345
370
377
402
414
438
462
484
508
533
557
581
607
63)
653
677
702
726
750
773
797
821
846
872
896
923
945
969
996
1020
1043
1066
1089

Starting
date

197D-08-1/
09-17
10-2U
11-08
11-28
12-24

1976-01-23
02-23
03-24
04-24
05-24
06-24
07-25
08-21
09-30
11-02
12-10

1977-01-16
02-23
03-06
04-13
05-02
06-07
07-15
08-18
09-23
1 1-01
12-07

1978-01-13
02-22
03-30
05-03
06-09
07-17
08-23
09-29
11-03
12-09

1979-01-14
02-02
04-03
05-09
06-20
07-27
08-29
10-09
11-15
12-20

1980-01-25
02-29

Target

PSR053+21
GX5-1
PSK0833-45
3U0900-40
Cygnus
Cen X-3
Cen A
Cir X-l
3U1832-05

Virgo
3U0115+63
3U0900-40
Ophiuchus
CGI 95+4
SMC X-l
3U22008+54
3C129
GX5-1

3U0946-30
PSR0740-28
Cyg X-3
Corvus
PSR1747-46
Aquila

NGC4l51yComa

MCG 8-11-11

PSR0950+8
3C273

Orion
3C390.3
Pelican
M31
Perseus
PSR0611+22
PSR0740-28
2S2251-178
Carina
3C120
Taurus
3U0900-40
MK421
NGC5128
Ophiuchus
PSR1822-09

R

h

5
17
8
8
20
1 i
13
15
18
19
12
1
8
16
6
1

22
4
17
7
9
7

20
12
17
18
19
12
3
5
19
9
12
13
5
18
20
0
3
6
7

22
9
4
4
9
11
13
16
18

.A.
(1950
m

29
54
31
57
15
15
16
12
30
19
2)
14
56
50
31
10
8
25
58
1

40
40
46
40
22
52
42
31
10
26
58
51
26
49
33
45
47
40
30
4
42
53
57
33
37
00
00
24
18
22

Dec.
.0)
deg.

+ 22
-25
-45
-40
+ 36
-60
-44
-57
- 6
+ 10
+ 7
+ 64
-41
-31
+ 18
+74
+ 55
+ 49
-25
- 6
-28
-28
+44
-18
-44
+ 2
+24
+ 34
+58
+44
-42
+ 9
+ 2
-61
- 5
+80
+ 44
+41
+46
+20
-28
-18
-55
+ 5
+28
-40
+38
-44
-21
- 9

1

deg.

184
5

264
263
74
292
308
322
26
45
284
126
263
152
195
301
101
155
5

220
260
243
84
300
345
35
60
154
141
165
359
229
290
310
209
112
85
111
150
190
243
45
278
191
172
263
181
309
355
22

b

deg.

- 6
0

- i
+ 4

0
0

+ 19
0

+ 2
- 2
+ 69
+ 1
+ 3
+ 9
+ 4
-44
- 1

0
- 1
0

+ 18
- 2
+ 1
+45
- 5
0
0

+83
0

+ 6
-30
+44
+ 64
0

-20
+27
0

-20
- 8
0

- 3
-61
0

-27
-12
+ 4
+65
+ 18
+20
+ 1
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Evidently, scientific reasoning alone was insufficient as a basis for deci-

sion, since all topics are of high scientific interest. This explains why

near the end of the fourth year of operation the discussion on the

observation programme for the first time ended in a vote.

The record of observations until March 1980 is presented in

table IV.) and the sky exposure achieved is shown in figure IV.1.

2. In-flight performance

This section contains a record of the in-flight performance during the

period August 1975 - August Iy79. In consecutive subsections we dis-

cuss: firstly the in-flight calibration, yielding data to monitor the

performance of the complete system and the individual units; secondly

the technical performance, including occasional experiment malfunctions;

thirdly a comparison of the essential properties of the COS-B detector

(efficiency, energy and direction measurement) derived in flight with

those obtained from pre-launch calibration.

2.1 In-flight calibration

The instrument is calibrated in orbit at regular times using cosmic-

ray protons or artificial stimuli (in-flight test, IFT). Characteris-

tics which have to be check are:

- sensitivity and resolution of the triggering telescope counters

(impact on sensitive area)

- sensitivity and resolution of the spectrometer (impact on energy

determination)

- sensitivity of the anti-coincidence counter (impact on accepted

background rate)

- performance of the spark chamber (impact on sensitive area and

angular resolution).

A calibration file of the data bank is filled with parameters

reporting upon the sensitivity of the counters as determined from

analysis of the proton mode calibration and IFT data. The monitored

parameters are listed in table IV.2. The same parameters are also
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Table IV.2 Parameters in calibration file derived from in-flight

calibration and rate meters.

Counter P I R

Bl
Bl

C
C

B2
B2

E

D

a , b
(sum)

a , b , c , d
(sum)

a . b . c . d
(sum)

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

x';

X 2

X

X

X

X

X

X

P = proton mode analysis:

peak position and FWHM

I = IFT analysis: pedestal

and gain in four steps

R = count rates: mean, minimum

and maximum

1 = 9 thresholds and 9 indivi-

dual tubes

= low and high range

monitored in the Fast Routine Facility, thus providing the possibility

of a prompt action when gain changes become too large and, as a conse-

quence, a high voltage level or trigger condition has to be changed.

The result is that the sensitivity could be kept constant within % 5%

for the standard pulse height selections applied in the Normal Trigger

Condition (Table III.3).

The energy determination depends most heavily on counter E. The

gain of this counter dropped about 6% in the first few months but has

remained very stable afterwards.

Statistical parameters which indicate the quality of the spark

chamber pictures are derived from analysis of proton tracks. The

proton tracks (i.e. straight tracks) are automatically selected by

comparison of the distribution of sparks allocated to a track with a

linear mean square regression curve fitted to the track. Then the

following parameters are derived for the selected tracks:

- Gap efficiency, the total number of allocated sparks in a gap

divided by the total number of accepted tracks.

- Reading error, [ E" (A(r)1 / (n-1) ] where n is the number of

allocated sparks in a gap and (r) the distance between spark and

linear mean square regression curve.
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- Track width, the average number of sparks in a gap allocated to a

track.

- Spurious sparks, the mean number of unallocated sparks in a gap.

- Associated sparks, mean number of sparks which are allocated to a

track but have distances from the linear mean square regression

curve greater than a selected number of standard deviations.

- Edge sparks, mean number of sparks which have addresses within a

selected distance from the edge of the chamber.

Table IV.3a shows these statistical parameters from data taken shortly

after launch. It turned out that the average gap efficiency is a good

i parameter for the spark-chamber sensitivity (see e.g. figure IV.2).

A typical example of the performance of the SC three years later is

given in table IV.3b. The main differences are:

- a reduction in average gap efficiency of ^ 10%

- an increase in number of spurious sparks by a factor of % 3

- an increase in number of edge sparks by a factor of "v 10.

The reduction in gap efficiency and the increase of spurious sparks

did not result in a measurable reduction in sensitivity compared to

the situation shortly after launch. However, the relatively high

number of edge sparks caused a loss in sensitivity and angular resol-

ution due to misinterpretation of the events with the vertex of the

electron tracks near to the edge. Fortunately, this problem could be

solved by the following measures.

- The influence of sparks near the edge of the SC has been reduced by

a change in the automatic spark-chamber analysis program.

- Proper manual editing of the SC pictures has effectively corrected

any remaining misinterpretation of events due to edge sparks.

The status of the experiment in August 1979 can still be consi-

dered equivalent to that shortly after launch, so that no corrections

to the pre-launch calibration parameters are required to match long-

term reductions in sensitivity, energy or angular resolution in orbit.
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2.2 Teohniaal performance

Even at normal conditions the performance of the complete system can

be expected to vary with time, especially due to aging of the spark-

chamber gas. Day-to-day monitoring of the spark-chamber performance is

possible using the real-time display facilities in the Control Centre,

together with statistical summaries obtained in the Fast Routine

Facility. On the basis of such monitoring the flushing and refilling

of the spark-chamber are scheduled. Initially this was performed at

intervals of about six weeks but experience showed that less frequent

flushing was sufficient, so that at the end of the nominal two-year

mission nearly half of the on-board supply of gas remained. In 1979

the intervals between flushings were stretched to about 130 days. At

the same time the flushings were scheduled in the middle of observation

periods to provide better insight into possible resulting sensitivity

changes by the direct comparison of count rates in different energy

ranges before and after a refill. The increased time between refills

also made it technically possibly to consider observations with COS-B

well after its fifth anniversary in orbit (August 1980).

Only a few technical malfunctions manifested themselves during

the first 4 years of operation. These occasional experiment malfunct-

ions occurred in the ACO, SC and E counter and are reported below.

Anti-coincidence counter:

During the check-out period immediately after launch a failure of one

of the nine ACO photomultiplier tubes (number 3) was noticed. As the

design of the ACO has sufficient margin, the loss of this tube did not

affect the charged particle rejection efficiency. In January 1978 a

second tube (number 5) failed. This caused a temporary loss in effi-

ciency, which however could be restored completely by increasing the

HV on the neighbouring tubes (2, 4 and 6). By using the spatial

distribution of straight tracks in the SC it was verified that the ACO

did not have a blind spot- In addition the normal operation was con-

firmed by the fact that the instrument trigger rate returned to nominal

values.
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Table IV.3 Spark chamber performance parameters (a) August 1975 and (b) August 1978.

Explanation is given in the text

Gap

(a) 1
2
3
4

5
6
7
8

9
10
II
12

13
14
15
16

Average

Average

Gap

X

96
96
97
94

95
95
96
94

94
97
96
96

96
96
95
95

95

efficiency
<

.4

.4

.4

.1

.3

.1

. I

.1

.1

.4

.8

.1

.1

.4

.8

.5

.9

96

Z
Y

98.
96.
97.
94.

96.
96.
96.
94.

96.
98.
96.
96.

98.
96.
96.
94.

96.

i.2

7
1
4
5

8
1
8
1

4
1
4
4

4
8
4
1

5

Reading error

X

0.
0.
0.
0.

0.
0.
0.
0.

0.
0.
0.
0.

0.
0.
0.
0.

0.

(mm)

51
44
44
47

41
46
46
50

57
55
54
46

48
45
46
71

50

0.

Y

0.52
0.47
0.41
0.45

0.48
0.46
0.53
0.52

0.55
0.54
0.48
0.49

0.45
0.45
0.49
0.59

0.50

50

Track

X

2.14
2.26
2. 18
2.33

2.21
2.40
2.22
2.37

2. 18
2.35
2.21
2.39

2.28
2.30
2.27
2.35

2.28

2.

width

Y

2.
2.
2.
2.

2.
2.
2.
2.

2.
2.
2.
0.

2.
2.
2.
2.

2.

22

12
16
18
22

15
24
17
25

1!
20
12
20

12
22
16
15

17

Spurious

X

0.
0.
0.
0.

0.
0.
0.
0.

0.
0.
0.
0.

0.
0.
0.
0.

0.

sparks

08
07
05
08

05
09
09
09

16
06
07
10

1 1
1 1
10
21

10

0.

Y

0.
0.
0.
0.

0.
0.
0.
0.

0.
0.
0.
0.

0.
0.
0.
0.

0.

13

13
12
12
13

1 1
17
15
17

17
16
13
16

16
21
20
30

16

Associated
sparks
X

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.01

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

0.00
0.00
0.01
0.01

0.01

0.

Y

0.
0.
0.
0.

0.
0.
0.
0.

0.
0.
0.
0.

0.
0.
0.
0.

0.

01

01
00
01
00

00
00
00
00

00
01
00
00

01
00
00
01

01

Edge
sparks
X

0.01
0.01
0.00
0.01

O.QO
0.00
0.01
0.01

0.0)
0.01
0.00
0.02

0.01
0.02
0.01
0.10

0.02

0.

Y

0.00
0.01
0.01
0.02

0.01
0.00
0.01
0.01

0.02
0.02
0.01
0.02

0.01
0.02
0.01
0.08

0.02

02

Total no.
of sparks
X

1.05
1.03
1.03
1.02

1.01
1.04
1.05
1.03

1.10
1.03
1.03
1.06

1.07
1.07
0.06
1.17

1.05

1.

Y

1.
1.
1.
1.

1.
1.
1.
1.

1.
1.
1.
1.

1.
1.
1.
1.

I.

09

1 1
08
09
07

07
13
12
11

14
14
09
12

14
18
17
24

13
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Table IV.4 Examples of occasional malfunction of spark-chamber:

(a) 'gap-8 problem'; (b) 'odd-even problem1.

(a) Gap Gap efficiency

X Y

(b) Gap Gap efficiency

X Y

1
2
3
4

5
6
7
8

9
10
11
12

13
14
15
16

Average

Average

96.0
97.5
97.1
95.8

96.2
96.0
94.7
2.8

94.9
96.2
94.3
95.6

94.9
95.3
94.3
94.9

89.8

90.

96.4
98.6
98. 1
97.1

97.1
96.6
96.2
6.7

95.8
96.6
96.6
96.2

95.1
96.6
96.2
96.6

91.0

4

1
2
3
4

5
6
7
8

9
10
1 1
12

13
14
15
16

Average

Average

54.8
96.7
44.0
96.7

45.3
98.7
48.0
96.7.

43.3
96.0
46.0
94.6

44.6
90.6
47.3
89.2

70.8

71

57.5
95.3
52. 1
96.7

50.7
96.7
51.4
96.7

51.4
94.6
50.0
96.7

49.4
91.9
48.7
89.2

73.1

.9

Q

Spark-chamber:

The SC also required special attention. Again, shortly after launch a

minor malfunction manifested itself. The efficiency of gap 8 dropped

occasionally to low values, sometimes practically to zero (see table

IV.4a). This effect was associated with an abnormally high fraction of

edge sparks in gap 8. At the beginning of the second observation

period this malfunction has disappeared. The most likely explanation

is that the problem was due to a spike on a wire, near the edge, which

was finally covered by r iymerisation products. This 'gap-8 problem1

did not result in a measurable loss in efficiency of the total SC.

A different SC malfunction caused a very significant loss in

efficiency for a few months in the middle of 1976. The problem in this

case was that for a variable percentage of events the odd gaps in the

SC were triggered too late, resulting in a low average efficiency of
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the odd gaps. An example is shown in table IV.4b. More rarely, the odd

gaps were good and the even gaps poor. For the majority of events

affected by this problem the spark-chamber tracks cannot be reliably

reconstituted and are therefore lost. Observation periods 11, 12 and

13 with targets 3U0115-63, 3U0900-40 and Ophiuchus were the most

affected. The problem in observation period 12 was so bad that it has

not yet been possible to determine the effective sensitivity of the

instrument. As a consequence this observation has not been used to

determine absolute fluxes. For periods 11 and 13 correction factors

have been determined from the study of the total measured rate of good

gamma-ray events (BSR) as a function of the average gap efficiency.

Figure IV.2 shows as an example the comparison of these two parameters

for observation 13. The correlation between the average gap efficiency

and the total measured rate of good gamma-ray events is evident.

The cause of the problem was diagnosed as contamination of the

HV switches (spark gaps). During period 13 the problem was cured by

triggering the SC about 5 times per second at maximum HV for several

hours. The steady behaviour in the second part of this period demons-

trated the return to proper operation. Under the assumption that the

actual gamma-ray intensity is constant, the partial loss of observation

240 2 5 0 Day number (19761 2 6 ° 270

Figure IV. 2 Spark-oharrbev average gap efficienoy (a) and total rate
of good gamma-ray events for BSR (b) as a function of
time during period 13. Only data sets with a minimum
duration of 3 hours have been used.
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time can be determined from a comparison of the average rate in the

'bad' parts to the rate in the 'good' parts (starting day 260). The

assumption of a constant gamma-ray intensity for the total data set

is justified because even the presence of one or two variable sources

would hardly be noticed in the total rate. In the same way 'good' parts

could be recognized in the data for observation period 11, making it

possible to determine the effective observation time.

Energy spectrometer:

In June 1979 the instrument stopped counting because the El discrimi-

nator (low-energy threshold) signal was no longer reaching the event-

selection logic. By removing El from the coincidence requirement

normal operation was restored at the expense of an increased trigger

rate. Data loss due to the increased dead time is less than 5%.

Normalization of efficiency is achieved by applying the corresponding

software threshold in the data processing.

2.3 Comparison of in-flight results with pre-launeh calibration

Before definite conclusions can be derived from the flight data

analysis, one has to verify that the essential properties of the

detector as derived from pre-launch calibration data, did not change

in orbit. The verification of (a) sensitivity, (b) energy, and (c)

angular parameters is in practice limited to the following possibili-

ties:

- Comparison with results obtained from previous gamma-ray experiments.

The possibilities in the case of COS-B are rather limited since

results from only one other experiment, the SAS-2 satellite, are

relevant for this purpose. Due to the low statistics in the SAS-2

data there are only a few results which are suited for comparison,

e.g., integrated flux Galactic centre region and Vela.

- Study of sources with known positions. Available are the radio

pulsars PSR0531+21 and PSR0833-45, known to emit gamma-ray pulses

with the radio period.

- Study of isolated strong sources. The only candidate, besides the

radio pulsars, is the gamma-ray source CGI 95+4, located in the
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Table IV.5 Observation periods and sources used in the comparison of

in-flight performance with pre-launch calibration.

Observation Pointing direction
• J ,o , o

period 1 b

184 -6

14 195 +4

2
18

3a
3b 263 +3 I Vela
12 263 +3 ( (PSR0833-45) 263.6 -2.8
21

! Galactic anticentre.
i
' - Comparison of the general Galactic emission measured during repeated

observations. The total line flux in selected longitude intervals

can be used for the verification of the instrument stability.

Table IV.5 summarizes the observation periods and sources which

have been used for the comparison with the pre-launch calibration data.

The three essential properties, effective sensitive area, energy, and

direction measurement are discussed separately.

a. Effective sensitive area

An early in-flight verification of the absolute values of the sensitive

area was difficult. During the first years of COS-B in orbit, the team

working on SAS-2 was still analysing their flight data as well as their

calibration data. The first good comparison could be made for the

integrated flux measured by both satellites from the general Galactic

centre direction. It was concluded that the two experiments agreed in

that region within 15% (Bennett et al. 1976), but at the same time

there was disagreement (a factor of % 2) about the integrated flux

from PSR0833-45. Time variability could not at that time be excluded,

but the revised SAS-2 result on this source (Kniffen et al. 1977) is
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in complete agreement with the COS-B result.

As was already mentioned in section IV.1, some observations were

repeated in order to study the long-term performance of the instrument.

The most suitable parameters to study possible instrumental sensitivity

changes are the gamma-ray rates from the intense Galactic centre

region, observed in periods 2 and 18. This comparison is performed in

three energy intervals by measuring the excess counts above the

combined instrumental and isotropic background level as derived from

high latitude observations. The energy intervals, the areas of the

sky (chosen in rough proportion to the angular resolution) and the

resulting rates are given in table IV.6. The agreement is very good.

In table IV.6 the rates are expressed in 'on-axis counts' s sr ,

i.e. the. number of counts which would be detected were the total area

observed with the on-axis efficiency.

A similar comparison is worked out for all observation periods

up to October 1977 with their pointing direction close to the Galactic

plane. The neighbouring observations overlap. For the overlapping

regions the rates of gamma rays with inclination angles less than 18

with respect to the individual pointing directions are calculated.

Table IV.6 Total rate of good gamma-ray events (BSR) in three

selected energy intervals measured in periods 2 and 18

for the Galactic plane component

E-range Selected region Gamma-ray rate ('on axis counts's sr )

(MeV) period 2 period 18

70 - 150 347°<1<23°, |b|<7° (0.70 + 0.02)xl0~2 (0.70 + O.O3)xlO~2

150 - 300 347°<1<23° jb|<5° (6.6 + 0.2 )xlO~2 (6.8 + 0.4 )xlO~2

300-5000 347°<1<23° |b|<4° (8.2 + 0.5 )xl0~3 (8.0 + 0.5 )xlO~3

Figure IV.3 shows the result for 19 observation periods. In the pre-

parations to produce this figure correction factors for the effective

observation times ranging from 0.97 to 0.80 and with an average of 0.88,

are introduced in 9 of the 19 observations. These factors are indepen-
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Figure IV.3 Gamma-ray rates as in table IV.6, measured for overlapping regions of neighbouring

observations with pointing direction close to the Galactic plane, up to October 1977.

The horizontal bars show the region of overlap. Statistical errors are indicated.
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dently derived for the individual observations from a study of the

count rates in the three energy ranges as a function of gas age and

SC parameters (as discussed in section IV.2.2). Although the statis-

tical uncertainties in figure IV.3 are larger than in the comparison

of observations 2 and 18, the conclusion from this figure is that all

derived ga;nma-ray rates are consistent with each other over the first

two years in orbit. The difference between the measured rates visible

in the energy interval 150 to 300 MeV in observations 4 and 22 (1 <\, 80°),

where the range of overlap is large, probably arises from true time

variability, as will be discussed in chapter VI.

The dependence of the sensitivity on inclination angle can best

be studied using Vela (PSR0833-45) and the sources in the Galactic

anticentre, i.e. Crab (PSR0531 + 21) and CGI 95+4, under the assumption

that these sources are stable. Table IV.5 gives the inclination

angles at which these sources have been viewed. At each of these

inclination angles the flux values of these sources have been determined

in selected energy ranges using the pre-launch calibration, and their

ratios are consistent with unity. This can be taker as a confirmation

of the pre-launch calibration. The result is shown in figure IV.4 for

four sources; for the Crab gamma-ray source two cases are presented

(Crab total and PSR0531+2I) since this source is not 100% pulsed

(Section VII.3 and Lichti et al. 1980) in contrast to the Vela gamma-

ray source (Bennett et al. 1977 and Kanbach et al. 1980).

In constructing figure IV.4 the actual flux determination for the

four sources was handled differently:

- For Crab total and CGI 95+4 the number of counts is determined by

spatial analysis (cross-correlation analysis presented in chapter V).

- For PSR0833-45 and PSRO531+2I, being radio (gamma-ray) pulsars, the

number of counts is determined by analysis of the gamma-ray light

curves. In this timing analysis the following procedure is applied:

The phase intervals of the light curve are determined for which the

distributions are statistically consistent with being flat. The

background level is then defined as the average level in these phase

intervals. The number of source counts (pulsed counts) is then the

number of excess counts above this background level in the remaining

phase intervals of the light curve (see e.g. Bennett et al. 1977,
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Figure IV. 4 Flux ratios for the four sources discussed in the text as
a function of gamma-ray energy; (a) flux (0 and 7 ) /
flux (20°), (b), (a) and (d) flux (0°) / flux (15°).

Kanbach et al. 1980 and examples in sections IV.2.3.C and VII.b.l).

The tests discussed in this section prove that the pre-launch

calibration analysis of the sensitivity of the instrument is suffi-

ciently accurate to match the statistical accuracy of the flight

measurements, even in the cases where the best statistics are obtained.

b. Energy measurement

A direct comparison with other measurements can only be made for the

Crab pulsed and total spectra. These spectra are consistent with those

derived by SAS-2 (Kniffen et al. 1974) and extrapolations give good

agreement with low energy gamma-ray (Schonfelder et al. 1979 and

White et al. 1979) and X-ray spectra (Chapter VI, Bennett et al. 1977,

Lichti et al. 1980, and references therein).

The ability of the instrument to measure energy spectra up to

higher inclinations has been shown in figure IV.4 for sources viewed

at 0 , 7°, 15 and 20 inclination angle for measurements which were

spaced in time up to more than 1| year.
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c. Direction measurement

The absolute accuracy of the direction measurement can be verified from

the flight data, since the true position of the two radio pulsars

PSR0833-45 and PSR053+21 is known from measurements at radio and optical

wavelengths. The observation of CGI 95+4 at different inclination angles

can be used to check the relative accuracy.

The angular resolution and PSF can be verified from a study of the

measured distributions of gamma-ray arrival directions of radio

pulsars, making use of the independent determination of the number of

pulsed counts from analysis of the light curves.

Accuracy of direction measurement:

PSR0833-45 is the best candidate calibration source, because of the

high number of detected photons. This makes it possible to select the

highest energies which have a high accuracy of direction measurement

and a low background level. Figure IV.5 shows longitude and latitude

distributions of the counts at energies between 800 and 6400 MeV in

observation period 3. The narrow integration ranges are given in the

figure. It is evident at once that the peak coincides with the

position of PSR 08333-45. A more objective insight into the spatial

distribution of the measured counts can be derived by performing a

two dimensional cross-correlation analysis. For each sky bin a

correlation parameter is then calculated, which can be expressed in

"1 1 1
800 - 6400 MeV

—I 1 r r
262 5< f (264 5

PSR 0833-4530

•5 20

10

PSR 0833-45

r-t r-. n i n -
270 266 262

f(degrees)
258 - 8 - 6 - 4 -2 0

£ (degrees)

Figure IV. J Longitude distribution (a) and latitude distribution (b)

in counts showing PSR0833-4S. Data from observation period 3.
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Figure IV.6 Longitude profile over the position of PSR0833-45 in the

correlation map based on the data used in figure IV.5.

the number of counts correlated with the instrument point spread

function, or source profile, centred in that sky bin, as explained in

chapter V. Figure IV.6 shows a cut in longitude across the source

through the corresponding correlation map. It has the typical cross-

correlation profile peaked exactly at the position of the pulsar.

If lower energies are included, the distribution is broader and

the background higher. Therefore the measured position will be more

strongly influenced by background fluctuations. However, the charac-

teristic timing signature of the pulsar provides a possibility to

select a data sample in which the source to background ratio is very

much improved. Figure IV.7 shows light curves of PSR0833-45 from

observation period 3 in 32 time bins for two energy intervals.

Skymaps were produced selecting only events in a few bins around the

peaks as shown by the shading. This results in a greater signal to

background ratio as is seen by comparing the ratio of the number of

source counts and background counts in the shaded area to that for

the total figure. Figure IV.8 shows histograms derived from the

skymap for E>150 MeV in the same manner as figure IV.5. Again there

is agreement between measured and real position, as can be seen both

in this figure and in the corresponding correlation map (Figure IV.9).
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Period time bins (msl
i.0 60 80 89

Phase

Figure IV. 7 Gamma-ray light curves of PSR0833-45, derived from a

folding of the gamma-ray arrival times with the period

and its derivative as measured at radio frequencies in

two selected energy ranges. € is the maximum angular

distance from the pulsar for which events are accepted.

The background levels are indicated by the broken lines

and the phases selected to produce figures IV.83 IV.9,

IV.10 and IV.11 correspond to the indicated hatched areas.
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Figure IV. 8 Longitude distribution (a) and latitude distribution (b)

aarosc PSR08Z3-45 in strips 2 wide for events selected

in the peaks of the light curve as in figure IV. 7b.
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Figure IV.9 Longitude profile across PSR0833-45 in the correlation

map for the data used in figure IV. 8.
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Figure IV. 10 Longitude distribution obtained as in figure IV. 8a for

lower energies (events selected in the peaks of the

light curves as figure IV. 7a).

The situation at the lowest energies < 150 MeV is different. Here a

count histogram integrated over a wide strip over the source position

(Figure IV.10) hardly shows the source. The cross-correlation analysis

greatly improves the visibility (Figure IV. 11) and the agreement

between measured and real position is evident.

The analysis based onthe timing signature of PSR0833-45, described

above for observation period 3, was also performed for periods 12 and

21. The measured source positions are tabulated in table IV.7.

•i 1 si

.2250
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ur
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d fd en

3 o
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i i i
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i i i

PSR 0833-45

A/ \/ V.Jlf %

i J 1 1 1

1 '

1 1

280 270 260
^(degrees)

250 240

Figure IV.11 Correlation profile as in figure IV.9 from the data used

in figure IV.10.
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Table IV.7 Measured positions and angular distances A6 from the

radio position (1 = 263.6°, b = -2.8°) of PSR0833-45

obtained in three periods with different pointing directions

(table IV.5) for two selected energy intervals.

Period

3a ,
3b 1

12

21

1

263.

262.

262.

50<E<l

3° -1

6° -1

6° -3

50 MeV

b

.6°

.8°

.2°

A6

1.2°

1.4°

1.1°

1

263.

263.

263.

6°

4

6

150

— 9

-2

-2

b

.6°

.5

.8

A

0

0

0

e

.2°

.4°

.0°

The accuracy of the direction measurement clearly is independent of

incidence angle and the highest accuracy is obtained at high energies.

The asymmetry of the angular response function for low energies at

higher inclinations discussed in section III.7. I explains the shift

in peak position towards the pointing direction.

Table IV.8 Measured positions of PSR0531+21 and CGI 95+4 in two

periods with different pointing directions (table IV.5 at

energies above 150 MeV. Ae is the angular distance from

the radio position for PSR0531+21 and froii an adopted

position (the position derived from analysis of the two

periods together) for CGI 95+4.

Period

1

14

1

184

184

.4°

.3°

Crab

b

-5.7°

-5.7°

A

0.

0.

e

2°

3°

1

195

195

.1°

.2°

CGI 95+4

b

4.7°

4.4°

A

0.

0.

e

2°

i°

In table IV.8 measured source positions are given for the two

strong sources in the Galactic anticentre for energies above 150 MeV.

The positions are derived directly from the cross-correlation map.
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For the Crab a comparison can be made with the known position of

PSR053I+2I, but for CG195+4 no firm identification with a source

measured at other wavelength is available. Therefore the last column

in table IV.8 gives the distance to the position found in an analysis

of the combined data. This table proves again that the measured

directions are quite accurate and in practice independent of incidence

angle.
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Figure IV.12 Angular resolution values a. obtained by analysis of the

pulsed events from PSR08SS-45 compared with values of

a derived from pre-launch calibration.

Angular resolution:

An in-flight verification of the angular resolution is made by studying

the distributions of the measured arrival directions of the pulsed

radiation from PSR0833-45. Figure IV.12 compares the values of a

(Section III.7.2) for these distributions with the values obtained by

pre-launch calibration. A systematic difference is visible at high

energies, where the in-flight result gives a better angular resolution.

This is in agreement with the discussion on the uncertainties in the

beam measurements in section III.8.3, where it was pointed out that

the derived resolution at the highest energies is in fact an upper limit.

Another parameter characterizing the angular resolution is the

half-width at half-maximum (HWHM) of the angular response distribution,

which is about half the separation below which two sources of equal

intensity cannot be uniquely resolved. Values for the HWHM derived from
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Figure IV.13 Half-width at half-maximum values of distributions of

measured arrival directions from PSB08Z3-45.

the Vela distribution are shown separately in figure IV.13.

Point-spread function:

In the verification of the point-spread function the timing signature

of PSR0833-45 again provides a useful tool. Under the assumption that

Vela is 100% pulsed, the light curve can be used to determine the

number of source counts that should be found in the skytnap. The

assumption that Vela is 100% pulsed is consistent with the data

(Chapter VII, Bennett et al. 1977, Kanbach et al. 1980), so the

number of counts found by the cross-correlation analysis should, if the

proper point-spread function is used, be in agreement with the number

of excess counts selected in the light curve.

The following test is made: For two energy intervals, 50<E<150 MeV

and E>150 MeV, events are selected in the peaks of the light curves for

periods 3, 12 and 21 (see the examples in figure IV.7) and for these

events skymaps are produced. The input parameter for the cross-correl-

ation analysis the exponents, introduced in equation (III.6), is fixed

at 0.8 and 0.5 for the two energy intervals respectively (Section III.

7.3), while different value.) are tried for 9 . The valuesof 9 for
o o

which the best agreement 1-etween the number of selected and measured

counts in the correlation output is obtained, are given in table IV.9.

For energies above 150 MeV the results are in agreement with the pre-

launch calibration for all incidence angles. This is concluded from a
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Table IV.9 PSR0833-45: Values of B and c giving the best agreement

between the number of events derived by timing analysis

and by spatial analysis of data from three periods in two

selected energy ranges.

50<E<150 MeV
Period Incl. Timing Spatial

angle analys. analysis

E>150 MeV
Timing Spatial
analys. analysis 0

3a
3b

12

21 20

262+22 264+25 4.CT 0.8 421+25 438+31 1.15" 0.5

87+12

58+ 9

85+13 3.5 0.8 187+15 178+20 1.25 0.5

57+12 3.25° 0.8 73+ 9 75+15 1.75° 0.5

comparison of table IV.9 with figure III.27. The values found for 6
o

are somewhat smaller than the values in figure III.27 at a beam energy

of 300 MeV, but the average measured energy is indeed somewhat higher

than 300 MeV for the Vela spectrum in the energy range E>150 MeV. In

the energy interval 50 - 150 MeV the situation is more complex. At

inclination angles 0 and 7 (period 3) there is again agreement, but

at higher inclinations (periods 12 and 21) the derived values for 6

are smaller than predicted. This difference is caused by the following

effect. At high inclination angles a substantial fraction of events

with energies above 150 MeV will be assigned energies in the range

50 - 150 MeV, and will thus contribute to the low energy signal and

impose their sharper intrinsic PSF on that signal.

In summary it is concluded that for the direction measurement

capability, the angular resolution and the point-spread function

agreement exists between pre-launch calibration and in-flight perfor-

mance, except for the angular resolution at the highest energies which

is shown by the in-flight measurement to be better than inferred from

the pre-launch calibration.
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CHAPTER V

SEARCH FOR POINT SOURCES

). Introduction

In chapter I we sketched the development of the analysis from an

investigation of the large-scale structure to an effort primarily

directed at the search for significant fine structure in the data.

The first, surprisingly long, list of 13 gamma ray sources (Hermsen

et al. 1977a), of which 10 were newly discovered, was the result of

a relatively simple method of analysis (Hermsen et al. 1977b). After

this success it was evidently worthwhile to develop a more refined

method specifically devoted to the search for point sources.

The difficulties of such a search at the present stage of gamma

ray astronomy are threefold: the search is photon limited, confusion

limited and background limited.

The fact that the search is photon limited can best be illustrated

by an example from the flight data analysis. The number of photons from

one of the strongest sources, PSR0531+21, detected during an observa-

tion of one month on-axis pointing is about 250 for all energies above

50 MeV (observation 1, see table IV. 1). This means that only 8 photons

per day are accepted for the final analysis! In many regions of the

Galactic plane the search for sources must be restricted to energies

above 100 MeV. For PSR0531+21 only 170 counts then remain. Observing

this source at an inclination angle of 15 yields only 60 counts

above 100 MeV (observation 14, see table IV.1). A five times weaker

source with similar energy spectrum would result in only 12 counts when

studied at 15 inclination which, generally, would not lead to a

significant detection.

The confusion limit arises mainly from the angular resolution.

Two sources should generally be separated by twice the HWHM angle (see

figure IV.13) to become individually observable. At that point the

number of counts plays an important role again. The closer the sources
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get, the more counts, i.e. smaller error bars, are needed to be able

to discriminate between the shape of two single sources and that of

an extended feature. Since the HWHM angle becomes smaller at higher

energy, a high energy threshold must be imposed when studying confused

regions. But statistics may not permit one to do so. In any case,

selection effects cannot be excluded since hard and strong sources are

favoured over soft and weak ones.

The limitations imposed by the background on the search for point

sources introduce the greatest problem close to the Galactic plane,

where the background is high and structured. There the sources are seen

against a line source, which exhibits a strength and profile varying

with longitude. Since the exact shape of the background structure is

not known in advance, an objective assesment of the underlying back-

ground is not possible. This introduces uncertainties in calculated

confidence levels for newly discovered sources. Simulations are

necessary to assess these uncertainties.

This chapter describes the analysis method currently in use and

assesses its sensitivity and statistical accuracy.

2. Method of analysis

2.1 Cross-correlation function

In looking for point sources we are examining the data for statisti-

cally significant excesses above the surrounding background, the

excess having a spatial distribution consistent with the pointspread

function (PSF). Therefore we search for a signal of predictable shape

superimposed on the background. The general method available for

separating signal and background in such a case is the cross-correla-

tion method. With this method the distribution of the photon arrival

directions is correlated with the PSF. A gamma-ray source is thus

defined as an excess for which the cross-correlation analysis results

in a significant positive correlation. From the amount of correlation

'•••• also the strength of the source can be derived, or in case of lack of

correlation an upper limit of the source strength.

We shall now explain the basis and the technical execution of
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this method. The data in the skymnps are grouped in skybins (D^j) and

may be presented in counts (N..) or in flux values (F..)- The index i
. -> .

and j represent the bin coordinates in the skymap. When position r is

taken as a trial position the PSF, f(r,i,j), predicts the contribution

of a source at r to bin (i,j). The correlation function C(r) is then

defined as

C(r) = - T. (D.. - D) (f(r,i,j) ~
m ^ ij

(V.I)

where A is a normalization constant, yet to be chosen, m is the number

of bins over which £, is accumulated, D is the average of I)., and f is

the average of f(r,i,j) over the area of the m bins considered. In the

computations square arrays containing ra bins are used. The distribution

of C(r) over the skymap is called the correlation map. If for a point

r the deviations of D.. with respect to D have predominantly the same
-y -" -y

sign as the deviation of f(r,i,j) with respect to f, C(r) is positive.

Figure V.1 illustrates the behaviour of C(r) in a few simple cases.

0-

-0

Figure V.I Three simplified oases of a cross-correlation analysis with

the PDF f, yielding the same correlation profile: (a)

single source, (b) source on flat background, (c) source

on inclined baakground.
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A uniform background, or a background linear with r, gives zero corre-

lation. A source superimposed on such a background causes non zero

correlations as a function of r.

Equation (V.I) may be rewritten in the form

CO?) - A (g° - <"> <"» ) , (V.2)
m m

where all subscripts are omitted for clarity. The normalization

constant A can be chosen in such a way that, if we take for D.. the

number of counts

N ^
Nij = rf f< r» i«J> + B • (v'7l)

where B is a uniform background level, and N is the total number of
s

counts (= strength) of the source, the maximum value of the correlation

function equals the source strength. This gives

C (?) = { mSfN - (If) (ZN) ) ~- =- , (V.4)
n il1 (£f)Z

as may be verified by substitution, noting that El = m. Similarly, if

we take the flux values instead of the number of counts

F.j = ̂ J f(r,i,j) + B , (V.5)

where F is the source strength in flux units, this requirement gives

Cf(r) = (mZfF - (Zf)(£F)) =-^ j . (V.6)

mZf - (If)

In principle the correlation functions may be determined for any

point in a skymap by accumulating the sums over the entire map.

For practical reasons three restrictions are made:

(i) Sky bins of size 0.5 x 0.5 are used.

(ii) The correlation function is determined only at the centre of

bins. This is justified because a step size of 0.5 is fine

enough in view of the available statistics,

(iii) The sums are accumulated over a smaller array, usually a matrix
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Previous page:

Figure V.2 Skymaps of a region centred on PSH0833-45 for gamma-ray

events with energies in the range of 500 - 5000 MEv: (a)

count distribution (N), (b) correlation map (C' ) . The

cross indicates the exact position of the pulsar.
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Figure V.3 A series of one dimensional cuts along the longitude

direction through the correlation map shown in figure

V. 2b. The spacing is 0.5° in latitude and the length of

the error bars is 2o (equation V.23). Note: this figure

is a photograph taken directly from the display screen of

the computer terminal. Small deformations noticeable in

this figure and frequently later on in similar figures do

not influence the scientific conclusions reached in this

thesis.
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of about 10 x 10 or 15 x 15 . This is done to restrict the

range over which significant structure (e.g. strong source, or

galactic plane) affects the value of the correlation.

Examples of the response of the cross-correlation analysis to a

strong point source (PSR0833-45) were given in chapter IV (Figures

IV.6, IV.9 and IV.11). At that point it was verified that the correct

number of source counts is retrieved by using the PSF as determined

by the pre-launch calibration.

Figure V.2 gives a complete two-dimensional example, again for

PSR0833-45 and energy range 500 - 5000 MeV. Figure V.2a shows the

measured count distribution and figure V.2b the derived correlation

map, peaked at the position of the pulsar. The negative 'ring' around

the maximum reflects the expected anti-correlation. An alternative

display of this distribution, as used frequently later on, is given

in figure V.3.
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Figure V.4 Two dimensional count distribution of a region centred

on 3C273 for energies above 100 MeV (observations 10

and 32).
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Figure V.5 Correlation map of the region containing 3C273 (the same

data as is used for figure V.4) presented in the form of

a series of one dimensional profiles as in figure V.3.

A visual illustration of the sensitivity of the method is pre-

sented in figures V.4 and V.5, both based on the combined data from

two observations of 3C273. The presence of a source is not evident

from the raw skymap (figure V.4), but its existence is clearly indi-

cated by the profiles of the correlation map (figure V.5).

A good insight into the statistical behaviour of the cross-

correlation function is essential, both for estimating the accuracy

of intensities and positions, and even more so for deriving firm

conclusions about the statistical significance of the results. A ready
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statistical theory, applicable to gamma-ray astronomy, is not avail-

able. Therefore relevant mathematics and results of data simulations

will be presented in the remainder of this chapter.

2.2 Probability density function (flat background)

The cross-correlation function is a linear summation of individual

measurements, each folJowing Poissonian statistics, i.e. substituting

N.. for D.. and A = 1 in (V.2):

C(r) = I a.. N£. , (V. 7)

with

L » 1 ) — £ I /i; ni

and

I a.. = 0 (V.9)

We need to derive the probability density function (PDF, p(C)) of

the cross-correlation function for a uniform data set, i.e. flat

background. The total number of counts EN is randomly distributed over

the m bins so that the mean number of counts is

U = - I N.. . (V.10)
m • • lj

ij

It is advantageous to introduce the Fourier transform of the PDF, the

characteristic function

+ oo itC

<(, (t) = / e Z p(C) dC
T Q -co

since the distributions of sums of independent random variables the

characteristic function of the sum is the product of the characteris-

tic functions of the individual variables (Eadie et al. 1971). Since

the characteristic function for N.. (Poisson distribution) is
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4>N (t) = e^ ( e ]) (V.W
ij

the sum C defined by (V. 7) has the characteristic function

By substituting (V.U) this becomes

4,c (t) . e
p ( Z e i a i j t ~ m ) • (V.W

The sum can be rewritten in the form

Ee^ij 6 = I b - ^ , (V.U)
n=0 n r"

where

b = I a"., b = m . fV.25J
n IJ o

The characteristic function (V, 13) now takes the form

n=l n n.'
(t) = e

The inverse Fourier transform of <L(t) yields the PDF of the cross-

correlation function:

+ vf b (±t)l _ ict
p(C) .-i _/"*

 n n> ^ - ^ J

Since this integral cannot be expressed in analytical form, the

characteristic function (V.16) was used to study the PDF of the

correlation function. Given the characteristic function, the cutnulant

generating function (Eadie et al. 1971) is defined as

K(t) = Z , K ^ f - = In* (t) = VZ , b -liif- . r^.W;
n=l n n! rC n=l n n!
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The cumulants K are
n

K = ub , (V.19)
n n

with b defined by (V.15J. They form a series of constants which may

be used to characterize the properties of a distribution. They bear a

close relation to the moments of the distribution, as is clear from

the definition. The first two cumulants correspond to the mean and the

variance of the distribution. The parent mean (= mean of the under-

lying distribution = population mean) of the correlation function is

by (V.9) and (V. 15)

C = K = u I a. . = 0 , (V. 20)

and the parent variance is

a2(C) = K2 = v la
2.. . (V.21)

Thus in the data set for a field without sources (flat background) the

parent mean is 0 and the parent standard deviation of the distribution

of values for C found, is given by

= nT VaQ(C) = -i V [mlf" - (Ef) ] EN , (V.22)
m

where again the subscripts are deleted.

The ratio

c / 0 =

° [

- (Zf) ] EN

gives the correlation value in number of parent standard deviations

for a random distribution of the counts. A sufficiently large value of

C/o indicates that the data set probably does not represent a random

distribution of counts, possibly indicating the presence of a source.

Two other parameters which characterize a PDF are its skewness

and its kurtosis. The skewness describes the tendency of a distribution

to depart from symmetry, while the kurtosis gives an indication whether
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a PDF tends to be sharper or flatter near the mean compared with the

normal curve. The definition of the two parameters are for the

skewness

(V.24)Y1
K 3/2

and for the kurtosis

Y2 :

Using (V..

Yl

K2

19), (V,

m2Zf3 •

V ZN

•

.8) and

- 3mZf2Zf

[mZf2 -

(V.IE,),

(zf)2]3

one obtains

3

1

(V.2S)

•(V.26)

and

° 4 2 3 2 2 U
= m"^f - Am Zf Zf + 6mZf (If) - 3(Zf) (]

2 ZN [mZf2 - (Zf)2] 2

For the COS-B source profile y. and Y 2
 a r e both positive and in the

range between zerz r. •' about one. This implies that the PDF exhibits

a maximum at neg£.̂ ,. - values of C and a tail towards the positive side.

For the normal or Gaussian distribution the skewness and the kurtosis

are zero. Ther^core it is obvious that the cross-correlation function

does not follow Gaussian statistics. But for large ZN both parameters

tend to go to zero and in that case the PDF of the cross-correlation

function may be approximated by the normal distribution.

Although the PDF (V.17) cannot be worked out analytically, we

may compute its form numerically.

Substitution of

in (V.17) gives

u[f,(t) + if,(t)] -iCt

p(C) = -^ _J "e dt , (V.29)
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with

and

V t ) = L (-1)tlb2n-& ' (V'30)

f 2 ( t ) = | =

For (V.29) one can write

• u f . ( t ) i l y f , ( t ) - C t ]

P<C> = h -J e e dt

1 •„ VJf . Ct>
= 2̂ f _«/ cos[ | if2( t) - Ct) e dt +

i -co n*,(t>
+ 2? -J s in [pf 2 ( t ) - CtJ e dt .

Since f . ( - t ) = f . ( t ) and fp(- t ) = - f 2 ( t ) , the imaginary part becomes

zero and the PDF becomes

1 «. Mf,(t)
p(C) = ± J cos[uf2(t) - Ct ] e dt , (V.32J

with f and f_ given in (V.30) and (V.31) and C, a.., p and b defined

in (V. 7),(V.8),(V.10) and (V.15) resp. The resulting PDF depends on the

shape of the PSF, the size of the matrix used for the correlation

calculation and the number of counts in the matrix (EN). Figure V.6

shows two examples of a PDF for the same PSF and matrix size, but for

a different total number of counts. The peak at negative values of C

(or C ) and the tail towards positive values are apparent.

2.3 Variance of measured correlation

In the previous section the PDF is calculated for the case of a flat

background and we can express the significance of a measured correl-

ation in units of a , the present standard deviation for a flat

distribution. The threshold for acceptance is discussed in section

V.3. If the value of C/o indicates that we do have a significant
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-16 -12

Figure V.6 Two probability density functions for different IN as a

function of C (equals A x C, see eq. 's (V.23 V.4).

correlation, we claim the detection of a source with strength given

by (V, 4) (correlated counts) or (V.6) (correlated flux). Then we wish

to attribute a variance to the correlation (or source strength)

actually measured. For this we have to derive the sample variance of

the measured C, C or C_.

Since we have independent terms, by (V. 7)

6C(r) _
6N.. aij

with a., defined by (V.8).

(V.
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2 1 - 2
The sample variance of C is defined by Sr = - £(C-C) and can be

Li HI

derived from the standard theory of the change of independent

variables,

SC l l (W~> SZ(N..)] , (V.S4)
ij ij J

2
where S (N..) is the variance of N... For Poissonian statistics

S2(N..) = N.. . (V.3S)

Substituting (V.8), (V. 33) and (V. 35) in (V.34) one obtains

SC = ~T fm2^f2N> + (^f)2™ - 2m Uf)(IfN)] , (V. 36)
m

and for the standard deviation of the measured C

CT(c) = -L- \j tm
2r(f2N) + (Sf)2ZN - 2m(Sf)(EfN)] . (V.37)

m

For the source strength expressed in correlated counts this becomes

2
211a(C ) = a(C)C ) = a(C) , fy.3fl;

mZf^ - (Zf)

where the normalization constant A as derived for IV.4) is sub-

stituted. It is noted that, for a flat background, (V. 37) reduces to

(V. 22). For a best estimate of a of the source strength expressed in

correlated flux equations (V. 37) and (V.38) can be used, while sub-
2

stituting for all values of N.. the values F../N.., being the estimated

variance of the flux values. In practice it usually suffices to use

Q

(V.39)

This approximation is valid in the case that F../N.. does not signifi-

cantly vary over the correlation matrix, requiring that the sensitivity

of the instrument does not change too much with inclination angle

and over the selected energy range. This constraint is fulfilled in

most applications.
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3. Monte Carlo simulations

Although the PDF of the cross-correlation function can be determined

numerically and the response of the correlation analysis to fine

structure in the data can be calculated, it is important to confirm

the properties of the PDF and the statistics of inferred source para-

meters by analysis of simulated data. In addition, representative

simulations of more complicated situations encountered in the flight

data, including the effect of a non-uniform background, are needed.

Especially near the Galactic centre the background is in the form of

a strong line source and systematically yields a positive correlation.

Another aspect which can only be assessed by simulations is the

evaluation of the probability to detect spurious sources as a result

of a search for sources by analysing points of maximum correlation.

The significance of each maximum is reduced because in the search a

large number of trials is made, namely one for each bin in the correl-

ation map. Therefore, the probability to find a maximum of given

significance anywhere in the map is proportional to the number of

independent trials. By the nature of the correlation function a

certain degree of correlation exists between individual trials. The

actual significance can be derived from the PDF, equation (V.Z2),

taking into account the number of independent trials (identical to the

number of independent bins in the correlation map). The derivation of

the degree of correlation of individual bins in the correlation map

cannot be determined analytically.

The following situations are simulated:

- Flat background data sets. Aim: to confirm the predicted shape of

the PDF, and to derive the probability that a measured positive

correlation is caused by fluctuations of the background.

- Single sources. Aim: to verify that the correct intensities and

positions are measured and to determine their statistical accuracies.

- Single line sources of different shapes and strengths. Aim: to study

the response of the cross-correlation analysis to these structures.

- All combinations of the previous cases.

- Flat backgrounds or single line sources, taking into account the
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standard deviation =489
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Figure V. 7 Distributions of C for a simulated uniform background

with IN=S3. The solid line shows the expected PDF.

dependence of the COS-B efficiency on inclination angle. Aim: to

determine the magnitude of a systematic positive correlation which

is present in the correlation map around the pointing direction in

the case that counts are used. This effect shows up because the

efficiency of the detector is maximum at the pointing direction.

Skymaps of 60 x 60 bins or 100 x 100 bins with a total of ^ 1.4 x 10

skybins have been generated and analysed, so that firm conclusions on

accuracies and confidence levels could be obtained.
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3.1 Uniform background region

A set of 45 skymaps of 60 x 60 bins (binsize 0.5° x 0.5 ) is generated,

containing uncorrelated data. The total number of counts is chosen to

make the average number of counts per bin ^ 55, equal to the measured

average in a matrix of 10 x 10° centred on the pointing direction for

typical high latitude observations, at energies above 150 MeV. These

skymaps are correlated with the same PSF as is used in the actual data

analysis for the same energy range (see figure V.6).

Figure V.7 is constructred to verify the deduced PDF (V. 22).

This figure shows the differential distribution of the number of

correlated counts derived from the 45 simulated skymaps in 891 selected

arrays, size 21 x 21 bins (m = 441) for which ZN = 53 (the average value

of EN in this simulation set). Ideally the selected arrays should not

overlap. In order to improve the statistics for figure V.I a minimum

distance between the centres of the arrays of 6 bins is accepted. In

that case the arrays can be considered to be sufficiently independent.

The distribution in figure V.7 is peaked at negative C and the mean

is consistent with zero, as was predicted (V.20 resp. V.2S). Also

indicated in this figure is the expected PDF (V.S2). A goodness of fit
2

test results in x = 20.7 for 23 degrees .of freedom, consistent with

the deduced probability density function.

The probability that a correlation value C. or larger measured

at a given position r is caused by a random fluctuation of the back-

ground is

P(OC.) = _ / p(C)dC , (V.40)
1 Ci

with p(C) defined in (V.32). This equation is applicable in the case

of an a priori selected position r (e.g. the position of a known

object) in a region with an assumed flat background. For this special

case we have decided to call a source detection significant if this
-2

probability is < 10

In the more general situation of a search for points with

maximum correlation in the total correlation map, we need to determine

the number of independent bins searched (equal to the number of trials).
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The calculated probability using (V.40) should then be multiplied by

this number of trials to obtain the probability value applicable to

this case. If we would assume that all bins searched are independent

(worst case), one would for a single high-latitude observation,

typically 3000 bins, require probabilities < 10 using (V.40).

We tried to determine a sufficiently accurate approximation for

the probability calculation in this case. Equation (V. 4) can be re-

written in the form

Cn(r) = H EfN - aEN = k - A , (V.41J

with defined as

(£f)2

a = (V. 42)
2 2

mlf - (If)

For a given EN the probability distribution of C is identical to that

of k. As k is the linear summation of independent terms following

Poissonian statistics we approximate the PDF of k, and hence of C , by

a Poisson distribution. Since according to (V.20)

C = 0
n

we have, using (V.41)

k = A

Because A is a constant from (V.41) is evident that

a2(k) = o2(Cn) .

This becomes using IV. 22), the normalization constant A derived for

(V.4) and (V. 42)

o2(k) = a£N B A
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The corresponding Poisson distribution is

.k X
P(C ) = fr e~

n k!
(V.43)

The probability of finding a value C or larger is then given by

p(c ) = f
n n=k

- v.,Nn
(aZN) f

(V.44)

The validity of this approximation is shown in figure V.8, which repre-

sents the integral distribution of all C/a ̂ 3 effects found in the 45

simulated correlation maps (effectively 72000 bins) as a function of

the Poisson probability (V.44) per bin. The straight line gives the

expected number of effects if all bins were independent. This is
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Figure V.8 Integral distribution of all C/aQ >3 effects, using (V.23),

found in simulated correlation maps (uniform background)

contaiyiing 72000 bins as a function of the Poisson proba-

bility (V.44) per bin.
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certainlv not the case for P>I0 as predicted for a somewhat similar

case by Hillas (1975). For P<10 we may apply (V.44) and use the

assumption that all bins are independent. Using (V.44) a probability

threshold of S<10 is adopted for the flight data analysis. With

this threshold the probability of accepting a spurious source in a

single high latitude observation is ^ 3%.

3.2 Source strength for a single source

In estimating the source strength two different situations occur in

the flight data analysis, namely:

(i) The actual source position is known from measurements at other

wavelengths (identified sources),

(ii) The source is detected at gamma-ray energies only (non-identified

sources).

In case (i) the source strength follows from the correlation at the

known source position, independently of the position of the maximum in

the correlation map. In case (ii) there are two possible approaches:

Either the maximum in the correlation map is assumed to be the best

estimate of the source position, or the enhancement in the correlation

map is fitted by the expected correlation profile for a point source

(correlated point spread function, CPSF) to derive an estimate of the

true source position. The accuracy by which the source strength can be

determined will be checked for these different situations for the

simplifying condition of negligible background.

a. Known source position

The source strength follows from the correlated counts (C ) determined

by (V.4) and the standard deviation of the measured C is given by

(V.38). Using (V.Z) and setting B=0 one finds that on average

z f N = E £ J P - § If2 , (V.45)

and

Ef2N = J ^ | M = g If3 . (Vm4eJ
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Substitution in (V.38) gives

a2 (N ) = YN , (V.47)
s s

w i t h

Tf

It is noted that in all applications y > 1.

For verification of the derived equations, simulations of a single

source, specified in table V.I, were performed. The simulated skymaps

are correlated using the same PSF as was used for the simulation. For

these parameters and a size of the correlation array of 21 x 21 bins

^ 93% of the source counts are expected in the array centered on the

source position. The measured quantities in table V.I are corrected

for this effect. These simulations confirm the validity of equations

(V.4)} (V.S8), (V.4?) and (V.48). Incidentally it is noticed that the

fact that the source position was at a corner of a bin, i.e. 0.35° off

centre, has a negligible effect on the results (in the case of the

simulations in table V.I, it explains the small difference between the

expected and analysed values).

Table V.1 Parameters of two simulations of a single source, together

with the expected and derived values for NS and a(NS)

S i m . N u m b e r o f P S F N . < N > < a ( N ) >
sim. s s

set sources 0 c (V. 3) expected analysed
(V. 47, V. 48) (V.7,8)

A 90 1.25° 0.5 37 36.3+0.9 9.7 9.3+0.2

B 90 1.25° 0.5 55 54.5+1.0 11.8 11.4+0.1
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Table V.2 Simulated and average analysed values of source counts for

simulation sets A and B (table V.I)

Sim.

s e t

A

B

<

40

58

n

.3

.3

,max

+

+

0.

0.

>

8

9

N .
sim.

< N ... >
s,fit

3/

55

38.2 + 0./

57.2 + 0.8

b. Unknown source position

Simulations A and B (table V.I) were also used to study the impact on

the derived number of source counts when the maximum in the correlation

map is taken as the estimate of the true source position. Table V.2

presents the average number of counts found at the position of the

maximum. It is evident that this choice results in an overestimate of

the source strength, in these examples < 10%, or £ 0-3 o(C ).

The same simulations were used to test the accuracy of measuring

the source strength by making a fit to the enhancement in the

correlation map with the CPSF. The actual fitting procedure is as

follows. At a trial source position the suitable CPSF of an estimated

strength is subtracted from the correlation map. The remaining back-

ground is judged by eye whether it is in two dimensions statistically

consistent with a flat background. This exercise is repeated until the

best result is obtained, giving a measure of source strength and

position. The minimum step size between trial positions is 0.25 in

both coordinates. An automatic best fit procedure has not been devel-

oped because one cannot uniquely specify test criteria to cope with

the variety of situations in the actual flight data. The resulting

values for the source strength are presented in table V.2. The over-

estimate of the source strength is reduced to ^ 3%, or < 0. 1 a(C ).

Thus the fitting procedure results in a better estimate of the source

strength and should therefore be used if the true position of a source

is not known. The fact that a slight overestimate of intensities

remains, is a rather common feature of fitting procedures.
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o.o Source position for a sinylc source

Simulation sets A and B were also analysed regarding the accuracy of

source position determination. Again two possible approaches to measure

a source position are considered:

(i) The position of the maximum in the correlation map.

(ii) The position obtained from a fit of the distribution in the

correlation map with a CPSF.

The fitting procedure has been described in the previous section.

Table V.3 presents the average source position to be compared with the

input position. For both approaches an average position is obtained

consistent with the input parameters. But the fact that the accuracy

of position determination is better for the fitting procedure is

shown in figure V.9. For both simulations 90% of the measured source

positions are within ^ 0.55 of the correct position if method (ii) is

applied, whilst this is 'v 0.9 for approach (i).

Table V.3 Simulated and average analysed values for source positions

for simulation sets A and B (table V.I)

Sim.

set

A

B

1

b

1

b

(deg.)

(deg.)

(deg.)

(deg.)

<

input

2.

1 .

2.

1.

0

0

0

0

source position >

at maximum

1.93

0.99

2.02

0.97

+ 0.05

+ 0.06

+ 0.05

+ 0.05

from

1 .98 +

1.03 +

1.98 +

1.02 +

fit

0.04

0.04

0.03

0.03

3.4 Source superimposed on a flat background

This situation has been discussed in section V.3.1. Briefly, two

different situations can occur in the flight data analysis and diffe-

rent equations to calculate the integral probability of random

occurrence should be applied to those situations:

(i) Single trial at an a priori selected position. The integral

probability is given by (V.40) and a probability threshold of
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100

Sim B

20

t'ijurc V.9 Fraction of events with diistaucv between meas:ir>\l and

simulated position (!\r) less than hv. as a fimcti-on of

Ar : measured position: the maximum in the correlation

map (crosses), from a fit to bnr excess (dots).

10 is adopted for source detection,

(ii) Search in the total correlation map for points with maximum

correlation. The integral probability is given by (V.44) and a

probability threshold 10 is adopted.

3.5 Source superimposed on a structured background

The PDF of the cross-correlation function and the Poissonian approxim-

ation introduced in section V.3,1 are not applicable if the candidate

source is superimposed on a structured background, because the expec-

tation value of C is not zero. This situation occurs in the flight

data along the Galactic plane for |bj < 5°, where the line source

introduces a positive excess in the correlation map. Figure V.10

presents a one dimensional sketch of such a situation, i.e. a point

source superimposed on a line source which is parallel to the longi-

tude direction. The values of C and o(C ) at the source position are
n n

not a measure of the correlation and significance of the source, but

of the combination of sources and background (i.e. the line source).
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In figure V.10 the number of counts attributed to the source is C^ and

to the background C .

We would like to express the significance of the excess (C ) above

the background level (C. ) in number of standard deviations of the
b

underlying background. Since the correlation function is linear, the

following equations are valid

C = C, + C
n b s

and

o2(Cn) = a
2(Cb) + a

2(Cs

The standard deviation of the background is then given by

a(Cb) -•7(Cn) - a (Cs) (V.b4)

We need an estimate of a (C ) for substitution in (V.5-1). A good esti-

mate is the parent variance for a source of strength C . This is by

(V.47)

c

§
n

n

1 1 J
T rrllI a((

: [—TKCs / \

1 / \

i i i

i i

-n

1
—• 1

i |

Figure V.10 One dimensional sketch of a correlation map for a source

superimposed on a line source. Explanation is given in

the text.
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a2(C ) = yC
s s s

with y defined in (V.48). Equation (V.54) then becomes

a(Cb) = a2(Cn) -

However, in the search for point sources one has to start from the

assumption that the considered excess is a random fluctuation of the

background. Therefore the pertinent standard deviation of the back-

ground ( ') should include the contribution from the excess counts. In

other words, the significance must be checked against the assumption

that the excess counts (C ) give the same relative contribution to the

standard deviation as the total underlying structure. This additional

contribution becomes

Hence

o • D- -a- <V-S6)

and the significance of the excess becomes C /a'.

Although the statistical behaviour of individual bins in the

correlation map is sufficiently characterised by (V.56), the correct

interpretation of the data requires knowledge of the background level

(C, ). This is achieved by applying the fitting procedure described in
D

V.3.2.b. Each candidate source is fitted and subtracted, in such a

manner that the remaining background connects smoothly with the sur-

roundings. The fitted source strength (C ) in combination with the
s

parameters a(C ) and EN at the fitted position are then substituted in
(V.56), yielding a measure for the significance (C /a'). Since it

s o

cannot be assumed that the statistical behaviour of the values obtained

by the fit is identical to that of the correlation values in the

single bins, and because the fitting procedure itself is not unique

but introduces a certain amount of interpretation, the entire method
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is calibrated by analysing representative simulated skymaps. This

calibration also removes the ambiguity resulting from the unknown

number of independent trials made in a search.

Because the shape and strength of the Galactic gamma-ray distri-

bution varies with longitude, nine longitude intervals, each 10 wide,

are selected to give a representative sample of plane shapes, plane

to background ratios and counting statistics. Each case is accurately

simulated as illustrated in figures V.I la through V.lli, which show

the measured latitude distributions together with one simulation of

each distribution. The measured distributions are derived from the

same data sets (sums of 2 to 5 observations, energy above 150 MeV) as
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Figure V. 12 Profiles of two simulated aowelation maps showing in

each case an excess dominating the distribution. The solid

line indicates the background level, which remains aftn.r

subtraction of a CPSF at the position of the excess.
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are used in the actual point source search presented in the next

chapter. In total 99 skymaps are simulated, namely II for each lati-

tude distribution in figure V.ll, but of 40 extent in longitude each.

The correlation maps have been analysed in the latitude range |bj <5 .

The entire, search thus covers 1.584 x 10 bins of size 0.5 x 0.5°,

equivalent to a surface 11 times the measured Galactic plane distrib-

ution in the same latitude range.

Figure V.12 shows as an example of the analysis of the simulations

two results of the described fitting procedures. These fits are judged

by eye using an interactive computer display terminal. The significance

in C /a' is calculated for each analysed excess. The number of counts

in the region along the Galactic plane is high. Gaussian statistics

ar'; therefore assumed to apply and the corresponding probability for

random occurence for the analysed excess is calculated. Figure V.13

shows the resulting integral distribution of all fitted excesses in

units of a' and in integral Gaussian probability. The line indicates

the expected distribution for Gaussian statistics if all bins were

independent. The expected number of random excesses (N) is given by

N = n P (Gauss) (V.57)

with n is the number of bins searched. All effects with C /a' > 4 are
s o ^

included in figure V.13. Below ^ 4 a' this is not the case. Namely, in

each correlation map the most prominent excess was fitted first, and

if the analysis of this excess resulted in a significance less than

3.5 - 4 a', no other peaks were analysed.

It may be concluded that the line in figure V.13 represents a

safe upper limit for the expected number of random excesses (N) as a

function of P. Therefore (V.S6) together with (V.S7) are used in the

flight data analysis of the structured region |b| < 5 . A probability

threshold of 10 iy 4.75 a') is adopted, so that for |b| < 5 (i.e.
4

1.44 x 10 bins) the probability to accept a spurious source is < 2%.

3.6 Inclination dependent background structure

When correlated counts are used systematic correlations result from

the change of detector efficiency with inclination angle. A flat back-
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Figure V.13 Integral distribution of all fitted excesses in units of

a' and in Gaussian probability.

ground flux distribution will be peaked in counts at the pointing

direction where the efficiency is maximum. Therefore one expects a

positive correlation when counts are used. Since the PSF, especially

for energies above 100 MeV, is much sharper than the experiment res-

ponse function, only a weak correlation is anticipated.

In order to investigate the magnitude of this effect, correlation

maps for flat background distributions or plane components have been

simulated, with and without introduction of the dependence of the

detector efficiency on inclination angle. The correlation maps show

that, for high-energy (above ^ 100 MeV) source profiles, correlation

due to this detector response can be neglected for distances larger

than 5 from the pointing direction. At the pointing direction the
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positive effect, although small, might be of importance when a weak

excess is studied at that position. Then corrections can be applied to

the (possible) source strength. For a source profile with the para-

meters given in figure V.6 this correction amounts to the following

figures.

For a flat background <AC > = (0.02 + 0.01) I N..
ij 1J

For a line source <AC > = (0.01 + 0.01) T, N..
n - . . IJ
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CHAPTER VT

THE SECOND COS-B CATALOGUE OF GAMMA-RAY SOURCES

1. Analysis

The detection by COS-B of 13 high-energy gamma-ray sources (Hermsen et

al. 1977a and 1977b) showed for the first time that copious gamma-ray

emission is produced in numerous localised regions. Those reports and

others (Bennett et al. 1977a, Swanenburg et al. 1978, Hermsen, 1978,

Swanenburg, 1979 and Mayer-Hasselwander et al. 1980) of detection of

sources by COS-B have been based on results derived by various analysis

techniques. Consequently the list of detected sources did not at all

present a homogeneous sample.

This chapter deals with the results of an analysis procedure

specifically aimed at an unbiased search for gamma-ray sources.

Intrinsic constraints unfortunately prohibit a search with completely

uniform sensitivity. These constraints result from the following

factors:

- non-uniform exposure and limited sky coverage

- strongly non-uniform sensitivity caused by non-uniform sky background

and confusion.

In the course of the COS-B observations an attempt has been made to

compensate for these effects by increasing the exposure in regions of

high sky background (e.g. Galactic centre region). Further, in the

present analysis the search has been restricted to energies above 100

MeV, thereby improving the confusion limit.

Because of its demonstrated high sensitivity the cross-correl-

ation analysis is adopted exclusively. As will be shown later this

leads to the discovery of new sources. On the other hand not all

previously reported sources are necessarily accepted by this analysis.

Because of the adopted energy threshold, soft sources may be missed.

In addition the cross-correlated PSF (CPSF) is wider than the intrinsic

PSF. Due to this loss of resolving power a source may escape detection
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in confused regions.

It is appropriate to repeat the definition of a gamma-ray source:

a significant excess above the local background which has a spatial

distribution consistent with the point-spread function. In general a

truly point-like object and a feature of about 1-2 degrees in extent

(depending on energy and statistics) are not distinguishable.

The following analysis procedure is adopted. In the first place

correlation maps for energies above 100 MeV have been produced for all

individual observation periods for which the data analysis was in a

sufficiently advanced stage in the middle of 1979, i.e. 32 periods

between August 1975 and December 1978. [n most cases the fields of view

of adjacent observations overlap. If in the regions of overlap the

correlation maps of individual observations are mutually consistent

within the statistical uncertainties, the data are merged and one

cross-correlation map is generated for all observation periods contri-

buting to the total exposure of the region under investigation. By

doing so the statistical accuracy is significantly improved at the

expense of the complete loss of the possibility to detect time

variations. If the overlapping individual observations show indications

of differences, the analysis is continued with both individual and

merged data sets.

The improvement in statistical accuracy of the merged data,

especially for the Galactic plane region, makes it advantageous to also

select higher energy thresholds, leading to data sets with an improved

angular resolution. Therefore, correlation maps have been produced for

the merged data, covering the Galactic plane completely, in the energy

intervals 100 - 5000 MeV, 150 - 5000 MeV and 300 - 5000 MeV. In

addition maps have been generated for the inner region of the Galaxy

in the energy range 500 - 5000 MeV and 800 - 5000 MeV.

In all cases the event selection used is BSR and P0A<12 (Section

III.A). The PSF parameters used for each selected energy range are

given in table VI.1. In the energy range 100 - 5000 MeV a value of 9

smaller than the intrinsic value (2.8 ) is intentionally used. This

improves the resolution of the CPSF and thus provides a better visibi-

lity of the fine-scale structure. The associated loss in correlated

counts amounts to ^ 20%, for which a correction is applied in calculating

the source intensities.
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1.25°

1.25°

0.95°

0.75°
0.60°

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.4

•t;

Table VI.1 Values of the parameters of the PSF used in the cross-

correlation analysis in the selected energy intervals.

Energy range (MeV) Q c

:' 100 - 5000

150 - 5000

300 - 5000

500 - 5000

800 - 5000

1
! * defined in equation (III.3)

The results obtained for high-latitude regions will be presented

first in order of decreasing latitude. The high-latitude observations

have been analysed following the procedure described in section V.3.4

for an energy threshold of 100 MeV only. In this case the intrinsic

value of -9 (2.8 ) has been used, together with a large size of the

correlation array (31 x 31 bins), since no confusion is expected. The

correlation is expressed in units of a following (V.23), whilst the

corresponding probability of random occurrence is calculated differ-

ently for the two possible situations:

(i) single trial; equation (V.40) and a probability threshold for
-2 .

acceptance of 10 is adopted

(ii) search; equation (V.44) with an adopted probability threshold

for acceptance of 10 per single bin.

The results from the Galactic plane survey are presented in order

of increasing longitude. The analysis described in section V.3.5

(source superimposed on structured background), was applied to all

correlation maps covering the Galactic plane. The chosen size of the

correlation array is in this case 21 x 21 bins and the correlation is

expressed in a1 following (V.S6). A probability threshold for accep-

tance of 10 per single bin is adopted, equivalent to 4.75 a', assu-

ming Gaussian statistics. The corresponding probability of random

occurrence in the complete survey can be calculated from (V.57).
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When a significant excess was found in a correlation map for a given

energy range, then the other energy ranges were analysed at the same

position. It is verified that:

(i) the excess is present in the other maps as well,

(ii) the numbers of source counts are consistent (i.e. more counts

when a larger energy range is selected),

(iii) the measured profiles follow the energy dependence as determined

by pre-launch calibration (i.e. sharper when higher energies are

selected) and

(iv) the excess is visible in the correlation maps of the individual

observations.

The last check is not a strict criterion for acceptance of a source,

since time variability should not a priori be excluded.

The gamma-ray sources revealed by this method are designated

2CG ±b following Hermsen et al. (1977a). In sections VI.2 and VI.3

are presented for each source, or group of sources, the most relevant

cross-correlation profiles, showing the source signal superimposed on

the background which remains after the source signal has been sub-

tracted.

The positional error radius is estimated by subtracting a source :

from the measured distribution at increasing distances from the best •

fitted position. The distance at which the remaining background

departs too much from uniformity, or does not connect smoothly with

the surroundings, i.e. when deviations larger than ^ 3a remain after

subtraction, is used as error radius. This is estimated to be approx-

imately the 90% confidence level error radius. The minimum step size

between trial positions is 0.25 in both coordinates. The positions of

strong sources are interpolated between the trial positions.

2. High-latitude regions i

2CG289+64i_3C273

This source has been reported earlier as CG291+65 by Swanenburg et al. I

(1978) from an analysis of observation period 10 alone. The identifi- -ii

cation with 3C273 was suggested on statistical arguments. f-
i
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Figure VI.1 Observations of 2CG289+64 (3C273) from periods 10 and 32

for E>100 MeV. The evoss-eorvelation profiles in right
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of each profile is indicated. Vertical dashes indicate

statistical (la) errors from equation (V.22). The solid

curves show the background level remaining after subtrac-

tion of a CPSF at: (a) the best fitted position, (b) the

position of 3C273 (indicated by an arrow)> and (c) at two

positions shifted 0. 75 in right ascension from the best

fitted position.
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Figure V.4 showed the measured excess in the correlation map for

periods 10 and 32 together. The maximum excess amounts to 6.5 a ,

equivalent to a probability <10 that the excess is caused by a

random fluctuation in a single bin of the correlation map.

The improvement in statistical accuracy for the combined data

results in a better positional accuracy. Figure VI.I shows again the

excess in the correlation map. In figure VI.la the expected source

profile (CPSF) is subtracted from the distribution for the best fitted

position a(1950) = 186.4°, 6(1950) = 2.6° at 0.4° from the position

of 3C273. The solid line indicates the remaining background level,

which is consistent with zero. Figure VI.1b shows the result obtained

when a CPSF is subtracted at the position of the QSO. Also in this

case the remaining background is consistent with zero.

An example of how the error radius is estimated is shown in

figure VI.lc. A CPSF is subtracted at two 'extreme' values of a (0.75

on either side of the best fitted position). The maxima in the

remaining distributions reach in both cases approximately a 3 a level.

For larger deviations the background is not considered to be uniform

and the fit would be rejected. Therefore 3C273 lies well within the

error box of about 2 square degrees. In addition at the position of

3C273 the measured correlation is 6.4 o , equivalent to a probability

<10 for a single trial- Hence the gamma-ray source is significant

and its position is entirely compatible with that of 3C273.

A 'likelihood' method of analysis has also been applied to the

same data set. (For details, see Pollock et al. 1980). The likelihood

is proportional to the probability of obtaining the observations,

i.e. the gamma-ray map of the region, given the hypothesis, i.e. the

presence of one (or more) source(s) in given position(s) seen against

a background assumed flat. The results of both methods, cross-correl-

ation and likelihood, strongly support the identification of the

enhancement with 3C273 (Bignami et al. 1980).
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Longitude

Longitude shotting

2CG010-31. Period 30,

energies > 100 MeV.

The regioncontaining this excess has only once been in the field of

view of the experiment (period 30). Figure VI. 2 shows the correlation

map in which a CPSF is subtracted at 1 = 10.5°, b = -31.5°. The

maximum in this distribution gives 5.7 a for 33 counts, giving

P(Cn) = 4.6 x ](f
8.

Quite puzzling is the fact that the relatively large error box

(^1.5 radius) does not appear to contain a galactic or extra

galactic object of known peculiar characteristics. A second more

sensitive observation of this source is planned so that soon the

positional accuracy may be substantially improved and possibly some

spectral information may be obtained. In combination with the planned

search with the Einstein observatory for possible X-ray counter parts

(Bignami et al. 1980b) the outlook for an identification is signi-

ficantly improved.
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Figure VI. 3 (a) Longitude and (b) latitude profiles showing 2CG353+16.

Periods 23 1Z3 18 and 24, energies > 100 MeV. The arrows

indicate the position of the p Ophiuahus dark aloud.

2CG353+16

This source has been observed once at 7 inclination and three times

at ^ 20 . The combined correlation map is shown in figure VI.3. A CPSF

is subtracted at 1 = 353.25 and b = 16.0 . The negative values for

the underlying background are due to anticorrelation caused by the

Galactic structure at b 'v 0 . The derived number of source counts is
o

80, the maximum correlation amounts 5.1 a , and P(C ) = 1.3 x 10
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The error box (error radius ^ 1.5 ) includes the position of the p Opli

dark cloud. Therefore the gamma-ray source has been discussed in

relation to this highly dense nearby cloud, located at about 160 pc

from the sun and exhibiting an angular extent of ^ 1.5 (Black and

Fazio, 1973, Casse et al. 1980, Forman et al. 1980). The emission

mechanism would then be the interaction of cosmic rays with the gas of

the cloud, as first sketched by Black and Fazio (1973), who only

considered proton-proton interaction (see also Lebrun and Paul, 1978

and references therein). At the position of the p Oph dark cloud the

correlation value is 4.3 a , yielding P(C > 4.3) = 2 x 10 . This

confirms that the position of 2CG353+16 is compatible with that of

the cloud. It is interesting to note that the detection of a source in

this direction was already claimed on the basis of balloon measurements

(Frye et al. 1972 and Dahlbacka et al. 1973). However, the intensity

reported from these balloon measurements is an order of magnitude

higher than is deduced from the present measurement, while the proposed

emission mechanism cannot be reconciled with time variability.

3. Region along the Galactic plane

2CG006=00

This source is located in the confused inner region of the Galaxy.

Figure VI.4a shows a correlation map for energies above 100 MeV for

data from periods 2, 18 and 25. Although a broad maximum is present

around 1 = 7 it is not possible to draw conclusions on the possible

presence of sources from these profiles. When energies above 300 MeV

are selected the structure is more pronounced (Figure VI.4b). The excess

at 1 = 6.75 and b = -0.5 can be fitted with a source profile

(10.2 a ' ) . In figure VI.4b the corresponding CPSF is subtracte
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Figure VI. 4 Longitude profiles showing 2CG006-00 and 2CG013+00.

Periods 2, 18 and 25, energies (a) > 100 MeV and (b)

> 300 MeV.

2CG023+00

In figure VI.4b an excess at 1 = 13.5 , b = 0.5 is also visible. In

that figure a CPSF for 60 counts is subtracted, yielding a significance

of 4.9 a'. For this source additional data are available. Figure VI.5a

shows correlation profiles for the same selections as figure VI.4b,

but including data from period 8. Besides 2CG013+00, 2CG006-00 is

again visible.
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In this map the fit for 2CG013+00 represents a 5.3 a' effect. The

measured profile of the excess indeed becomes sharper when energies

above 500 MeV are selected. This is shown in figure VII.5b, where

the shape is compatible with the expected profile as can be judged

from the smooth background which remains after subtraction.
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Figure VI. 6 (left) Longitude profiles showing 2CG0Z6+01. Periods 9,

25 and 26, energies > ZOO MeV.

Figure VI. 7 (right) Longitude profiles showing 2CG054+01. Periods 9,

25 and 26, energies > 100 MeV.

2CG036+01

This source is presented in figure VI.6. The enhancements fits the

CPSF at 1 = 36.5° and b = 1.5°, yielding a A. 9 o'Q effect.

2CG054+CH

The general Galactic intensity is relatively low in the region of this

source. In addition, the source is located a little bit off the plane.

Therefore the region is less confused and a lower energy selection

(E>100 MeV) can be used. Figure VI.7 shows the corresponding correl-

ation map. A CPSF (100 counts, 5.3 0') has been subtracted at

1 = 54.25° and b = 1.75°. ::!
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Figure VI.8 Longitude profiles showing 2CG065+00. Periods 4, 9, 22

and 26, energies (a) > 150 MeV, (b) > 300 MeV.

2CG065+00

This source is located in the direction of an 'empty' region of the

Galaxy and sufficiently far away from the complex Cygnus region to be

studied independently. It is presented in figure VI.8. The fit at

1 = 65.75° and b = 0.0° yields a 5.5 ^ effect.

2CG075+00_and_2CG078+02i_C^snus_region

From an analysis of the skymap of period 4 alone Hermsen et al. (1977a)

presented these sources for the first time. We noted that the excess

could also be due to one extended source. It may be clear, that in

this situation the cross-correlation analysis will not result in an

unique interpretation. However the present result, as illustrated in
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Figure VI. 9 Longitude profiles showing the excess attributed to

2CG07S+00 and 2CG078+01. Periods 4, 16 and 26,

energies > 100 MeV.

figure VI.9, confirms the earlier findings. In this figure data, in

the energy range 100 - 5000 MEv, are used from periods h, 16 and 26

(for details table IV.1) in order to obtain an approximately uniform

exposure (Figure VI.10). The solid line in figure VI.9 represents

the background which remains after subtraction of the sources at

1 = 78.0°, b = 1.5° (130 counts) and 1 = 75.0°, b = 0.0° (75 counts).

This combination of two sources fits entirely the dominant excess.

If the excesses were due to one extended feature its size is ^ 3°.
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Figure VI.11 Longitude profiles showing the region around I = 80°.
Periods 22 and 36, energies > 100 MeV. The solid line
is explained in the text.

A hint in the data of spectral differences, the emission near W 5
being softer *.han near W78 (see e.g. Mayer-Hasselwander et al . 1980,
figure 3), supports the interpretation in terms of two separate
sources.

A problem arises when data from the second close observation of
this region (period 22) are analysed. A strong excess is again present,
which however extends to higher longitudes. It was found that the two
data sets are in complete agreement up to W79 . Beyond that region
period 22 revealed substantially higher intensities.
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Because the firm detection of time variability would be of special

significance, pointing uniquely to a compact object, an additional

observation was scheduled (period 36) and its analysis was performed

with higher priority. As it turned out this observation confirmed

completely the results of period 22. Figure VI.1 I presents the

combined result for periods 22 and 36. To aid the comparison with

figure "1.9 the corresponding exposure is shown in figure VI.12. It

is seen that the shape of the strong excess is markedly dissimilar to

the one shown in figure VI.9. Nevertheless, the data in figure VI.11

indirectly confirm the presence of 2CGO75+OO and 2CG078+01. The solid

line indicates the 'background' which remains after the subtraction

of these sources, using the same intensities and positions as derived

from the data in figure VI.9. Apart from the outstanding feature

around 1^82 the background connects smoothly with the surroundings.

It is noted that the negative dip in the profiles for b^2.5 is the

result of anticorrelation caused by the structure at 1^82 .

If the excess remaining in figure VI.I 1 after the subtraction of

the two known sources reflects the intensity increase of only one

source, its shape must be compatible with the CPSF. In fact the excess

is significantly broader. Analysis of the data in the energy intervals

150 - 5000 MeV and 300 - 5000 MeV confirms this finding. Hence, this

assumption can be ruled out.

Alternatively, the assumption that no time variability occurred

is not valid either. The excess in figure VII.11 at 1^82 peaks at

C ^240. An excess of the same intensity and shape is expected to reach

a peak of C a.120 in figure VI. 9 (also at K82), as derived from the

relative exposures. Evidently this is not the case.

As the excess under discussion is broad, better statistical

accuracy may be obtained if the cross-correlation analysis is performed

with a 'PSF' commensurate with the intrinsic width of the excess. For

this purpose we have, rather arbitrarily, chosen a Gaussian profile,

exp(-(G/2.5°) . Figures VI.13a and VI.13b show the resulting correl-

ation maps (the same data sets have been used as in figures VI.9 and

VI.11). The total excess due to 2CG078+01 and 2CG075+00 is fitted

first in figure VI.13a. The same excess, normalized for the difference

in exposure, is then subtracted in figure VI.13b. The remaining
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Figure VI. 13 Longitude profiles as in (a) figure VI.9 and (b) figure

VI.11 of a correlation map constructed using a wider

PSF (see text).

excess is evident. Its maximum is approximately at 1 = 81.75 and

b = -0.75 . The difference in C , corrected for exposure, at that

position between the data presented in figures VI.13a and VI.13b

amounts to 4.Acr (Gaussian statistics apply). Taerofore it is concluded

that the region 79 < 1 < 84 and |bj £2.5 contains more than one

source of which at least one is variable with time. Unfortunately the

sources in this region cannot be individually resolved.
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Figure VI. 14 Longitude profiles

showing 2CG095+04.

Periods 4, 16 and 22,

energies > 150 MeV.

2CG095+0A

The excess is presented in figure VI.14 (4.9 a1 effect at 1 = 95.5°,

b = 4.25 ). Above b 4 the background level in the correlation map is

negative, because of the anticorrelation due to the line emission of

the Galactic plane at

These two sources have been presented before as CGI 21+3 and CG135+1

(Hertnsen et al. 1977b). Figures VI.15a and VI.15b show the longitude

interval containing these sources for energies above 100 MeV and 300

MeV, respectively, for the combined data of periods 16, II and 28.

The sum of these observations gives approximately a flat exposure. In

figure VI.15a a 4.9 a1 correlation is measured both at 1 = 121.0°,

b = 4.0 and 1 = 135.0 , b = 1.5 . The remaining positive correlation

due to the Galactic plane is evident. The increase in correlated
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counts towards 1 = 110 is due to structure in the longitude interval

105° <1< 110°. In that region candidate sources have been proposed by

Wills (1976), Hermsen (1978) and Swanenburg (1979), but the region is

complex and more data are needed to reach firm conclusions on the

fine structure.
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2CGi84zO5_and_2CG195-O4

These known sources (Section I.I) have been used in chapter IV as

calibration sources to verify the instrument performance. Figures

VI.16 and VI.17 show the accurate profiles obtained for these isolated

sources in three energy ranges from the combined data of periods 1,

1A, 17 and 29. The CPSF's are subtracted at 1 = 184.5°, b = -5.75°

and 1 = 195.0°, b = 4.5° respectively.
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Figivce VI.17 Longitude profiles showing 2CG195+04 as in figure VI.16.

Figure VI.18 presents this source. The best fit results in a 6.2 a'

effect at 1 = 218.5°, b = -0.5°.

2CG235-m

A 5.0 cr' correlation is obtained as shown in figure VI. 19 at

1 = 235.75°, b = -1.0°.
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Figure VI. 18 (left) Longitude, -profiles showing 2CG218-00. Periods 1,

14, 19 and 213 energies > 100 MeV.

Figure VI. 19 (right) Longitude profiles showing 2CG235-01, Periods

14y 19 and 21, energies > 150 MeV.

2CG263=02

This is the Vela gamma-ray source, identified with PSR0833-45 by its

characteristic timing signature. This source has been shown in many

figures in the previous chapters.

A significant enhancement is measured in the direction tangential to

the Carina arm. The skymaps suggest the presence of two sources.

Figure VI.20 shows the correlation profiles. A double structure is

visible around 1 = 286 . In the figure two CPSF's are subtracted,

namely at 1 = 284.25°, b = -0.5° and 1 = 288.25°, b = -0.75°. Two
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Figure VI. 20 Longitude profiles showing 2CG284-00, 2CG288-00 and

2CGZ11-01. Periods 5 and 7, energies (a) > 100 MeV

and (bj > 150 MeV.

sources at these positions fit the total enhancement in the correlation

map, although the interpretation in terms of an extended feature cannot

be excluded.

The excess visible at 1^295 has been reported as a source at

1 = 295.5° and b = 0.5° (Hermsen, 1978, Swanenburg, 1979 and Wills et

al. 1980). The significance of this feature in the present analysis is

only 3.5 or, which is below the applied threshold for acceptance.

More data (from periods 33 and 42) will become available which

will improve the statistical accuracy and which may lead to more firm

conclusions on the structure measured in this region of the Galaxy.
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Figure VI.21 Longitude profiles

showing 2CG311-01.

Periods 5 and 7,

energies > ISO MeV.

2CG3ii-0Ii_2CG333+gi_and_2CG342I02

Another source is visible in figure VI.20, namely CG3J2-1. This source

is located in the transition region from low Galactic gamma-ray

intensity at low longitudes to the intense region around the Galactic

centre. The best fit is obtained at 1 = 311.5, b = -1.25. This is

shown in figure VI.21 (5.6 a1 correlation). The new catalogue design-

ation is 2CG311-01.

The distribution of gamma-ray intensities in the longitude inter-

val beyond this source towards the Galactic centre is very structured.

A number of sources or candidate sources has been reported (Hermsen

et al. 1977, Swpnenburg, 1979, Wills et al. 1980). However, the

measured excesses are so close together that the correlation map

becomes confused and it is difficult to draw firm conclusions from the

present analysis.

Figures VI.22a and VI.22b show the longitude interval 305 <1< 345°

for energies above 150 MeV and above 300 MeV. Only data from observ-
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Figure VI.22 Longitude profiles of the correlation map for data from

observation periods 7 and 24, (a) energies > ISO MeV and

(b) > 300 MeV. The arrows indicate the position of

previously reported sources discussed in the text.

ation periods 7 and 24 are used to obtain an approximately flat expos-

ure in the interval 318 <1< 345 . The positions of previously reported

sources are indicated. In the present analysis the features at the

position of CG327-0 at 1 = 321.0°, b = -1.2° (a candidate source

reported by Wills et al. 1980) are not significant. A selection of

higher energies reduces the confusion, but not sufficiently. Figure

VI.23 shows a profile over the excess at 1 = 321° for energies above

800 MeV. A clear peak is seen at 1 ̂  321 . The histogram drawn with
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Figure VI.23 Longitude profile across the excess at I - 321° in the

correlation map for high-energy data (t>800 MeV) from

periods 7 and 24. Arrows as in figure VI. 22. The histo-

gram drawn with dotted lines is explained in the text.

dotted lines centred at that position is the CPSF measured in the same

energy range for PSR 0833-45. Although the maximum in the correlation

map is at 10.2 a' (!) application of the fitting procedure and proba-

bility calculation described in section V.3.5 reduces the significance

to >v> 3.5 a1 which is below the threshold of acceptance. More data are

needed (and will become available) to reach firm conclusions.

An enhancement is visible in figure VI.22 at the position of

CG333+0. In figure VI.24 all the data available for this source have

been used. The best fit is obtained at 1 = 333.5 , b = 1.0 , resulting

in a 5.4 a' correlation,
o

Just visible in figure VI.22 is an excess at 1 = 342.5 and

b = -2.5 . Although this position is in the intense inner region, the

fact that it is off the Galactic plane makes it possible to measure

this structure accurately above energy thresholds down to 100 MeV

(Figure VI.25, 6.0 a'). The results for higher energy thresholds are:

E>150 MeV 6.7 a', E>300 MeV 8.9 a'.
o o
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Figure VI.24 Longitude profiles showing 2CG3S3+01. Periods 2, ?, 13,

18 and 24, energies > 300 MeV.

2CG356+g0_and_2CG359-00

Analysis of data close to the Galactic centre direction revealed an

excess in the skymaps at 1 ̂  359.5 for four out of five observations,

namely in observation periods 2, 8, 18 and 24. Figure VI.26 shows this

feature using the three observations with their pointing directions

closest to the Galactic centre. In this figure three other sources are

visible as well, namely 2CG342-02, 2CG006+00 and 2CG0I3+0. A CPSF is

subtracted at the position of 2CG006+00 and at 1 = 359.5°, b = -0.75°,

yielding for the latter enhancement a 6.3 a' correlation.

••••.i
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Figure VI.26 Longitude profiles showing 2CGS59-00 and 2CG006+00.

Periods 2, 18 and 24, energies > 300 MeV'.

The correlation map of observation periods 13 showed, however, a

different picture (Figures VI.27a and VI.27b). These figures are

dominated by an excess peaked at 1 = 356.5°, b = 0.25° (2CG356+00,

5.3 o'o). The exposure of 2CGOO6+00 and 2CG359-00 in period 13 is low

compared to the sum of the three observations used in figure VI.26.

Yet a small enhancement is visible at the position of 2CG006+00. For

2CG359-00 only *v 20 and 15 counts are expected respectively in the

data of figures VI.27a and VI.27b. This is consistent with the small

peak of the solid curve (representing the data after subtraction of

2CG356+00) for b = -0.75° at 1 ̂  359°. On the other hand, normalizing
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Figure VI.27 Longitude profiles showing 2CG356+00. Period 133

energies (a) > 300 MeV, (b) > 500 MeV.

for the actual exposure, 120 + 32 counts are expected in figure VI.26

from 2CG356+00. Such a feature is not present. The difference between

the two data sets at the position of 2CG356+00 amounts to 2.4 a. This

value leaves the possibility (y 1% chance) that the difference is

caused by random fluctuations in the data sets. Nevertheless the result

hints strongly at time variability, which should not be ignored. If

still possible, additional observations should be performed and one

should try to develop an analysis method optimized for the search for

time variability.
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Figure VI. 28 Longitude profiles of the correlation map for high-energy

data (E>500 MeV) from periods 2, 7, IS, 18 and 24.

A CPSF is subtracted at the positions of 2CG2S6+00 and

2CG359-00 (positions indicated by arrows).

Finally, figure VI.28 shows longitude profiles of a correlation

map at energies above 500 MeV using all 5 observations of the region.

In the high resolution data the total, and just resolved, enhancement

due to 2CG359-OO and 2CG356+00 is clearly visible (arrows indicate

the derived positions of these sources).
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4. The catalogue

The systematic search for gamma-ray sources using the cross-correlation

method on data collected by COS-B during the first 2{ years of its life

in orbit has resulted in the firm detection of 25 sources. Their perti-

nent parameters are summarized in table VI.2 presenting the second

COS-B catalogue.

For each source the observation periods used to derive the source

parameters are given in the second column (for details see table IV.1).

The statistical significance and the energy threshold applied to derive

the significance are given in columns 3 and 4. The source positions are

obtained from fits to the data as shown in the previous sections. The

error radii are the best estimate for the + 90% confidence level error

circles. It is noted that because of the unresolved underlying struct-

ure individual values for the error radius should be used with some

care.

Because the sensitive area of the detector varies with energy,

the conversion from source counts to source flux depends on the assumed
-2

spectral shape. The flux values listed have been derived assuming E

differential photon spectra because this slope is consistent with the

average observed ratio of fluxes above 300 MeV and 100 MeV. It is

recognised that individual spectra deviate from this average (Chapter

VII; Wills et al. 1980). Individual fluxes can therefore only be

considered accurate to about 30%.

The derivation of the spectral index, column 9, is discussed in

section VII.6. This parameter gives a first order indication of the

hardness of the source spectrum above 100 MeV.

Of the 25 sources contained in table VI.2, 11 have been presented

earlier under the corresponding CG names (Hermsen et al. 1977b,

Swanenburg et al. 1978). In several cases the substantially larger

data base available for the present analysis has lead to refined

positions and more accurate intensities. Three sources contained in

the first COS-B catalogue (Hermsen et al. 1977b) were not accepted in :\

the present search (CGI76-7, CGI89+1 and CG327-0). It has been \t

suggested that CGI 76-7 is soft and that CGI 89+1 may be extended ?

(Hermsen et al. 1977a), in which case both sources could indeed fall '-'
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below the detection limit of this search. The reported weak source

CG327-0 falls below the confusion limit. For all three sources additi-

onal data have been collected, so that firm conclusions on their

existence may still come out.

The formal statistical treatment of the data and the strict

acceptance criteria applied, presents a firm basis for the significance

of each source. The probability that the catalogue contains one

spurious source is estimated to be < 2%. In this context it is of

particular importance to note that in the data from observations 6, 15,

20, 23, 27 and 31, which cover an area of sky approximately equivalent

to that covered with the entire Galactic plane survey, no enhancement

exceeding the acceptance threshold was found. From these observations

and others, upper limits to the gamma-ray flux of a large number of

extragalactic objects have been derived (Pollack et al. 1980). It is

also noted, that of the 2) sources which have been within the field

of view at least twice, 20 were detected in each observation. The one

exception (2CG356+00), discussed in the preceding section, is possibly

variable.

The present catalogue is certainly not complete. This has been

demonstrated already for the region in the Galactic plane from 1^79

to 1^84 . The presence of additional sources in that region is con-

cluded from the observed time variability. Confusion prohibits the

resolution of underlying sources individually. The impact of selection

effects on the derivation of average characteristics of the sources of

the total sample will be discussed in chapter VIII.

5. Counterparts

Many attempts have been made to find counterparts known from observat-

ions at other wavelengths for the individual gamma-ray sources. The

large positional uncertainties virtually exclude unique identification,

unless an outstanding signature supports the finding.

In the case of 2CG184-05 and 2CG263-02 the timing signature

establishes the identification with the respective radio pulsars beyond

question. Although the gamma-ray emission mechanism of these pulsars is

not fully understood it is clearly established that a rotating neutron
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Table VI.2 The 2CG Catalogue of gamma-ray sources

Source
name

2CG006-00
2CG010-31
2CG013+00
2CG036+01
2CG054+01

2CG065+00
2CGO75+OO
2CG078+01
2CG095+04
2CG121+04

2CG135+01
2CG184-05
2CG195+04
2CG218-00
2CG235-01

2CG263-02
2CG284-00
2CG288-00
2CG289+64
2CG311-01

2CG333+0I
2CG342-02
2CG353+16
2CG356+00
2CG359-00

Observation
periods

2,18,25
30
2,8,18,25
9,25,26
9,25,26

4,9,22,26
4,16,22,26,36
4,16,22,26,36
4,16,22
11,16,28

11,16,28
1,14,17,29
1,14,29
14,18,21
19,21

3,5,12,2!
5
5
10,32
5 ,7

7,13,24
2,7,13,18,24
2,13,18,24
13
2,18,24

Significance

0

10.2
5.7 *
5 .3
4 . 9
5 .3

5.5
5.8

11.9
4 . 9
4 . 9

4 . 9
20.6
27. 1

6.2
5 . 0

35.7
6 .5
4 . 8
6.5 *
5 . 6

5 .4
8 . 9
5.1 *
5 .3
6 .3

Energy Position
threshold 1

(MeV)

300
100
300
300
100

100
100
100
150
100

100
100
100
100
150

100
100
100
100
150

300
300
100
300
300

b
(degrees)

6.7
10.5
13.7
36.5
54.2

65.7
75.0
78.0
95.5

121.0

135.0
184.5
195. 1
218.5
235.5

263.6
284.3
288.3
289.3
311.5

33J.5
342.9
353.3
356.5
359.5

-0.5
-31.5

0 . 6
1.5
1.7

0 . 0
0 . 0
1.5
4 .2
4 . 0

1.5
-5.8

4 . 5
-0.5
-1.0

-2.5
-0.5
-0.7
64.6
-1.3

1.0
-2.5
J6.0
0 . 3

-0.7

Error
radius

(degrees)

t

. 0

. 5

. 0

. 0

. 0

3.8
. 0
.0
. 5
. 0

1.0
0.4

4
1.3
1.5

0 . 3
1.0
1.3
0 . 8
1.0

1.0
1.0
1.5
1.0
2 . 0

* = expressed in units of a

** = assuming E spectra

*** = intensity (E>300 MeV)/intensity (E>100 MeV), assuming E

spectra calculating both intensities

-2
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= = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = £ = =

* *

Flux
E >1 00 MeV
(10~6pn cm'

-2 -I

Spectral
parameter

***
======= = = = =

Comments

CG source Identification Other

2.4
.2
.0
.9
,3

,2
,3

2.5
.1
.0

1.0
3.7
4.8
1.0
1.0

0.39 + 0.08

13.2
2.7
1.6
0.6
2.1

3.8
2.0
1.1
2.6
1.8

0.68 +
0.27 +
0.20 +

0.24 +
-
-

0.43 +

0.31 +
0. 18 +
0.33 +
0.20 +

0.36 +
-
-

0.15 +
-

-
0.36 +
0.24 +
0.46 +

0.14
0.07
0.09

0.09

0.12

0.10
0.04
0.04
0.08

0.02

0.07

0.09
0.09
0.12

CG064+00
CG075-00
CG078+01

CG121+03

CG135+O1
CGI 85-05
CGI 95-04

CG263-02

CG291+65
CG312-01

CG333+OO

I
}

f

< could be an
< extended feature

GT0236+610?
Crab pulsar

Vela pulsar
i could be an
' extended feature

3C273

p Oph. dark cloud?
may be variable
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star is responsible for the emission. It is instructive to note that

without the timing signature, e.g. if radio pulsars had not yet been

detected, 2CGI84-05 would in all likelihood have been assigned correctly

to the Crab Nebula, because of its coincidence with this peculiar

object, which stands out at each wavelength at which it has been

studied. But it would have been quite impossible to narrow down the

identification to any part of this object, e.g. the nebula itself or a

star contained in it and therefore an interpretation in terms of gamma-

ray production models would have been erroneous.

A similar situation applies to 2CG289+64. The positional coinci-

dence with a remarkable quasar forms a strong basis for identification

with 3C273. However a unique link with a particular aspect of the

quasar, either derived on firm theoretical grounds or from observations,

will be required to remove any remaining doubts. Until that link is

made one does not know the real origin of the gamma-ray emission.

The suggested identification of 2CG353+16 with the p Oph dark

cloud is equally appealing, especially in view of the fact that this

cloud had been proposed earlier as a prime candidate of being a gamma-

ray source (Black and Fazio, 1973). Also in this case, some observational

clue or a firm model is still required to make the identification

unambiguous.

To continue in descending order of confidence level the intriguing

example of 2CGI35+01 follows. Its discovery (Wills, 1976) lead to the

following case histories:

(i) The location of the X-ray source 3U0258+60 = 4U0241+6I (Forman et

al. 1978) inside the original error box of CG135+1 stimulated an

X-ray investigation with the SAS-3 satellite on 1977 November

24-29, yielding an accurate position (a = 2h41m01?3- 6 = +62°15'27",

90%-confidence error radius 30"). This lead to the identification

of this source with the previously unknown QSO 0241+622 (Apparao et

al. 1977 and 1978a) which was discovered using spectral data from

Lick Observatory's 305 cm reflector and radio data from NRAO with

the Very Large Array. This QSO has the second lowest QSO red shift

recorded to date, z = 0.043. Based on a study of the spectrum from

data of COS-B (> 100 MeV), Ariel V (26 - 1200 keV, Coe et al. 1976

and 1978) and 0S0-7 ( 1 - 1 0 keV), Maraschi et al. (1978) concluded
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that it is likely that 4U0241+61 is the X-ray counterpart of

CG135+1. This would in turn imply the identification of 2CG135+01

with the QSO.

(ii) Gregory and Taylor (1978a) reported the discovery of a highly

variable radio source (designated GTO236+61O) within the error

circle of CG135+1 and Sanduleak (1978) and Hejllming et al. (1978)

reported an optical counterpart for this radio source (a reddened

eleventh-magnitude OB star, LSI+61°303, at a distance of 2.3 kpc).

Gregory and Taylor (1978b) argue that GTO236+6IO is a good candi-

date for the radio and optical counterpart of CGI 35+1. Using

further radio observations obtained with the NRAO Very Large Array,

optical spectra obtained using the Cassegrain image tube spectro-

graph of the DAO 1.8m telescope, high time resolution observations

obtained with the Algonquin Radio Observatory and finally a photo-

metric history of the star LSI+61 303 since 1887 using the

Harvard Observatory patrol plates, Gregory et al. (1979) justify the

proposed identification of 2CGI35+01 with LSI+61°303 by an expose

of the peculiarities of the star: Its radio brightness temperature

is about 10 K and its flux is extremely variable, suggesting

synchrotron radiation from relativistic electrons in an emitting

region of a few AU in size. The star belongs to a short list of

approximately 21 stars that are known to exhibit highly variable

radio emission at cm wavelengths. The list includes massive binaries

such as CC Cas and Cyg X-l, both containing stars of 0 spectral

type, as well as a number of RS CVn binaries. Although the stars

form a very heterogeneous group in terms of spectral properties,

19 are known to be spectroscopic binaries with periods ranging

from 4.8 (Cyg X-3) to 24.6 days (HD216489). In addition, Gregory

et al. (1979) presented tantalizing evidence, although admittedly

insufficient, for the binary nature of LSI+61 303. At least nine

of the variable radio stars are known X-ray sources while Share

et al. (1978) reported a weak HEAO X-ray source (HO235+6O), the

error box of which includes LSI+61°303. Delia Ventura et al. (1979)

and Perotti et al. (1980) reported the detection with the MIS0

balloon experiment of a hard X-ray, low-energy gamma-ray source

(E>120 keV), the error box of which is almost centred on the
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4 U 0241+

- GT0236 +610
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• H0241 + 62

2CG135 + 01

H0235 • 60

I
138 136 134

H (degrees)

132

Figure VI.29 The error circle for 2CG135+01 is shown together with the

positions of the QSO and the variable radio star

(GT02Z6+01) and error boxes of reported X-ray and soft

gamma-ray sources as explained in the text.

position of 2CG135+01 and includes LSI+61°3O3. Recently, X-ray

emission in the energy range 1-3 keV using the Einstein Observatory

has been detected in a region centered on LSI+61 303 and 50" wide,

G.F. Bignami - private communication.) Thus this star has charact-

eristics that suggest it might belong to the Cyg X-3 class of X-ray

binaries. Since furthermore the SAS-2 group (Lamb et al. 1977)

reported gamma rays from the direction of Cyg X-3, modulated at

the 4.8 period observed in X-ray and infrared regions (not con-

firmed by COS-B, Bennett et al. 1977b) GT0236+610 (LSI+61°3O3) is

a good candidate for identification with 2CG135+01.

From the COS-B data it is difficult to arrive at a firm conclusion

on which, if any, of the two proposed counterparts is the most likely one.

Figure VI.29 shows the updated (2CG) position together with the two

proposed counterparts, and the error boxes of reported X-ray sources.
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In this figure the QSO lies just outside the error circle. Application

of the likelihood method, testing the hypothesis that the presence of

the one or the other source explains the COS-B observation best, results

in strong evidence in favour of GT0236+610 rather than the QSO (Pollack

et al. 1980).

It is highly recommended that further spectroscopic observations

be performed to elucidate a periodicity, since this may provide a means

of reaching a firm conclusion on the proposed association of LSI+61 303

with the gamma-ray source 2CG135+01.

The last interesting example concerns the Carina region. The total

gamma-ray intensity distribution in that area resembles the distribution

of the radio continuum emission (e.g. figure VI.30 taken from Mathewson

et al. 1962, at a frequency of about 1400 Mc/s). This may be taken as a

hint for a diffuse production mechanism of the gamma rays. However, the

search for point sources showed that two sources (2CG284-00 and 2CG288-00)

-10"

Aerial beam I

. |. .

290' 275* 260°

Figure VI. 30 The Carina region as seen in a survey of the radio conti-

nuum emission from the southern Milky Way at a frequency

of about 1400 Mc/s (Mathewson et al. 1962). The crosses

indicate the position of 2CG284-00 and 2CG288-00. The

•positional coincidence with Wdl and NGC3372, respectively,

is striking.
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can describe a large fraction of the excess. Those two sources are

indicated in figure VI.3a and coincide with the positions of a small

cluster Wdl (and the n Carina nebula) and NGC3372. Even if these are

correct identifications, the question regarding the nature of the

gamma-ray sources remains open, since these clusters represent regions

of grouped nebulosity as well as regions which are known to contain

young stars.

A number of other attempts to identify the earlier published COS-B

sources have been made, including a search for very-high-energy gamma-

ray emission (E>100 GeV) by Helmken and Weekes (1979) and a search for

known and unknown radio pulsars of which the timing signature can be

used for an unambiguous identification. No counterpart was found in

either study besides the known sources PSR0833-45 and PSRO531+21. In

the hard X-ray range Coe et al. (1978) derived only upper limits in

the error boxes of the CG sources with one exception (4U0241+61 earlier

discussed in relation to 2CG135+01). Also for lower X-ray energies

either no possible counterpart was detected or at best a weak candidate

(Apparao et al. 1978b, Julien and Helmken, 1978," Maraschi et a]. 1978,

Lamb et al. 1979, Lamb and Worral, 1979, Share et al. 1979). Obviously

the gamma-ray sources have been cross-checked against existing cata-

logues of X-ray sources and radio pulsars. No appealing coincidences,

other than those already discussed, have come up.

Optical counterparts have been searched for by Van den Bergh (1979),

who came on a statistical basis to the conclusion that a significant

fraction of all gammc-ray sources are associated with relatively young

supernova remnants, or more plausibly with compact objects that are

often related to these remnants. A similar conclusion was reached earlier

by Lamb (1978) on the basis of a small number of possible coincidences

between supernova remnants and gamma-ray sources.

In our opinion it is precisely such a statistical approach,

preferably combined with the formulation of at least rudimentary source

models, which may eventually lead to an understanding of the puzzling

nature of gamma-ray sources. Further discussion about the nature of

the gamma-ray sources is deferred to chapter VIII.
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CHAPTER VII

SPECTRAL CHARACTERISTICS

1. Selection of sources

The energy spectra of gamma-ray sources carry the signature of the

production mechanisms and of the physical parameters involved. The

accurate measurement of spectra is an invaluable tool for the formul-

ation and justification of source models. In addition the spectrum of

the source may be used effectively as a check on proposed identific-

ations. Unfortunately, for only a few gamma-ray sources is the total signal

strong enough relative to the ambient background to permit an estimate

of their intensity in separate limited ranges of energy, either by

spatial analysis (cross-correlation analysis) or in the case of the

gamma-ray pulsars by timing analysis (measuring the pulsed counts

above a flat background in the light curves as described in section

IV.2.3a).

Six energy spectra refering to four sources have so far^teen

determined, namely for 2CG184-05 (Crab), 2CG195+04, 2CG263-02 (Vela)

and 2CG289+64 (3C273). In the case of Crab and Vela it was possible

to derive separately the spectrum of the pulsed emission (timing

analysis) and that of the total emission (spatial analysis). All six

energy spectra are presented and discussed in section VII.2 through 5.

The two methods of analysis are fully illustrated in section VII.2

using the Vela source as an example.

For the remaining 21 sources of the second COS-B catalogue

(Table VI.2) an attempt has been made to determine a spectral ratio.

The ratio of tlje intensities measured in the energy interval 300-5000

MeV and 100-5000 MeV could be determined for 11 sources (Section VII.6).

2. Vela gamma-ray source (2CG263-02, PSR0833-45)

The region of the sky containing the Vela source has been observed by
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COS-B from 1975 October 20 to November 27 (period 3) and from 1976

July 25 to August 24 (period 12). Due to a spark chamber problem in

period 12 (Section IV.2.2) it is not yet possible to calculate absolute

fluxes using data from this period. Therefore only data from observ-

ation period 3 are used to construct the energy spectra.

An independent analysis (Bennett et al. 1978 and Kanbach et al.

1980) showed that at energies above 50 MeV the radiation from the Vela

gamma-ray source is consistent with the assumption that it is 100%

pulsed at the radio period. The pulsed fraction is defined as the

ratio of the number of pulsed counts to the total number of source

counts. The derived 2a lower limit for the pulsed fraction is 90%.

This result will be substantiated later on by the independent determi-

nations of the energy spectra using timing analysis and spatial

analysis, which yield the same result.

These two methods of analysis require different selections on the

data. The event selection in the timing analysis was BSR and in the

spatial analysis BSR, POA<20° for energies <200 MeV and BSR, P0A<12°

for energies >200 MeV. The selection on POA is included in the spatial

analysis, because the associated improvement in angular resolution

results in a better visibility of the source. The timing analysis

gives the most accurate determination of the number of source counts,

since:

- the shape of the underlying background in the light curves is a

priori known to be flat

- the analysis is not hampered by systematic uncertainties in the

shape of the source feature, provided that the applied selection of

phase bins in the light curves is independent of energy. A verific-

ation for the Crab and Vela pulsar did not yield a dependence on

energy over the energy range considered

- the systematic accuracy of the spatial analysis is limited by possible

errors in the PSF used and the statistical accuracy is limited by

the nature of the cross-correlation method (see equation (V.4?)s

where y>\).

These differences justify the selection of smaller energy intervals in

the spectrum of the pulsed gamma-ray emission than in the spectrum of

the total emission.
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Figure VII. 1 Gamma-ray light curves for> PSR0853-45 in nine selected
energy intervals for selected events arriving from within
8 of the pulsar direction in observation periods 3 and
12. In two energy intervals the' derived background phase
interval and background level are indicated.
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2.1 Timing analysis (PSR0833-45)

Gamma-ray light curves are constructed by folding the individual

arrival times of the photons with the period P and period derivative

P as determined from radio observations. Figure VII.) shows such light

curves for PSR0833-45 in different energy intervals for events

measured in period 3 and 12 (P -v 89.235 ms and P i< 1.25 x 10~15 s/s).

The selection of the phase interval which contains the pulsed events

and the reference phase interval which contains only background events

(the interval for which the histogram is compatible with a flat

distribution), was made on the basis of the light curve with the best

statistics. This is the light curve for all events with energies above

50 MeV from period 3 and 12 together, i.e. the sum of the nine light

curves shown in figure VII.1. Full details on the values of P and P,

the definition of the phase, the selection of the phase interval and

the determination of the total number of pulsed counts are given by

Kanbach et al. (1980). The background phase interval and the back-

ground level are indicated for illustration in figure VII.1 for the

energy intervals between 130 MeV and 300 MeV. The numbers of pulsed

counts were determined for period 3 alone, using the same energy

intervals as are shown in figure VII.1.

Figure VII.2 shows the resulting differential count-rate spectrum.

In order to find the corresponding source spectrum, the measured

count-rate spectrum is to be compared with spectra obtained by folding

different trial spectra with the actual sensitivity and energy

response (examples of results of this folding procedure are given in

figure III.21). Figure VII.2 shows the expected count rates for an
-1.9

E source spectrum. The shape of the measured spectrum is consis-

tent with this input spectrum. Now the effective sensitive area A _,

(E., E-) for each energy interval (E., E«) can be calculated, namely

A (E E ) = ° E"''9 f(E) A(E) dE (VII 1)
eff^l'V rE0 , . ' iVll.lj

E,' 2 E" 1' 9 dE

where f (E) represents the probability to assign to a gamma-ray event

an energy in the interval (E.,E ) as a function of input energy (an
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Figure VII. 2 Differential count-rate spectrum of pulsed counts from

Vela measured in observation period 3. The circles

indicate the expected count rates in the same energy
—1 9

%ntevvals for an E ' input spectrum folded with the

actual sensitivity and energy response. Statistical

errors are indicated.

example is given in figure III.19), and A(E) the effective sensitive

area (BSR, Table III.4a). Having calculated A f£ numerically from

equation (VII. 1)3 the resulting differential photon spectrum in the

range 50 MeV to 3 GeV is shown in figure VII.3. Between 3 and 6 GeV

only an upper limit was obtained. This spectrum is indeed consistent

with the single power law trial spectrum of the form

F(E) = (1.A6 + 0.07) x 10~6 E ~ ( K 8 9 - 0 > 0 6 ) photon cm~2 s"1
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Figure VII. 3 Differential photon speatrum of the pulsed emission from

the Vela gamma-ray source (PSR0833-45). The line is a

maximum likelihood power-law fit to the data. Statistical

errors are indicated. Upper limit is 2a.

Bennett et al. (1977) used the same observation period and pre-

sented an energy spectrum for this source based on automatically

analysed data, which contain more background events. The difference

between their spectrum and that in figure VII.3 results from a

different definition of the pulsed phase interval in the light curve

(Kanbach et al. 1980) and the more pertinent calibration data used in

the present analysis. Kanbach et al. also show that significant

spectral differences exist between different phase intervals of the

light curve. For instance the second pulse exhibits a harder spectrum

'•'. \
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Figure VII. 4 Correlation profiles in longitude direction over the
position of 2CG26S-02 in seven selected energy intervals.
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than the first one, as can also be noticed from figure VII.1.

2.2 Spatial analysis (2CG263-02)

The cross-correlation analysis has been used to determine the number

of source counts in the skymap for seven selected energy intervals.

The applied event selections and the parameters for the cross-correl-

ation analysis for the different energy intervals are shown in table

VII. 1. Figure VILA gives for each energy interval a longitude profile

of the correlation map across the source position. This figure (spatial

analysis) is the counter part of figure VII.1 (timing analysis) in the

construction of the energy spectrum. The number of source counts in

each energy interval is determined by the fitting procedure described

in section V.3.2b (flat background) and V.3.5 (structured background.

The procedure for arriving at the source spectrum then follows the

same steps as described for the timing analysis, applying the appro-

priate sensitive area as dictated by the adopted event selections.

Table VII. 1 Event selections and parameters used for the cross-

correlation analysis in period 3. The inclination angles

of 2CG263-02 were 0° and 7° (details in table IV.1).

Energies

(MeV)

50 -

100 -

200 -

400 -

800 -

1600 -

3200 -

100

200

400

800

1600

3200

6400

Selections:

P0A(degr.)<

20

20

12

12

12

12

12

BSR,

0o(degr.

5.20

3.20

1.40

0.80

0.60

0.55

0.50

PSF

) c

0.80

0.70

0.50

0.47

0.40

0.40

0.40

matrix size

m (bins)

31 x 31

31 x 31

21 x 21

21 x 21

21 x 21

21 x 21

21 x 21

Figure VII.5 shows the differential energy spectrum of the total

emission of the Vela gamma-ray source. For six energy ranges flux

values are obtained, whilst in the interval from 3.2 to 6.4 GeV only

an upper limit can be given. In the range from 50 MeV to 3.2 GeV the
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Figure VII.6 Differential photon speatrum of the total emission of

the Vela gamma-ray source (2CG263-02). The broken line

shows the power-law fit to the spectrum of the pulsar

discussed in the text (Figure VII. 3). Errors as in

figure VII. 3.

spectrum can again be fitted with a single power law of the form

F(E) = (1.60 + 0.15) x 10"6 E~ ( K 9° - °*°8) photon cm"2 s"1 GeV.
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2.3 Comparison

The spectrum of the pulsed emission from section VII.2.I is indicated

by the dashed line in figure VII.5. Within the statistical uncertain-

ties it is identical to the total spectrum of 2CG263-02, as was

expected. Since systematic uncertainties are possibly larger in the

spectrum determined by spatial analysis than in the one determined by

timing analysis, we regard the spectrum presented for PSR0833-45

(Figure VII.3) to be the most accurate spectrum for the Vela gamma-ray

source available.

The extrapolation of the one power law fit towards X-ray energies

is at least a factor 4 above the upper limits of the pulsed flux around

30 keV (Ricker et al. 1973). Also an extrapolation into the energy

range above 100 GeV exceeds the recent high-energy results presented

by Bhat et al. (1980).

In figure VII.6 the residuals from the best fit power law are

depicted on a linear scale. They suggest a spectral bend around 300

MeV. Tentative power law fits to the data above and below 300 MeV

result in the following spectral indices:

50 - 300 MeV : 1.77 + 0.15

300 - 3000 MeV : 2.0 +0.2.

20x10

1.5x10

o

x
u.

1.0x10

I I I I I 1 1 1

i i i i i 1 1 I I i i i i i i i i i i 1 1 1

0.1 10
Gamma-ray energy (GeV)

Figure VII.6 Spectrum of PSR0833-45, presented in figure VII. 3,
1 89

multiplied by an E ' power law.
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While the two power law fits cannot be preferred over the one

power law fit on the basis of a statistical goodness-of-fit criterion

it may be necessary to use the two different power law indices in

extrapolations to other energies.

Schlickeiser (1979 and 1980) argues that an inverse Cotnpton origin

of the gamma-ray emission reveals itself by a continuous steepening of

the differential gamma-ray spectrum with increasing energy due to

higher order effects in the Klein-Nishima cross section. Schlickeiser

shows that a break in the spectrum of *:he Vela pulsar can be explained
2

quite naturally by this effect. Parameters derived from a x "fit to the

published Vela spectrum (Bennett et al. 1977), indicate that the Vela

gamma-ray emission originates in regions of the light cylinder and not

at the polar caps. Generally it is assumed that the radio emission

comes from the caps, therefore this may be the reason for the non-

: coincidence of the radio and gamma-ray light curves (Buccheri et al.

! 1978). We note that the new Vela spectrum (Figure VII.3) will not

| require a significantly different fit, but that the basis of Schlick-
i

eisers conclusion is weakened by the fact that evidence is found in the

data for dissimilar spectral properties of distinct component of the

•: light curve (Kanbach et al. 1980).

3. Crab gamma-ray source (2CG18A-05, PSR0531+21)

The Crab gamma-ray source was observed by COS-B from 1975 August 18 to

September 16 and again from 1976 September 29 to November 1. The data

from both observation periods were used for this analysis.

The same timing analysis as presented for PSR0833-A5 was applied

to PSR0531+21. The lower gamma-ray intensity restrains us to selecting

fewer energy intervals. Figure VII.7 shows the energy spectrum derived

for the pulsar in six energy ranges, although above 800 MeV only upper

limits can be given. The spectrum is accurately represented by a

single power law of the form

_7 -O o + ft ?1 _? _i _i
F(E) = (2.0 + 0.2) x 1 0 ' E K ' - * ; photon cm s ' GeV J.

This is in good agreement with the measurement of SAS-2 (Thompson et

al. 1977).
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Figure VII. 7 Differential photon spectrum of the pulsed emission from

the Crab gamma-ray sourae (PSR0531+21). The line, errors

and upper limits as in figure VII. 3.

The total Crab (2CG184-05) spectrum, derived by spatial analysis,

is shown in figure VII.8. It may be compared with the pulsed spectrum

as given by the dashed line. We can see that the spectra are indist-

inghuisable above 400 MeV. This result is consistent with the assump-

tion that the emission above this energy is totally pulsed. In the

energy range between 50 and 400 MeV the total spectrum lies signifi-

cantly above the spectrum of the pulsed emission, which contributes

only between 45% and 65% of the total emission. The pulsed fraction

averaged over this energy range is (55 + 7)%.
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Figure VII. 8 Differential photon spectrum of the total emission from

the Crab gamma-ray source (2CG184-05). The broken line

gives the power-law fit to the spectrum of the pulsar

(Figure VII. 7).

The impulsed emission from the Crab gamma-ray source is here

detected for the first time up to 400 MeV. Such an emission has already

been observed up to 100 MeV by SAS-2 (Thompson et al. 1977). An extra-

polation of the spectrum of the total emission to measured spectra in

the soft gamma-ray (Schonfelder et al. 1979 and White et al. 1979) and

the hard X-ray ranges (Strickman, Johnson and Kurfess, 1979) shows

good agreement. The energy spectrum of the pulsed emission from Crab
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(PSR053+21) can be fitted with a single power law which extrapolates

well to measurements in the soft gamma-ray region (Schonfelder et al.

(1979) and in the X-ray region (Bennett et al. 1977 and references

therein, and Strickman, Johnson and Kurfess, 1979). An extrapolation

towards the 100 GeV region overshoots the reported upper limit by

Grindlay et al. (1976). Schlickeiser (1980) explains this pulsed Crab

spectrum from the X-ray to the 100 GeV region by an inverse Compton

origin of the radiation. Schlickeiser infers that the place of

origin of the gamma-ray emission is at some distance away from the

pulsar's surface, a situation quite similar to that inferred for the

emission of the Vela pulsar. Because no spectral differences are

measured for different components of the Crab light curve (Bennett et

al. 1977) an interpretation of the total pulsed spectrum seems in

this case justified.

4. 2CG195+04

This strong gamma-ray source, second strongest after the Vela source

for energies above 100 MeV, is located in the anticentre direction 15

away from the Crab and has been observed during the same periods. The

spectral analysis for 2CGI95+04 was performed in an identical way as

for the total Crab emission. Both sources were viewed at 0 and 15

inclination angles and the same energy intervals were selected so that

the same parameters for the cross-correlation analysis could be used.

Figure VII.9 gives the energy spectrum in seven energy intervals

with an upper limit for the energy interval 3.2 GeV to 6.4 GeV. The

energy spectrum is much harder than that of the Crab gamma-ray source

and the spectral shape is not consistent with a single power law. A

significant deviation from a single power law fit to the spectrum over
— 1 8

the range 100 MeV to 3200 MeV (^ E ' ) occurs at energies below

100 MeV as illustrated in figure VII.9. In addition the estimated

upper limit in the highest energy interval suggests a possible steepe-

ning of the spectrum above a few GeV. In this energy interval 6 counts

would be expected within ^ 4 of the source position for the indicated
— 1 8

E * spectrum, whereas no counts are detected. In order to show that

the absence of events with energies above % 3 GeV is not an instrumental
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effect, this result may be compared with that for the Vela source. The
-1.9
E ' spectrum indicated in figure VII.5 predicts 9 counts in the same

energy interval and their detection is evident from the measured

distribution shown in figure VII.4.

A comparison with results derived at other wavelengths is not

possible, since no evident counter part has been discovered yet. Recent

suggestions for counter parts are a faint X-ray source reported by

Julien and Helmken (1978) from a reanalysis of the Uhuru data and

another X-ray source at 1 = 194.56 , b = 4.92° reported by Lnmb and
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Figure VII.9 Differential photon speatrwn of 2CG195+04. A power-law
— 7 8

spectrum (E ) is indicated for comparison.
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Worrall (1979) from measurements with the HEAO-A2 detectors (2-6 KeV).

The spectrum of the latter source appears too steep to extrapolate

simply to the 100 MeV flux value of 2CG195+04.

If the spectrum extrapolates towards X-ray energies in a way

suggested by the observed flattening below 100 MeV the detection of an

X-ray counter part may be very difficult. Nevertheless it would be

extremely interesting to search in more detail for a possible identif-

ication in this relatively empty region of the sky, and to elaborate

models for possible production mechanisms.
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Figure VII.10 Differential photon spectrum of 2CG289+64 (3C273). The

line and errors as in figure VII.3.
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b. 2CG289+64 (3C273)

Although 2CG289+64 is the weakest source in the 2CG catalogue, the

fact that it is located at high galactic latitudes and thus in a low

background area, makes it possible to construct an energy spectrum.

However, even the summed data of period 10 and 32 do not permit a

meaningful selection of more than three energy internals. The identif-

ication with 2C273 is almost certain, the probabilil y of a chance
-3

coincidence of the gamma-ray source with 3C273 being about 10

(Bignami et al. 1980). Therefore, the number of source counts

(correlated counts) is determined at the position of 3C273. Figure

VII.10 gives the resulting energy spectrum, well fitted by a power

law:

F(E) = (3.7 + 1.4) x 10 ° [E(MeV)/150]
- 2 - 1

ph cm s GeV

During the second COS-B observation of 3C273, the HEAO-A satellite

performed a pointing observation of the same object. This permits an

interesting comparison with the results from the A2 experiment (Worrall

et al. 1979) and the A4 experiment (Primini et al. 1979), which

Energy (keV)

Figure VII.11 High energy speatrum of 3C273 multiplied by an E power

law. Data are from HEAO-A, experiment A2 (broken line),

experiment A4 '(thick line) and COS-B (shaded area).
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yielded detailed spectral data. The identification of the 4U and 2A

X-ray sources with the quasar was confirmed at the same time by the Aj

data (Bradt et al. 1979). If the spectral data in the range 2-60 keV

(Worrall et al. 1979) are represented by a single power law photon

spectrum, its index is ra = 1.41 + 0.02 whereas for those in the

range 13-120 kdV a = 1.67 + 0.14 (Primini et al. 1979). Since the

COS-B and HEAO measurements were simultaneous, it is possible to

compare them directly. This is done in figure VII.11. A significant

change in the spectral index is apparent, when going from the X-ray

to the gamma-ray region, beyond the change already present around 30

keV in the A2 and A4 data. The data suggest that the peak luminosity

of 3C273 could be expected in the 1-10 MeV range.

Bignami et al. (1980) use recent Einstein Observatory X-ray data

on the short term variability of the central part of the QSO to show

that, within reasonable assumptions, the photon-photon interaction

excludes the gamma-ray source from coinciding with the variable X-ray

source, thus ruling out Compton production models for the energetic

photons.

6. Discussion, including spectral ratios for fifteen 2CG sources

Differential photon spectra have been derived so far for the above

discussed 4 sources out of the 25 contained in the 2CG catalogue. These

spectra are presented together for comparison in figure VII.12. In

order to emphasise the differences the differential photon flux
-2 -1 -1 +2

(photons cm s GeV ) has been multiplied by an E power law so
-2

that an E spectrum would appear parallel to the abcissa. Non of these

spectra look alike, though at least two of them belong to similar

objects (PSR0833-45 and PSR0531+21).

In order to examine possible spectral differences (relative

hardness or softness) of the remaining 21 sources in the catalogue we

have defined a color index as follows. The chosen index is the ratio

of the intensities measured in the energy intervals 300 - 5000 MeV and

100 - 5000 MeV. The intensity in both intervals is calculated assuming -\
- 2 •''-

an E power law spectrum. This assumption does not affect the •{.
conclusion derived from the intensity ratio which is primarily on the |
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Figure VII. IS Histogram of the li'i intensity rat Cor, presented in table

VII.2. The Valuer, for ?£?.'/?>, Crab, 2CG10i,+04 and Vela

are indicated above the histogram with their associated

statistical errors.

measured numbers of source counts in the two energy intervals.

For a total of 15 sources, including the k already discussed, it

was possible to derive this spectral ratio. The remaining sources were

located in regions which were too complex for data with measured

energies below 300 MeV to be included in the analysis. The intensity

ratios are presented in table VI.2, and in figure VII.13 in the form

of a histogram. The values for 3C273, 2CG195+04 and Vela are also

shown separately. For reference it is recalled that the energy spectra

of 3C273 and Vela are consistent with single power law spectra with

indices 2.5 and 1.9, respectively.

The statistical uncertainties in the values of the intensity

ratios presented in table VI.2 for the individual sources are large.

However, the spread in the values for the total sample indicates

significant differences between the spectra of these sources. Hermsen

(1978), Swanenburg (1979) and Mayer-Hasselwander et al. (1980) reached

similar conclusions. They used the relative count ratio for the energy

ranges 50 - 150 MeV and > 150 MeV for a somewhat different sample of

sources. These sources were mainly located in the weak parts (i.e.
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less confused regions) of the Galactic plane, thus permitting the use

of energies below the 100 MeV threshold.

The spectral ratio presented in table VI.2 and figure VII.13 would

suffice to characterise the spectral differences if all sources had

single power law spectra. However, the few detailed energy spectra

presented in this chapter are not all consistent with this assumption.

The limited use of one spectral ratio may be illustrated by an example.

In figure VII.I 3 2CG195+04 seems to possess a marginally softer spec-

trum than PSRQ833-45 (Vela). However, if one were to use the intensity

ratio I (150 - 3000 MeV) / (50 - 150 MeV) as a result of the spectral

bend around 100 MeV, 2CGI95+04 would appear significantly harder than

Vela.

Finally it is of particular interest to note that on average the

15 sources contained in the sample discussed in this chapter exhibit

hard energy spectra above 100 MeV, as is concluded from the average

value of the spectral ratio, which is 0.31 (consistent with a single
-2

power law spectrum of the form ^ E
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CHAPTER VIII

DISCUSSION

The detection of gamma-ray sources, whicli are contained in the second

COS-B catalogue, brings to light the existence of different classes of

astronomical objects which are surprisingly bright at gamma-ray energies.

It should be realised that the typical power received near the earth
- 1 2 - 2

above 100 MeV is of the order of 10 W m . Gamma-ray sources outshine

the brightest radio sources. This is equally true for such different

objects as the quasar 3C273, the pulsars PSR0531+21 and PSR0833-45 and,

accepting the suggested identification, for the p Oph dark cloud.

Despite the detailed knowledge available through observations at other

wavelengths, the high gamma-ray luminosity of these identified sources

remains puzzling. The expectation raised in the introduction, namely

that through gamma-ray astronomy we may obtain new insights into the
I-
I energetics of known objects certainly appears to be true. It is evident,

just on the basis of the energy budget, that a description of the

physical processes in these sources is fundamentally incomplete without

accounting for the gamma-ray emission.

An equally intriguing problem is raised by the remaining 21 sources.

As they all lack a firm counterpart, a question which immediately comes

to mind is: do they present evidence for the existence of a new class

of objects or do they reflect an as yet unknown aspect of familiar

objects? In this chapter we will address this problem by confronting

published suggestions on the nature of gamma-ray sources with the

experimental evidence.

1. Average characteristics of the unidentified Galactic gamma-ray sources

The vast majority of gamma-ray sources is Galactic, as is evident from

'•>, the distribution over the sky illustrated in figure VIII. I. Of the 21

>f, unidentified sources only one, 2CG010-30, is at high latitude with

,'. respect to the Galactic disc. Therefore it is not clear whether this

source belongs to the same class, or classes, as the sources aligned
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Figure VIII. 1 Region of the sky searched for gamma-ray source:;

(unshaded) and sources detected above 100 MeV by

spatial analysis. The closed circle:; denote sources

with measured fluxes > 1. 7> x 10 photons cm s

Open circles denote sources below this threshold.

with the Galactic-disc line feature, and we will restric the discussion

to the remaining 20 sources.

Prime parameters characterizing a source are total luminosity and

size. The lack of identification, and hence the lack of individual

distances, prohibits the direct derivation of these parameters from

the observations. In order to enable us to estimate the order of

magnitude of these parameters we assume that all unidentified sources,

or at least the majority, belong to one class of objects or population.

With this assumption the main characteristics of this population follow

from the observed longitude and latitude distribution (Figure VIII.1).

At first glance this population appears to be rather uniformly

distributed in longitude. The picture changes however, if the higher

detection threshold in the brighter parts of the Galactic plane is

taken into account. A more uniform sensitivity is obtained by selecting

only the stronger sources. Figure VIII.I also shows the distribution

of sources with fluxes greater than 1.3 x 10 photons cm s (full
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circles); clearly this sample of sources shows a considerable concen-

tration towards the inner part of the Galaxy. This is particularly

true since this sample may be considered to be complete only in the

region 90 <1< 270 . Such a concentration is typical for many Galactic

populations. More specific information is derived from the absence of

a strong concentration close to the Galactic centre, say within about

30 . This implies that the typical distance of the observed sources

is less than about 7 kpc.

The strict confinement of the sources in latitude (<|b|> ^ 1.5 )

immediately suggests that they are not very nearby either. A firm

lower limit follows from the following considerations: Inside the
i

\ solar circle scale heights of various populations are known to be

independent of distance (e.g. Guibcrt et al. 1978). Accordingly, a

sample of sources defined by 300 <1< 60 has been selected. The

average deviation from b = 0 for this sample is 1.1 . Accepting the

assumption that the minimum scale height observed among Galactic

populations of ^ 40 pc (Guibert et al. 1978) also represents a lower

bound for gamma-ray sources, their typical distance cannot be less

than 2 kpc. In addition, selection effects and the inaccuracy in

measured positions have to some extent blurred the inherent latitude

distribution. Therefore this value should be regarded as an extreme

limit. The fact that scale heights tend to increase outside the solar

circle, makes the latitude distribution of the II unidentified sources

in the range 60 <1< 300 and with <|b|> = 1.7 compatible with a

similar distance limit.

It is also noted that the 7 kpc upper limit on source distances

derived above restricts the maximum scale height for the population

of gamma-ray sources to 120 pc.

Using the allowed range of distances of 2-7 kpc and the average

flux and spectrum presented in chapter VI, the average luminosity of

the sources (taking <E> ^ 250 MeV) is in the range

LY = (0.4 - 5) x 10
29 W

Luminosities in this range are not exceptional in themselves. One

should consider, however, that the absence of strong (e.g. !,„ > ^ 3

Uhuru counts) X-ray counter parts (Chapter VI) implies that
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Table VIII.I Average characteristics of the unidentified Galactic

gamma-ray sources.

angular size

intensity (> 100 MeV)

energy flux (> 100 MeV)

energy spectrum

time variability

distance range

luminosity (> 100 MeV)

from lack of identification

presented in table VI.2*

** detected at 1

2CG356+00.

<O° - 2°)
-^(1-5) x 10~6 ph cm"2 s"1

M0.4-2) x 10~12 W m~2

diverse , average intensity
-2

ratio consistent with E

spectrum

not excluded'

2-7 kpc

M0.4-5) x 1 0 " J s

Lx < 0. 1

Lradio

,**

.29

82 b ^ 0 and a strong hint at variability of

Lv < 0.1 Lv , and from a similar argument L ,. << L...
X ' radio T

The observations do not provide firm limits to the size of the

sources. The intrinsic width of the point-spread function places an

upper limit of ^ 2 on the angular dimension of the sources. The

reported time variability in the region of 1 ̂  82 near the Galactic

plane and the hint at time variability of 2CG353+OO indicate however

that at least a few gamma-ray sources are compact objects.

The properties just inferred add up to a very unusual collection,

which poses severe constaints on possible theoretical models for these

sources. Table VIII.1 summarizes these average characteristics of the

unidentified Galactic gamma-ray sources.

•if.

2. Source models

Triggered by the presentation of the first list of gamma-ray sources

(Hermsen et al. 1977), a number of authors proposed models for

selected sources, which we will now discuss.
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Strong (1977) tentatively identified CG135+1 and CG189+1 with

giant HII regions (which emit gamma rays if they are penetrated by

cosmic rays) and Protheroe et al. (1978) proposed the same mechanism

to explain CG78+1 in the Cygnus region, using neutral hydrogen column

densities based on the Weaver and Williams (1973) survey at 21 cm and

molecular hydrogen column densities deduced from CO observations

(Cong, 1978). Abdulwahab and Morrison (1978) presented a model to

explain three CG-sources in the anti-centre direction, in which the

gamma rays originate from the interaction of cosmic-ray protons with

the interstellar medium (mostly -n decay). They assumed that the

required enhanced cosmic-ray flux originated in a strong Type I

supernova explosion. For one of these sources (2CG195+04) different

models (with a spinning neutron star) have been proposed by Maraschi

and Treves (1977) and Davies et al. (1978).

These models could possibly explain one source or at most a

small sample. However they are not intended to be representative for

a large fraction of the total sample of unidentified sources.

Ideally we wish to formulate source models which reproduce the

average characteristics of the population as given in table VIII.1.

Some difficulties in the astrophysics which must be overcome in the

formulation of such source models, are summarized by Swanenburg (1979).

Table VIII.2 gives a general classification of source models as presen-

ted by Swanenburg, namely three classes of models, distinguished by

extent and energy source. We will briefly review each of these classes.

Class 1

Extended sources, with interstellar clouds bombarded by cosmic rays as

the most natural candidates. Such sources would have little or no X-ray

emission. However, clouds in excess of 10 M Q are required to explain

the observed gamma-ray intensities, if the cosmic-ray intensity within

the clouds is about equal to the local cosmic-ray intensity. Such

massive clouds have not been detected in the direction of the gamma-ray

sources. In addition only small differences in the spectra are expected,

and the sources should never show time variability. This model can

therefore work only if an internal cosmic-ray source enhances the

cosmic-ray density. Even then it would be expected that such objects
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Table VIII.2 Classes of source models

Class 1 Class 2 Class 3

Size

Energy source

Target

Example

Character

Advantage

Problems

Extended

Cosmic rays

Interstellar gas

Interstellar

cloud

Chaotic

No X-rays

Not observed

Variability

Spectra

Compact

Gravitation

Plasma, surface

X-ray source

(NS or BH)

Chaotic

Aiiiple energy

Compact

Rotation

Magnetic field

Pulsar

Ordered

It works

Energetics of

NS marginal

would coine to our notice from radio observations. An interesting example

is a model formulated by Montmerle (1979a and 1979b), who links the

gamma-ray sources and further 'hot spots' in the Galactic gamma-ray

distribution to so called SNOB's. SNOB's are spatial coincidences of

supernova remnants and OB associations (or HII regions as their tracers).

In this model the OB stars are the cosmic-ray sources, injecting

suprathermal particles into the medium by flares. These particles are

accelerated by the shock wave of the associated supernova remnant and

can produce gamma rays via IT production in the supernova shell and the

surrounding clouds. Furthermore, gamma rays can be produced by relati-

vistic electrons, known to exist in the remnants, through the inverse

Compton process in the intense photon field of the OB stars or through

Bremsstrahlung. Montmerle presents a list containing 32 SNOB's. The

latitude distribution of these SNOB's resembles the distribution of the

gamma-ray sources. According to Montmerle 1/3 to 1/2 of the unidentified

gamma-ray sources may be associated with SNOB's. This attractive model

might explain some of the unidentified gamma-ray sources, but not the

total sample. Since not all SNOB's are less than 2 in angular extent,

a few of them should appear as extended sources in the gamma-ray data.

An analysis of the COS-B data specifically aimed at the study of SNOB's
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might shed more light on this proposed identification.

Class 2

Degenerate objects, neutron stars (NS) and black holes (BH), powered by

accretion. Models containing an accreting NS (e.g. Maraschi and Treves,

1977) are attractive since energy is available in unlimited quantities

as long as there is sufficient accreting material. However, tnere are

two problems. First, all models predict a much larger X-ray luminosity

than gamma-ray luminosity. Second, gamma rays may be absorbed by

photon-photon collisions leading to the production of electron pairs

(Gould and Schreder, 1967), since the mean free path for say 100 MeV

gamma rays in a turbulent plasma with high X-ray photon density may be

as short as a few centimeters. To overcome the first problem, Maraschi

and Treves introduced the ad hoc assumption of an additional absorption

mechanism where the source is surrounded by a cloud which is optically

thick for X--rays. Such a solution might work in a few cases, but does

not explain why the X-rays would be heavily absorbed in all accretion

systems producing gamma rays.

Accretion onto an isolated black hole has also been considered.

Ionized matter falling onto such a black hole will be heated sufficient-

ly to cause proton-proton collisions which will produce gamma rays via

IT decay. This mechanism will lead to emission primarily at gamma-ray

energies, provided the temperature T and the density p of the gas are

low enough to avoid the production of X-rays. Still there are two

problems. Firstly, in order to reach the acquired luminosity of
29

"v 2 x 10 W one would need in a typical interstellar ionized cloud
4

(p ^ 1 and T <v leV) a black hole of mass M ^ 6 x 10 tL if it is static
3 .

(Dahlbacka et al. 1974) and M ^ 10 M Q in the case of a rotating black

hole (Collins, 1979). Secondly, the predicted spectra would peak near

20 MeV and exhibit a steep spectrum above 100 MeV, decreasing

approximately as E (Dahlbacka et al. 1974). Such very soft spectra

have not been observed.

Class 3

Degenerate objects with rotational energy loss. This system apparently

works, as is proven by the detection of pulsed gamma radiation from the

Crab and Vela pulsars. The observations confirm that indeed a major
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part of the emission occurs at gamma-ray energies. Although it is

tempting to conclude that many more gamma-ray sources are pulsars,

several unavoidable questions remain to be answered.

First of all, why have related radio pulsars been detected in only

two cases? Even if we assume that in most cases the radio and gamma-ray

emissions are not observable simultaneously, e.g. due to differences in

beaming or differences in the relative intensities, we are left with

problems related to the luminosity and spatial distribution. If we

consider the known radio pulsars, as being representative for the total

population of pulsars, their efficiency of transforming rotational

energy loss into high-energy gamma radiation must be 10% or more in

order to explain the number of gamma-ray sources and their observed

luminosities (Swanenburg, 1977). For comparison, the efficiency of the

Crab pulsar is less than 10

It is also questionable whether the Crab and Vela can be considered

as typical representations of the main population of gamma-ray sources

in terms of intensity. The Vela source , although it is the brightest

member of the catalogue, is too weak to have been detected if it were

located within the distance range of 2-7 kpc. Also the Crab is only

visible as a gamma-ray source because of its relative proximity.

Finally, the latitude distribution of the known radio pulsars is

significantly wider than that of the gamma-ray sources. This seems to

rule out the possibility that this population of pulsars contains the

population of gamma-ray sources.

Nevertheless it could be postulated that a yet unknown and

sufficiently large population of young and rapidly rotating pulsars

exists. If indeed pulsars are created during supernova explosions, the

latitude distribution of young pulsars should be identical with that of

supernova remnants, the latter being compatable with the observed

latitude distribution of gamma-ray sources. This hypothesis cannot be

verified using gamma-ray data alone, because the limited number of

detected photons makes a search for rapid periodicity impossible.

It is recognized that searches for radio pulsars were incomplete

.[IK

COS-B Caravane Collaboration and the CSIRO Division of Radiophysics

and until now insensitive to short-period pulsars. For that reason the
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started jointly a sensitive search for radio pulsars inside the COS-B

error boxes of the gamma-ray sources visible from Australia at Parks

(64-m telescope). A similar search is intended for the gamma-ray sources

which are in the field of view of the Arecibo Telescope, Puerto Rico

(Isaacman et al. 1979). First results may become available in the course

of 1980.

Unless a more energetic class of pulsars is indeed discovered, we

are forced to conclude that something is amiss, and we would have to

scrutinize the feasibility of the three classes of models in more depth.

One possibility along these lines has been suggested by Swanenburg

(1979), who argues that one may have to think in terms of black holes

as a possibility for providing the combination of a huge energy reser-

voir in the form of angular momentum and a strong magnetic field, i.e.

a similar combination which makes gamma-ray pulsars, but more powerful.

However, the mechanism which leads to gamma-ray production remains open

for speculation.

More general approaches based on correlation studies without

detailed source models may give a further clue (e.g. Pinkau, 1979,

population of 0-stars, Panagia and Zamorani, 1979, extreme population I

stars) but do not bring us much closer to the final solution.

From the present assessment of the various classes of models, which

is summarized in table VIII.2, we must conclude that so far no model

has been proposed which can reproduce the average observed characteris-

tics of the unidentified gamma-ray sources.

3. Source contribution to the total Galactic gamma-ray emission

The detection of many Galactic gamma-ray sources has a strong impact on

the interpretation of the total Galactic gamma-ray emission. Earlier

estimates of the distribution of cosmic rays and gas in the Galaxy, as

sketched in the introduction, should be revised after correcting the

observed gamma-ray intensity distribution for the contribution of point

sources. The magnitude of this correction appears to be large, and

leaves appreciable uncertainty about the magnitude and distribution of

the remaining emission.
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Taking an extreme view, the only direct evidence for the production

of gamma rays in the interstellar medium comes from the observed gamma-

-ray emission at medium latitudes (|b| > 6 ). This region is void of

sources, whereas the gamma-ray intensity correlates well with the matter

column density, as for instance inferred from the observed dark clouds

(Lebrun and Paul, 1978). These measurements, however, reflect only

rather local gamma-ray production, say within 1 kpc. At larger

distancies, and especially towards the Galactic centre, it becomes

increasingly difficult to resolve the diffuse Galactic component from

the source component. In fact the available data only yield a lower

limit to the source contribution.

In order to derive this limit, we consider the longitude interval

300 < 1 < 60 , from which direction the bulk of the Galactic gamma-ray

emission is measured. The 2CG catalogue contains 9 sources in this

longitude interval for ]b| < 6 , which add up to a total flux of
-5 -2 -l^

1.9 x 10 photons cm s (Table VI.2). This flux represents as much

as M 7 % of the total Galactic gamma-ray emission measured from the same

region (Bennett et al. 1977). Considering the fact that many sources

fall below the detection limit, because they are at larger distancies,

the actual source contribution will be much higher. In the selected

longitude interval it is realistic to consider the contributions from

sources at distances ap to about three times the typical distance of

the detected sources. If the snurces are approximately uniformly

distributed inside the sol....' r i*cle, it can be deduced that the total

source contribution amounts to at least 40%. This is a conservative

lower limit, since the sample of 9 sources with flux values > 1 x 10
-2 -l

photons cm s is certainly not complete within the detected intensity

range in this intense region of the plane. The distribution of sources

is not known well enough to rule out the possibility that virtually all

of the gamma-ray emission in the inner part of the Galaxy is due to

sources.

Bignami et al, (1978) arrived at a somewhat similar result, based

on a different sample of sources in the first CG catalogue. Assuming

that all sources have equal luminosity and are uniformly distributed

throughout the Galaxy, they concluded that the sources can account for
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at least 40% of the total Galactic gamma-ray luminosity. They further

concluded that sources could account for most of the emission in the

regions away from the Galactic centre, but would contribute only a small

fraction to the background in the central region. The estimate for the

central region, which was quite sensitive to the assumed distribution

of sources over the entire Galaxy, is no longer valid following the

discussion of the sources inside the solar circle presented above.

The estimates illustrate that, as long as the Galactic distribution

of gamma-ray sources is not accurately known, attempts to interpret the

'measured' continuum Galactic radiation in terms of detailed models of

the distributions of interstellar gas and cosmic rays are premature.

4. What next?

Gamma-ray astronomy has been initiated by cosmic-ray physicists,

who first recognized its potential. Physicists developed suitable

instrumentation and made the detection of celestial gamma rays practical.

Now, with the discovery of gamma-ray sources the field has matured to a

new astronomical discipline.'We are faced with a number of profound

questions regarding the nature of these sources, such as:

(i) are they compact or extended?

(ii) what is their source of energy?

(iii) what kind of processes give rise to the preferential emission of

gamma rays?

(iv) why are many of them 'hidden' at other wavelengths?

For the identified sources only some of the answers are known, but not

to such a degree that the results can be applied to the problem of the

unidentified sources. Existing astronomical and physical knowledge must

be merged to generate new ideas.

For the immediate future, progress depends on the successful

combination of the following activities:

- continued analysis, possibly using refined methods, of available and

forthcoming COS-B data (e.g. data from 32 observation periods are used

so far in the search for point sources, whilst the total number of periods
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at the end of 1980 is expected to be 56). This will undoubtedly lead to

a more complete characterization of the population of the unidentified

sources.

- a systematic effort to search for counterparts, like the ongoing

searches with the Einstein X-ray observatory, the Arecibo and Parkes

radio observatories (pulsars) and the Westerbork Synthesis Radio

Telescope.

- an attempt to select samples of other Galactic populations which may

correlate with the population of gamma-ray sources.

- further construction of source models, matching the boundary conditions

dictated by the observations and based on parent objects which are

acceptable as counterparts, either individually or as a group.

Regardless of the success of these efforts to reach conclusive

answers, new questions will be raised. This strongly enhances the

scientific interest of results from the Gamma-Ray Observatory (GRO)

which is planned for launch in 1985. The compilation of instruments

selected for GRO will achieve very substantial improvement in sensiti-

vity and position determination. Known sources will be studied in detail

over the energy range from about 1 MeV to beyond 10 GeV. It may be

safely anticipated that many more sources will be discovered, including

extragalactic sources. The knowledge to be gained is worth the effort.
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SUMMARY

This thesis presents results from an analysis of the celestial gamma-

ray fine-scale structure based on somewhat over half of the data which

may ultimately be available from the COS-B satellite. A catalogue

consisting of 25 gamma-ray sources measured at energies above 100 MeV

is presented.

Of the 25 sources, two have been identified with radio pulsars

(Crab and Vela), one is identified with the quasar 3C273 and one is

related to the p Oph dark cloud. These sources are surprisingly bright

at gamma-ray energies. Despite the detailed knowledge available through

observations at other wavelengths, the high gamma-ray luminosity of the

identified sources is not understood.

An equally intriguing problem is raised by the 21 unidentified

sources which by their gamma-ray spectrum must be of diverse kinds.

From their distribution over the sky it is concluded that as a rule the

sources are Galactic. The average distance of the sources is estimated

to be in the range 2-7 kpc. Using the average observed intensity and
29

spectrum the derived typical source luminosity is (0.4 - 5) x 10 W,

which substantially exceeds both the X-ray and radio luminosities.

This introduces stringent contraints on source models. An overview of

the many attempts made to find counterparts of these sources at other

wavelengths and of suggestions for source models is given. We conclude

that no satisfactory explanation has been proposed yet.

The data provide evidence that the gamma-ray sources contribute

between 40 and 100% to the total observed intensity in the directions

within 60 of the Galactic centre. Therefore, attempts to interpret

the measured Galactic large scale gamma-ray distribution in terms of

detailed models of the distributions of interstellar gas and cosmic

rays must be considered premature.

The data used in this thesis were obtained with the European

Space Agency's satellite COS-B, which carries a single experiment

capable of detecting gamma rays with energies greater than 30 MeV, and

has been operating since August 1975. The experiment was designed,

constructed and tested under the responsibility of a collaboration of

research laboratories, known as the Caravane Collaboration. The same
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Collaboration has been responsible for the selection of the observation

programme, the analysis of the data and the publication of results.

The introductory chapter gives a short review of the history of

gamma-ray astronomy and its experimental and theoretical status at the

time of the launch of COS-B in August 1975.

Details about the experiment, the satellite and its orbit, the

operations and general data processing are given in chapter II.

COS-B has been calibrated extensively in beams of controlled energy

and intensity at particle accelerators. An analysis of these pre-launch

calibration measurements is presented in chapter III, and the results

are verified by a detailed comparison with the in-flight performance

(Chapter IV).

The method used in the search for gamma-ray sources is discussed in

chapter V. It is a cross-correlation method in which the distribution

of the photon arrival directions is correlated with the point-spread

function of the instrument as determined by pre-launch calibration.

Results from extensive simulations are described. These results provide

the basis for an unbiased search for gamma-ray sources in the data.

The derived results are presented and discussed in the last chapters,

namely: the second COS-B catalogue of gamma-ray sources (Chapter VI),

spectral characteristics (Chapter VII) and average characteristics of

the unidentified gamma-ray sources (Chapter VIII).

The gamma-ray sources still form a major challenge to astrophysics-

Further development of theoretical models will be helpful both in inter-

pretating the present data and in devising the optimum programmes in the

years to come.
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SAMENVATTING

Dit proefschrift beschrijft een onderzoek naar de fijnstructuur in de

verdeling van kosmische gammastraling, gedetecteerd met de COS-B satelliet.

Een lijst van 25 bronnen van gammastraling, waargenomen voor energieën

groter dan 100 MeV, is het voornaamste resultaat.

Van de 25 bronnen blijken er twee al bekend te zijn als radio-

pulsars (Crab en Vela), één is de quasar 3C273 en één staat waarschijn-

lijk in verband met de donkere wolk nabij p Oph. Deze bronnen zijn on-

verwacht helder in het golflengte gebied van de gammastraling. Ondanks

de grote hoeveelheid kennis die men van deze bronnen heeft opgedaan door

waarnemingen in andere golflengte gebieden, blijft de sterke gammastra-

ling nog een raadsel.

Ook de 21 niet geïdentificeerde bronnen zijn raadselachtig. De

verdeling van deze bronnen over de hemel duidt aan dat zij in ons melk-

wegstelsel staan en wel op gemiddelde afstand tussen de 2 en 7 kpc. De
29 29

gemiddelde helderheid moet liggen tussen 0.4 x 10 W en 5 x 10 W. Uit

het feit dat op dezelfde plekken noch opvallende rbntgenbronnen, noch

radiobronnen zijn aangetroffen, kan berekend worden dat veruit de meeste

energie als gammastraling wordt uitgezonden. Een overzicht wordt gegeven

van de vele pogingen die gedaan zijn om tegenhangers van de gammabronnen

te vinden in andere golflengte gebieden en van voorgestelde theoretische

modellen voor deze bronnen. De conclusie luidt echter dat nog geen

bevredigende verklaring voor de gammabronnen is gevonden.

De gegevens tonen aan dat gammabronnen voor minstens tussen de 40

en 100% bijdragen aan de totale waargenomen sterkte uit richtingen

binnen 60 van het centrum van ons melkwegstelsel. Daarom zijn pogingen

om de totale verdeling van gammastraling uit ons melkwegstelsel te ver-

klaren met gedetailleerde modellen van de verdelingen van interstellair

stof en kosmische straling voorbarig.

Dit proefschrift berust op gegevens verkregen met de telescoop voor

het detecteren van kosmische gammastraling aan boord van de ESA satelliet

COS-B, die sinds augustus 1975 werkt. Deze telescoop kan gammastraling

waarnemen voor energieën groter dan 30 MeV. Het experiment is ontworpen,

gebouwd en getest onder verantwoordelijkheid van een samenwerkingsverband
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van zes wetenschappelijke groepen in Europa, bekend onder de naam

'Caravane Collaboration'. De groepen stelden ook samen het waarnemings-

programma op en waren verantwoordelijk voor de gegevensverwerking en het

publiceren van de resultaten.

Het inleidend hoofdstuk geeft een kort historisch overzicht van de

gammasterrenkunde en de experimentele en theoretische stand van zaken

ten tijde van de lancering van COS-B in augustus 1975. Het experiment,

de satelliet, zijn baan en de algemene gegevensverwerking zijn beschre-

ven in hoofdstuk II.

COS-B is voor de lancering uitgebreid geijkt bij deeltjesversnellers

in bundels van bekende energie en intensiteit. Deze ijkmetingen zijn ge-

analyseerd in hoofdstuk III en een toetsing van de resultaten tij-

dens de vlucht wordt beschreven in hoofdstuk IV.

De methode, gebruikt om op objectieve wijze gammabronnen op te

sporen, wordt bediscussieerd in hoofdstuk V. De methode is uitgebreid

getoetst met behulp van Monte Carlo simulaties van vluchtgegevens.

De verkregen resultaten worden systematisch samengevat en besproken

in de laatste hoofdstukken, namelijk: de tweede COS-B catalogus van

gammabronnen (hoofdstuk VI), spectrale kenmerken van bronnen

(hoofdstuk VII) en gemiddelde kenmerken van de ongeïdetificeerde bronnen

(hoofdstuk VIII).

Het ontbreken van een juiste verklaring voor de waargenomen gamma-

bronnen is een grote uitdaging voor de astrofysica. Nadere uitwerking

van theoretische modellen kan een leidraad opleveren zowel voor het uit-

werken van reeds beschikbare gegevens als voor het opstellen van obser-

vât ieprogramma' s in de komende jaren.

De Werkgroep Kosmische Straling is in 1962 opgericht door de

Nederlandse Commissie van Geofysica en Ruimteonderzoek (GROC), die een

commissie is van de Koninklijke Nederlandse Academie van Wetenschappen.

Het Leidse deel der kosten verbonden aan het satellietprogramma is

gefinancieerd uit fondsen die voor de uitvoering van het wetenschappelijk

programma van de GROC door het ministerie van Onderwijs en Wetenschappen

aan de Rijksuniversiteit te Leiden ter beschikking zijn gesteld.
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Stellingen

1

Voortzetting van het onderzoek naar gammastraling afkomstig van bekende

radiopulsars anders dan Crab en Vela is belangrijk ondanks de vervar-

rende en vooralsnog twijfelachtige resultaten.

B.v. Pinkau, K.: 1980, Ninth Texas Symposium on Relativistic

Astrophysics, Annals of the New York Academy of Sciences, 336,

234.

Het verwerken van de COS-B resultaten bij interpretaties van de groot-

schalige structuur van ons melkwegstelsel vindt, ondanks geregelde

presentaties van deze resultaten, met te grote vertraging plaats.

Stecker, F.W. : 1979, Proc. of the IAU Symp. No. 84, 475.

Caraveo, P.A. and Paul, J.A.: 1979, Astron. Astrophys., 75, 340.

De toekomstige NASA satelliet 'Gamma-Ray Observatory' zal beter in

staat zijn om zijn wetenschappelijke doelstellingen te verwezenlijken

als de vonkenkamer voor het hoge energie experiment vervangen wordt

door een driftkamer.

Een hoge druk Xenon gas scintillatie detector is zeer geschikt als

röntgenspectrometer voor energieën boven * 35 keV.

TlCl(Be,I) scintillatie materiaal heeft door zijn korte stralings-

lengte van 1 cm en de sterke afhankelijkheid van de pulsvorm van de

ionisatiedichtheid, aantrekkelijke eigenschappen voor toepassing in

een detector voor het waarnemen van kosmische stralings electronen.



Het algemeen nagestreefde doorstromingsbeleid voor groepen van weten-

schappelijk onderzoek is minder geschikt voor de situatie van het

ruimteonderzoek in verband met de toenemende duur en grootschaligheid

van de projekten.

De ervaring met het COS-B projekt toont aan dat het mogelijk is om,

geleid door een sterk saamhorigheidsgevoel, in een groot internationaal

\' samenwerkingsverband een experiment van de ontwerpfase tot de publicatie

van de eindresultaten met succes gezamenlijk uit te voeren.

8

De gevoeligheid die Boyer et al. denken te kunnen bereiken met hun

elasto-optische zwaartekracht stralingsmeter is te optimistisch geraamd.

Boyer, G.R., Lamouroux, B.F., Prade, B.S. and Vinet, J.Y.: 1980,

Applied Opties, J_9, 382.

Indien de opleiding van waterpolospelers vanaf de pupillenleeftijd

methodisch wordt aangepakt en de begeleiding op oudere leeftijd aange-

past wordt aan de Nederlandse maatschappelijke situatie, kan het

Nederlandse waterpolo zich met succes meten met de topploegen in de

wereld.

W. Hermsen Leiden, 18 juni 1980.
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